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(ABSTRACT)

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service is consider
ing a set of procedures to evaluate agent performance. In 
an attempt to help this consideration process, this study 
was undertaken to investigate the standards of the Perform
ance Review, Analysis and Planning (PRAP) system. Adapta
tions of the PRAP system have been utilized by Extension 
organizations in other states. However, validation proce
dures have not been conducted by those states.

Because of the history and concerns of the Cooperative 
Extension Service in Virginia, this research effort focused 
on the effects of race and gender in assessing the level of 
performance described in the PRAP standards and the rele
vancy of the standards to the job of an Extension agent. 
Also studied were the effects of program area, position, and 
employment location of the rater.

Both quantitative and qualitative methodologies were 
used in the study. The sample for the quantitative portion 
of the study consisted of the Virginia Extension field staff 
population. An eighty-three percent (83%) instrument return
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rate was experienced. The qualitative portion involved 
twelve field interviews with agents in two of the six Ex
tension administrative districts.

The PRAP standards were found to be relevant to the job 
duties and responsibilities of Extension agents in Virginia. 
Furthermore/ no significant differences were found by pro
gram area, position, or geographic location of employment. 
Significant statistical differences were found by gander and 
race. Qualitative evidence was found to support the race 
differences, however, differences by gender were not found 
in the qualitative data.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service/ a major 

adult education organization within the Commonwealth, is 
involved with a reorganization of its personnel. The need 
for an evaluation process to measure agent performance has 
been identified as part of the reorganization effort. 
Performance evaluation procedures must comply with legal 
mandates as well as meet organizational needs and provide 
for professional development of personnel.

The Extension Division of Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute and State University has identified performance 
appraisal as being essential in the personnel decision 
making process. However, when an appraisal system becomes 
the basis for job promotion, tenure, termination, and 
salary administration, compliance with the Equal Pay Act 
of 1963 and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act is 
necessary.

The Equal Pay Act and Title VII, both enacted by 
Congress, form only part of the network which provides 
protection from illegal discrimination in employment. 
Other federal sources of protection include the courts, 
which interpret and enforce the statutes, and the various 
non-discrimination in employment directives issued by the

1
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executive branch, as well as Civil Rights legislation en
acted prior to 1963 and statutes protecting against age 
and veteran discrimination. Thus, protection of rights 
against discrimination in employment comes from multiple 
sources.

In the wake of the passage of the Civil Rights Laws 
and court decisions, the Extension Committee on Organiza
tion and Policy (ECOP), the advisory committee of the Na
tional Association of State Universities and Land-Grant 
Colleges, appointed a subcommittee to review performance 
appraisal procedures used in the Cooperative Extension 
Services and to make recommendations. One recommendation 
was that a United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
contract be signed with the American Institutes for Re
search (AIR) to develop a set of procedures for assessing 
agent job related performance (Hahn, Brumback, & Edwards, 
1979a). AIR developed and tested the Performance, Review, 
Analysis and Planning (PRAP) system. From the PRAP study, 
methods to evaluate planned work performance, as well as 
performance measures which are not part of the usual plan 
of work objectives, were identified.

As a result of an eight state job-analysis study and 
model testing procedures in Michigan, Hahn, Brumback, and
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Edwards (1979a) inferred content validity of the PRAP 
system. They noted that the evaluation criteria of the 
system represented important aspects of Extension agents' 
job responsibilities and duties. However, their findings 
did not analyze performance rating by race and gender. 
Since race and gender were not considered as part of the 
model's development, it seems appropriate that information 
regarding possible race and gender biases is desirable 
prior to the system's implementation in the Commonwealth 
of Virginia.

The concept of identifying test impact by race and 
gender is supported by the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC). The Uniform Guidelines on Employee 
Selection (EEOC, 1978) were designed to assist employers 
complying with the equal employment opportunity require
ments as mandated by federal laws and executive orders. 
Section 4 of the Uniform Guidelines states: "Each user
should maintain and have available for inspection records 
or other information which will disclose the impact which 
its tests...have upon employment opportunities of persons 
by identifiable race, sex, or ethnic group" (Federal Reg
ister. 1978, p. 38297). Performance appraisal procedures
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are considered by regulatory agencies and the courts as 
tests subject to the strictures of the Uniform Guidelines.

A review of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Ser
vice agent population reveals that past employment prac
tices have resulted in a disproportionately high level of 
supervisory positions among white male agents. Of the 
sixteen district positions, thirteen are held by white 
males and sixty-four percent (64%) of the unit directors 
are white males. Whereas, twenty-one percent (21%) of the 
unit director positions are held by white females, four 
percent (4%) are held by black males, and eleven percent 
(11%) of the unit director positions are held by black 
females.

This research effort will address three questions. 
The first is: Can the PRAP standards be applied uniformly
across all agent positions. The second question is: Does
the perceived level of performance described in the 
standards vary by race and gender and are these differ
ences compounded by the variables of geographic location, 
program area, and position type? The focus of the third 
question is: Possible operational problems resulting from
the effects of race and gender differences in the imple
mentation of the PRAP model.
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Statement of the Problem
Within the last two decades, much has been published 

in the area of performance appraisal and personnel evalu
ation procedures which result in illegal discriminatory 
practices. The case law resulting from the Equal Pay Act 
of 1963 and Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act is 
considerable. Therefore, prior to the implementation of 
the PRAP appraisal model it would be advantageous to de
termine if there is evidence of race and/or gender related 
differences when using the PRAP standards.

Since there is a disproportionate distribution by 
race and gender of agents and supervisors and since the 
specification of performance is an inherently subjective 
process, it is possible that the values assigned to be
havioral and performance result standards may vary by 
gender, race, program area, position, and location of the 
rater. Therefore, the research question addressed here 
is whether perceptions of the value of PRAP standards vary 
systematically by gender, race, program area, position, 
or geographic location.
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The Situation 
In order to better understand the current agent and 

supervisor staffing structure, a review of the traditions 
and history of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service 
as well as past personnel practices seems appropriate. 
The following includes the development of Extension within 
Virginia and the South, the staffing structure, and or
ganizational personnel concerns.

An Historical Perspective 
The Smith-Lever Act, passed in 1914, legitimized the 

Extension educational practices which had been initiated 
in the South prior to the turn of the Century as well as 
provided an adult and youth education programming concept 
for the entire United States. Some trace the roots of the 
Cooperative Extension Service to the efforts of Seaman A. 
Knapp, whereas others attribute the conception to Booker 
T. Washington of Hampton Institute and Tuskegee. Thus, 
there are two versions regarding the conception and 
embryonic stages of the adult education program known as 
the Cooperative Extension Service. In the opinion of this 
writer, it is because of these two versions and the ina
bility of one to recognize and accept the other that, un
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til recently, the South as well as Virginia has had two 
Extension Services; one white, the other black.

Booker T. Washington, a former slave from Hale's 
Ford, Virginia, and a graduate of Hampton Institute, used 
the demonstration teaching technique with black farmers 
and families in rural Alabama in the 1890s. This included 
one and two day institutes on the Tuskegee campus begin
ning as early as 1892; and in 1893, the initiation of a 
classroom on wheels (Campbell, 1936). The classroom on 
wheels, which went into the neighboring communities to 
work with black farmers and farm families, brought 
Tuskegee's teachers and students to Alabama's rural-poor 
communities.

The procedure established by Washington and Tuskegee, 
involved the selection of a farmer who was willing and 
able to utilize his resources as a demonstration farm. 
Improved farm practices were taught and implemented and a 
major overhaul was undertaken on the family dwelling and 
farm buildings. In fact, farm sheds for storage and ani
mal shelter were often rebuilt or erected and considerable 
attention was given to the home. Homemaking skills in
cluding food preservation and preparation, personal hy
giene, care of the sick, child development, and practices
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related to clothing construction and care were taught to 
the homemaker and older children (Harlan, 1972).

Black and white community leaders and neighbors were 
invited to the demonstration farm. Tuskegee provided the 
skills and much of the initial labor to establish improved 
farming practices and family living conditions. Seed 
costs, all materials, and upkeep had to be provided by the 
farm family. Thus, the demonstration was a joint effort 
combining the resources of the individual farmer and the 
Tuskegee Institute.

However, the credit for the demonstration concept and 
the birth of the Cooperative Extension Service is given 
to Seaman A. Knapp. In 1903, at a mass meeting of busi
nessmen and farmers in Tyrrell, Texas, and under the aus
pices of the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), Knapp submitted a proposition to establish a dem
onstration farm. The community was asked to select a 
suitable farm and to raise a sufficient amount of money 
to cover any losses that might be sustained by the farmer. 
Walter Porter volunteered seventy acres of his farm land 
and a committee of eight was formed to provide a $1000 
insurance fund. Agricultural practices were outlined by 
Knapp and followed by Porter. At the end of the year,
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Porter estimated he received a profit of $700 more than 
he probably would have if he had followed his old prac
tices.

The above illustrates the basic differences between 
black and white Extension and these differences existed 
in Virginia until the late 1960s. The focus on black 
farming and educational programs was at the survival 
level. Educational efforts were conducted on a one-to-one 
basis; black agents worked with black farm families. Ma
terials needed to implement new practices were provided 
by the farmer; the black farm family received no community 
support. Whereas, Knapp involved the total community in 
the establishment of a demonstration farm; Porter volun
teered seventy acres and a committee was established to 
cover risks. The concept was that of profit, not sur
vival, and involved groups of learners.

The first county agents utilizing USDA funds were 
appointed in 1906. On the same day, W. C. Stallings was 
appointed to serve in Texas and Thomas Campbell was to 
work in cooperation with Tuskegee Institute in Macon 
County, Alabama. In December of that year, John B. Pierce 
of Hampton Institute was appointed to work with black 
farmers in Virginia. It wasn't until 1907 that Knapp ap
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pointed T. O. Sandy, known as the father of Extension in 
Virginia, as the first state agent for Virginia. This 
appointment provided Sandy, an alumnus of Virginia Agri
cultural and Mechanical College (Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute and State University), the authority to hire 
additional agents to help with the work.

On July 1, 1910, Knapp appointed Ella Graham Agnew
of Virginia as the first home demonstration agent. Not 
only was Agnew the first female Extension agent in 
Virginia but she is also recognized as the first female 
agent in the United States. Agnew*s title was State 
Agent, Girls' Tomato Clubs. The idea from the beginning 
of 4-H work in Virginia was to start in the garden, then 
to get into the kitchen, and then into the home.

By July 1916, the Virginia Extension staff totalled 
one hundred and forty-two. The blacks, males and females, 
were supervised by Hampton Institute, while white males 
reported to the director of Extension, who in turn re
ported to the President of Virginia Agricultural and Me
chanical College and Polytechnic Institute (Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University). White female 
agents reported to the state leader for home demonstration 
work. In 1930, the programs serving black families were
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moved from Hampton Institute to Virginia State College for 
Negroes (Virginia State University), Virginia's 1890 
land-grant institution. However, funding, accountabil
ity, and supervision of programs for both blacks and 
whites were the responsibility of the director of the Co
operative Extension Service at Virginia Agricultural and 
Mechanical College and Polytechnic Institute, Virginia's 
1862 land-grant institution. Until the mid-1960s, a sep
arate Extension system for blacks and whites was mandated 
in Virginia by State law.

It should also be noted that national development and 
economic circumstances have affected Cooperative Exten
sion in the Commonwealth. During the first years of the 
existence of the Cooperative Extension Service, the United 
States moved from a primarily agrarian society to an 
urban-oriented industrial complex. The depression of the 
1930s resulted in the decline of black Extension agents 
as this sector of the Service in the South was the first 
to be cut in a time of declining resources. During 1930s 
many technological advances were made, but it wasn't until 
the 1940s and early 1950s that agriculture became more 
efficient through the application of new farming methods 
and through the use of new machinery. However, programs
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serving black farmers and farm families did not stress the 
technological advances of commercial agribusiness as fi
nancial opportunities, providing the means for adoption 
and expansion, were beyond the black farmers' reach. The 
clientele of the black Virginia Extension agent, the black 
farmer and farm family, remained at the survival level 
with teaching being conducted primarily on a one-to-one 
basis. Whereas, white farming was in a growth mode, 
adapting research findings as related to the various 
agribusiness needs.

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service was, in 
fact, two different organizations with educational pro
gramming conducted to meet needs in relation to the 
clientele's situation. Whites served whites and blacks 
served blacks. White agents had white supervisory staff, 
black agents had blacks as their immediate supervisors. 
Black and white Extension workers communicated with each 
other infrequently. Most black agents never visited 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute and State University), and most white agents never 
visited Virginia State College (Virginia State Univer
sity) . Black clientele visited only the black Extension 
office while white farmers and families utilized the re
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sources available through Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University) and 
local white Extension agents. The separate but equal 
doctrine was the accepted mode of operation and predomi
nated in Virginia for Extension's first fifty plus years.

In 1965, the two Virginia Extension Services merged. 
At that time, all supervisory responsibilities were given 
to white supervisors, while black supervisors were placed 
in specialist-type positions with no supervisory respon
sibilities. Agent supervision, including the supervision 
of unit chairmen, occurred at the district offices, which 
were staffed by white males and females. In 1966, the 
first black unit chairman, James R. Butler, was appointed 
with both blacks and whites in the same office. However, 
it wasn't until 1980 that unit chairmen were given agent 
supervisory responsibilities with additional compensation 
being allotted to the position.

The Current Situation 
Since 1981, the Virginia Cooperative Extension Ser

vice has been engaged in a systematic self-examination of 
its organizational and personnel framework. This self- 
examination process involved three steps. The first step
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was the establishment of four program area task forces. 
The educational program areas were determined in accord
ance with the mission as mandated by the General Assembly 
of Virginia in 1981 (Chapter 567, Act to amend and reenact 
Sections 3.1-40 through 3.1-43, 3.1-45, 3.1-46, Code of 
Virginia):

The Division and the Service shall provide the people 
of the Commonwealth information and knowledge through 
instruction and practical demonstration in agricul
ture, including horticulture and silvaculture, 
agribusiness, home economics, 4-H Club work, and 
subjects relating thereto, and imparting information 
on said subjects through demonstrations, confer
ences, courses, workshops, publications, meetings, 
and mass media (Section 3.1-41).
As part of the mandate, the General Assembly also 

gave the organization responsibility for personnel mat
ters, which include employee selection and supervision:

Selection of personnel; rules and regulations; work 
may be conducted with both adults and youth. It 
shall be the duty of the Virginia Polytechnic Insti
tute and State University and of the Virginia State 
University in cooperation with the departments and 
agencies of the federal government, to exercise great 
care in the selection of personnel to carry out the 
work and to supervise the work to see that it is 
properly done throughout the State (Section 3.1-45).
In the early 1980s, four program area task forces

reviewed staffing activities and proposed a core staffing
plan based on the mission of the organization and the
legislative mandates. The purposes of the core staffing
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framework were two-fold. First, all Extension units were 
to be staffed according to a structured plan reflective 
of the mission and purpose of the Virginia Cooperative 
Extension Service. Second, each unit was to have the 
necessary professional resources to conduct educational 
programs in each of the four program areas. The recomm
endations of the program area task forces and the core 
staffing plan are presently being implemented.

The second step of the self-examination process in
volved the establishment of a task force to study organ
izational needs. In 1983, this task force recommended a 
reorganization of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Ser
vice administrative structure. The recommendations of 
this task force have been implemented at both the state 
and district levels.

The third step involved another task force which 
studied Extension agent employment status and compensation 
practices. This group identified the need for a perform
ance appraisal system which would adequately and accu
rately describe different levels of agent performance and 
measure performance for purposes of salary adjustments.

The task force identified four recommendations re
garding a performance evaluation system. The first re
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commendation focused on the need for a system whose 
primary function was to coach employees toward outstanding 
performance. The evaluation process was to function as a 
means of identifying positive skills and talents as well 
as good results. In those cases where performance was 
minimal, coaching would be used to improve performance or 
help the employee seek other employment. The second re
commendation was that of integrating performance evalu
ation with the plan of work, compensation, and staff 
training systems. The task force recommended that the 
plan of work objectives should be prioritized and should 
determine the evaluation criteria for the performance pe
riod. The third and fourth recommendations included the 
self documentation of individual performance and program 
accomplishments and the training of supervisors in the 
skills of coaching.

The intent of each of the self-examinations was: (a)
to enable the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service to 
better serve the citizens of the Commonwealth and (b) to 
have a personnel system which will attract high quality 
applicants while challenging those presently in the system 
to excel in educational programming at the unit level. 
The findings and recommendations of each task force were
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analyzed and compiled into a proposal for strengthening 
the Extension Division’s personnel system. This report, 
A ..Propogal f o r  P s rs o n n e t

SYff-tom of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service
(1984), was submitted to Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University's senior administrative team in the 
spring of 1984. The proposal included the three human 
resource components of agent staffing, agent status, and 
agent performance appraisal standards and procedures.

Agent Staffing Component
Currently, the Virginia Cooperative Extension Ser

vice maintains one hundred and seven unit offices. Each 
of Virginia's ninety-five counties has an Extension of
fice. In addition, offices are located in twelve cities. 
The number of agent staff per unit varies from one to 
fourteen. The differences in staffing patterns can be 
attributed to many factors. Chief among them are: the
enthusiasm the locale has for Extension, the history and 
status of Extension in the area, the willingness and 
ability of some counties/cities to pay for an increased 
Extension program, and the complexity of the agricul
turally related enterprises in the area served by the
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unit. The following outlines the provisions of the 
staffing plan.

Unit director.
Each Extension unit is staffed with a unit Extension 

director. The unit director is the administrative leader 
of the unit staff having budget, personnel, and program 
responsibilities. The percent of time allotted to the 
total unit Extension program and personnel administration 
varies by unit and is defined by the unit director in 
consultation with the district director. The unit direc
tor is responsible for community resource development 
programming and also has programming responsibilities in 
one of the three other program areas be it agriculture and 
natural resources, home economics, or 4-H youth.

A g r ic u l tu re , .

Each Extension unit is staffed with an Extension 
agent who has primary program responsibilities in the area 
of agriculture and natural resources. A second Extension 
agent with agricultural expertise is assigned to the core 
staff in those units that meet certain criteria. The 
criteria used to determine which units will have a second
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agent include the number of commercial producers, gross 
farm income, the amount of agricultural industry and 
business, and population as identified in the 1980 census 
report. These criteria have been incorporated into a 
formula and at the present time twenty-two units qualify 
for a second Extension agent with agricultural expertise.

In addition, forty multi-unit agents, which include 
farm management agents, are being proposed because of the 
specialized expertise needs associated with Virginia ag
riculture. These multi-unit commodity and farm management 
agents are to be a part of the Extension human resource 
base and housed in the unit offices. Thus, a total of one 
hundred and sixty-nine Extension agent positions are al
located to agriculture and natural resources as part of 
the core staff.

Home economics.
Each Extension unit is to be staffed with an Exten

sion agent who has primary program responsibilities in the 
area of home economics. In addition to the core of one 
home economics agent, a second Extension agent with home 
economics program responsibilities will be provided to 
those units that service in excess of 20,000 households.
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Based on the 1980 census data, twenty-one units qualify 
for a second Extension agent with home economics exper
tise. Thus, one hundred and twenty-eight Extension core 
staff agent positions are to be allocated in the program 
area of home economics.

4-H vouth.
Each Extension unit having between 110 and 1500 nine 

year old youths in the geographic area as identified by 
the 1980 population census, is to be staffed with an Ex
tension agent who has programming responsibilities in the 
4-H youth area. Those units serving a geographic area 
with less than 110 nine year old youths will either have 
a half-time 4-H agent position or share a full-time pro
fessional with an adjoining unit of less than 110 nine 
year old youths. Those units with the number of nine year 
old youths in excess of 1500 qualify for a second core 4-H 
agent. In addition, each of the six 4-H educational cen
ters is to be staffed with an agent charged with the same 
responsibilities as a unit director as the job duties re
late to the 4-H center development and operation.

The recommended staffing pattern provides that eight 
units will have one half-time agent, ninety-nine units
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will have one 4-H agent as part of the unit core staff, 
and twelve units will have a second 4-H agent as part of 
the unit's core staff.

Total core staff.
Thus, the core staffing concept in all program areas 

provides for the following agent distribution:
Agriculture and natural resources —  169 full time 
equivalents,
Home economics —  128 full time equivalents, and 
4-H youth —  121 full time equivalents.

Aaent Status Component
The second component addressed by the Extension human 

resource plan focused on agent employment status. At the 
present time, Virginia Cooperative Extension Service 
agents are part of the Commonwealth of Virginia classified 
personnel system. The problems identified by the task 
force included the lack of differentiation in salary in 
relation to merit ratings, lack of incentive and reward 
for superior performance, and the lack of flexibility to 
correct salary disparities.
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Currently, performance appraisal and review takes 
place annually on the agent's anniversary date of employ
ment. Salary is determined by the Commonwealth for all 
State employees and since 1982 has been an across-the- 
board allocation rather than related to the level of per
formance. However, some local governmental units award 
above the classified salary scale. These salary supple
ments range from approximately $600 to $27,000 and are 
determined by past practices within the county/city and 
the ability to pay. Under the Extension Division faculty 
system. Extension agents will no longer be eligible to be 
supplemented with local county/city monies and total sal
ary will depend on individual documentation of performance 
and faculty salary dollars available. Increases will be 
determined by a statewide evaluation of those on faculty 
appointment based on input from the immediate supervisors 
as a result of a performance appraisal system. All sala
ries are to be monitored to identify inequities.

Agent Performance Appraisal Component
The third component of the human resource plan for 

Extension identified the need for an agent focused per
formance appraisal procedure. The current performance
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evaluation system used by the Extension Division for agent 
appraisal was developed for State classified employees by 
the Commonwealth of Virginia. The system provides an an
nual evaluation on: (a) five predetermined goals or ob
jectives which have been determined cooperatively between 
the employee and supervisor; (b) five performance factors 
—  work habits, planning and analytical ability, manage
rial skills, communication skills, and development of 
others; and (c) developmental changes and training needs. 
The employee's performance is rated on a four point scale 
with ”1" noting a failure to meet job requirements and "4" 
indicating that the individual has exceeded normal job 
requirements. The completed form is designed to be shared 
with the employee and an employee-supervisor sign-off 
space is provided to verify communication of the evalu
ation. The use of the State appraisal form has resulted 
in a skewed distribution to the top end of the scale with 
a very narrow performance level range. Because of this 
and other reasons, it has been stated by those both within 
and outside of the Extension organization that the present 
State system of appraising employee performance is inap
propriate for Extension agents. Thus, it is appropriate 
to review and evaluate the PRAP system, which was devel
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oped to appraise Extension agent performance, as an al
ternative to the present appraisal system.

Purpose Statement 
Because of the history and concerns of the organiza

tion as well as the current agent staffing and agent sta
tus plans, the purposes of this study are as follows:

1. To determine if the PRAP standards are applicable 
and central to the functions and tasks of Virginia 
Cooperative Extension Service agents.
2. To determine whether the values assigned to the 
PRAP standards vary by race and gender.
3. To determine possible operational problems in 
using the PRAP standards related to race, gender, 
program area, position, and geographic location.

Research Questions 
Since the specification of performance standards is 

an inherently subjective process, it is possible that the 
values assigned to behavioral standards may vary by 
gender, race, program area, position within the organiza
tion, and/or geographic location of employment. There
fore, the research question addressed here is: Whether
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perceptions of the performance described in the PRAP 
standards vary systematically by gender, race, program 
responsibilities, position type, and/or location of em
ployment. As a result of this research, the following 
questions should be clarified:

1. To what extent do the PRAP standards relate to 
the job duties and responsibilities of Virginia Co
operative Extension Service agents?
2. Do the scale values assigned to a subset of the 
PRAP standards vary systematically by gender and 
race?
3. Do the factors of program area, position, and 
geographic location affect the perceived level of 
performance as stated in the PRAP standards?
4. What operational problems are likely to occur 
with the implementation of the PRAP model?

Delimitations 
This study is confined to the Virginia Cooperative 

Extension Service and Extension agents who are presently 
employed by the Extension Division of Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University. This study will also be
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limited to a subset of the job related performance stand
ards identified in the AIR report (Hahn et al., 1979a).

Limitations
The findings of this study are of particular rele

vance to the Virginia Cooperative Extension agents and the 
Extension Division of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University.

Importance of the Study
This study was designed to determine if the PRAP 

standards are free of biases resulting from gender, race, 
program area, position, and geographic location differ
ences. The findings of this research will provide infor
mation prior to implementing the system in Virginia. The 
findings should also be of interest to Cooperative Exten
sion Services in other states which have adopted the PRAP 
system or are considering the system.

Specifically, the findings should be able to be used 
by the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service for assess
ing job related performance and concerns of adverse impact 
and validity of the performance appraisal standards for 
agents within the Extension Division.
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Assumptions
A performance appraisal approach which integrates 

performance evaluation with plan of work and reporting 
efforts, staff training activities, compensation deci
sions, and functions as a process rather than as an event, 
will better serve both the organization and the employees. 
Appraisal standards which are based on job analysis data 
and identifies potential gender and race differences, will 
more readily conform with legal mandates and the Uniform 
guideline?,

Definition of Terms 
To increase clarity and understanding, the following 

frequently used terms are defined according to their 
meaning in this study.
Ability; "A present competence to perform an observable 
behavior or a behavior which results in an observable 
product” (Federal Register. 1978, p. 38307).
Adverse impact: The Uniform Guidelines defines the con
dition wherein the selection/promotion rate for one group 
for a given job is less than 80 percent of the 
selection/promotion rate for the group with the highest
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selection/promotion rate. The 4/5th rule is offered as a 
practical means of determining adverse impact in enforce
ment proceedings. However, the Uniform Guidelines also 
contains a statement that smaller differences may never
theless constitute adverse impact.
Agent;. An employee under the direction of the Cooperative 
Extension Service and is located in one of the one hundred 
and seven unit offices in the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
The individual has educational programming responsibil
ities in one of four program areas be it agriculture and 
natural resources, home economics, 4-H, or community re
source development.
Applicabilitv/centralitv: The relevance or appropriate
ness of the statement to the job duties and responsibil
ities of an Extension agent.
Construct validity; "Demonstrated by data showing that 
the selection procedure measures the degree to which can
didates have identifiable characteristics which have been 
determined to be important for successful job performance" 
(Federal Register. 1978, p. 38307).
Content validity: "Demonstrated by data showing that the
content of a selection procedure is representative of im
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portant aspects of performance on the job'1 (Federal Reg
ister. 1978, p. 38307).
Criterion-related validity: "Demonstrated by empirical
data showing that the selection procedure is predictive 
of or significantly correlated with important elements of 
work behavior” (Federal Register,. 1978, p. 38307). 
Districti A geographic area comprised of unit offices 
ranging in number from fourteen to twenty-three units. 
The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service is divided into 
six administrative districts.
Extension agentl A professional employee of the Cooper
ative Extension Service, located in a unit office or at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, has 
subject-matter expertise, and is responsible for the edu
cational programming in one or more of the four program 
areas.
Extension Committee on Organization and Policy (EC.OP):. A 
standing committee of the Extension section of the Divi
sion of Agriculture of the National Association of State 
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. This fourteen mem
ber committee makes recommendations regarding organiza
tion and policy matters, program goals, strategies, and 
legislative and budgetary concerns.
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Extension Division: Established by the General Assembly
of Virginia as a State agency within the Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University to administer 
the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service and the Con
tinuing Education program.
Extension Division faculty: For the purpose of desig
nation within Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, the faculty is divided into five categories: 
the Collegiate Faculties, the Library Faculty, the faculty 
of the Extension Division not holding appointment in the 
Collegiate Faculty, the Administrative Faculty, and Re
search Associates (Faculty Handbook: VPI&SU. 1983).
Job analysis: "A detailed statement of work behaviors and
other information relevant to the job" (Federal Register. 
1978, p. 38307).
Job description: A general statement of job duties and
responsibilities" (Federal Register. 1978, p. 38307). 
Performance: "Those outcomes that are produced or behav
iors that are exhibited in order to perform certain job 
activities over a specific period of time" (Bernardin & 
Beatty, 1984, p. 12).
Performance appraisal: The assessment of job related
performance.
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Program areas: Four program areas of the Virginia Coop
erative Extension Service as mandated by law. These in
clude agriculture (including horticulture, silvaculture, 
and agribusiness), home economics, community resource de
velopment, and 4-H youth.
Purposive sampling: ”... characterized by the use of
judgment and a deliberate effort to obtain representative 
samples by including presumably typical areas or groups 
in the sample” (Kerlinger, 1973, p.129).
Substantially similar lobs: Employment activities which
are similar in terms of the skill, effort, responsibility 
required to perform the work, and the working conditions 
under which they are performed. The employer must be sure 
that any performance measurement procedures are not 
di scriminatory.
Test; ”As any paper-and-pencil or performance measure 
used as a basis for any employment decision” (Federal 
Register. 1971, p. 19307).
Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.;. Sets 
forth acceptable procedures for the clarification and de
termination of adverse impact, options when adverse impact 
is found to exist, validation procedures, reporting and 
record keeping requirements. Adopted by the Equal Em
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ployment Opportunity Commission, the Civil Service Com
mission, the Department of Labor, and the Department of 
Justice in 1978. (Also referred to as the Uniform Guide
lines and Guidelines.)
Unit: Basic Virginia Cooperative Extension Service or
ganizational component functioning within a cooperating 
local governmental jurisdiction (Perkins, 1978).
Unit director: Each unit is staffed with a unit director
who is the administrative leader of the unit staff having 
budget, personnel, and program responsibilities. The unit 
director is responsible for community resource development 
programming and also has programming responsibilities in 
one of the three other program areas be it agriculture and 
natural resources, home economics, or 4-H.
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service: A state organ
ization conducting educational programs administered 
through the Extension Division of Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University and Virginia State Univer
sity and funded through the United States Department of 
Agriculture, the Commonwealth of Virginia, and local gov
ernments.
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Organization of the Study 
This dissertation is organized around five chapters. 

The first chapter includes the situation, a statement of 
the problem, a purpose statement, the research questions, 
significance of the study, delimitations, limitations, 
definitions, and the organization of the study. Chapter 
two includes a review of selected literature which ad
dresses race and sex discrimination in the work place and 
employee performance evaluation practices. Also reviewed 
were the literature and primary sources including federal 
laws, mandates, regulations, and case law as it is related 
to performance appraisal practices, and agent appraisal 
methods used by other Cooperative Extension Services. 
Chapter three describes the design of the study, the var
iables, the population, the instrumentation and data col
lection procedures, and the procedures to be used in data 
analysis. Chapter four is the analysis and presentation 
of the data. Chapter five includes a summary of the 
study, conclusions relative to the findings, and sug
gestions for additional and related research.
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND PRIMARY SOURCES 
Race and sex biases are anything but new in the 

United States. Nieva and Gutek (1981) noted that sex-role 
stereotyping as well as race trait expectations predomi
nate when specific and concrete information about the 
merits of an individual are not known. In the performance 
appraisal area, the Uniform Guidelines (1978) and the 
courts have argued that the more task related information 
provided about the individual employee and the greater the 
clarity about the evaluation criteria, the less likely it 
is that actual prejudice can operate.

To address the problem of assessing the effects of 
race and gender in scoring Extension agent performance 
standards, a search of the literature as well as a review 
of the primary legal sources was conducted. Hahn et al. 
(1979a) in their report to the United States Department 
of Agriculture stated that failure in personnel evaluation 
practices results from legal problems, technical problems, 
and operational problems. However, both technical and 
operational problems contribute to legal action. This 
review focuses on selected literature which addresses race 
and sex bias in the work place including federal laws, 
mandates, regulations, and case law as they relate to

34
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performance appraisal practices. Also reviewed are cur
rent Extension agent performance evaluation practices 
within the United States.

Race and Sex Discrimination Historically 
In an effort to identify the reasons behind and the 

types of discriminatory employment practices, a search of 
the literature focusing on race and sex discrimination was 
conducted. The body of literature in the area of race 
discrimination surpasses that of sex discrimination. In 
fact, Feagin and Feagin identified that until recently 
"social science and popular literatures have been silent 
on the issues of sex prejudice and sex discrimination" 
(1978, p. 5). However, it has been noted that the theo
ries of one can be adapted to the other (Grochros & 
Grochros, 1977; Feagin & Feagin, 1978).

Prior to 1960, most of the social science research 
adopted a prejudice-causes-discrimination model. It was 
therefore advocated that if prejudice could be erased, 
nonwhite minorities could be assimilated into the fabric 
of white society. Whereas, since the 1960s three streams 
of thought have emerged in the literature.
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The first theory, the interest theory of discrimi
nation, relates to the motivating force behind discrimi
nation. The interest theory of discrimination is stated 
as the desire to protect one’s own privilege and power. 
Thus, discrimination in the work place can be seen as a 
behavioral process aimed at maintaining the privileges of 
the dominant group and is thus, a "rational response to 
struggles over scarce resources" (Feagin & Feagin, 1978, 
p. 9).

Internal colonialism has been identified as the sec
ond stream of thought focusing on discrimination. In 
newly colonized societies, such as the United States, the 
unequal distribution and control of economic and political 
resources were institutionalized early. Thus,
stratification can exist where there are currently few 
prejudiced people because the processes that maintain 
domination are built into the social structure. 
Discriminatory practices go unnoticed or are considered 
to be natural by those who control the resources.

The third important perspective enlarging the under
standing of discrimination is that of institutional 
racism/sexism. Institutional racism/sexism refers to 
subordination "by means of attitudes, actions, or insti
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tutional structures which do not use color itself (or sex 
itself) but mechanisms indirectly related to color (or 
sex)” (Feagin & Feagin, 1978, p. 13). Examples of this 
type of discrimination are height and weight stipulations 
which are included in job descriptions.

Nieva and Gutek (1981) noted that the issues perti
nent to discrimination in the work place cannot be under
stood from a single perspective. Stereotyping and the 
demand of stereotyped minority and sex role congruent be
haviors characterized organizational recruitment, per
formance evaluation practices, career selection, and even 
leadership styles.

Income differentials by race and sex groups are siz
able. Until recently, black women have been the most 
disadvantaged, earning less than white women who, in turn, 
earn considerably less than black men (Nieva & Gutek, 
1981). Since the mid-1970s, Nieva and Gutek noted, black 
women have been able to move into clerical jobs, thereby 
improving their earnings.

However, this does not mean black women are doing 
well in an absolute sense. The employment market is so 
severely sex segregated that females cannot be compared 
in earnings to either group of men. According to the
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United States Department of Commerce (1981), female work
ers earn approximately sixty percent as much as men. 
Also, the South supports the largest race differentials 
in income for both men and women (Nieva & Gutek, 1981).

Historically, the growth in the number of females in
the labor force has not been even. Prior to the Indus
trial Revolution, women and men both worked as a necessity 
for family sustenance. The division of labor into two 
spheres, the male work sphere and the female work sphere, 
was a product of the Industrial Revolution when work 
changed to paid employment and males moved into the fac
tories and offices. Women were delegated to stay at home 
and care for the children and the characteristics of
meekness, modesty, and submissiveness were established as
feminine ideals by society.

According to Nieva and Gutek (1981), there were ap
proximately four million women in the work force in 1890. 
By 1900, over five million women were working, an increase 
in the labor force of twenty-five percent. In 1910, al
most seven and one-half million women were in the paid 
labor force with the percentage remaining relatively sta
ble until World War II. By the late 1970s, nearly forty 
percent of all women over sixteen years of age were work
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ing and it is expected that this will increase to fifty- 
five percent by 1990.

There were seventeen female occupations (at lease 
seventy percent female workers) at the turn of the Twen
tieth Century (Oppenheimer, 1968). Currently, fourteen 
occupational categories are still identified as female 
occupations. Traditionally, when enough women have en
tered a male intensive profession, men avoid the occupa
tion leaving women, once again, occupationally segregated 
(Randour, Strasburg, & Lipman-Blumen, 1982). For example 
the female intensive fields of typist, elementary school 
teacher, and bank teller at one time were male dominated 
occupations. It should also be noted that, wages for 
these occupations declined as men left. Barrett (1979) 
noted that two-thirds of the working women are in 
stereotypically female jobs with approximately thirty- 
five percent of all working women holding clerical posi
tions. Currently, the jobs of nurse, teacher, librarian, 
and social worker are allocated for professional women 
(Barrett, 1979).

Research findings have identified several factors 
which can be associated with female occupations (Nieva & 
Gutek, 1981).
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1. Cheapness —  women's jobs have female workers 
with more education than the average male worker and 
lower pay than the average male worker.
2. Availability —  a ready supply of skilled work
ers. The female worker is expected to obtain the 
necessary training prior to employment and acquire 
needed skills on her own time and at her own expense. 
Whereas, training programs and experiences are pro
vided by the employing organization for male workers.
3. Sex-labeling of jobs —  related to tradition. 
Some jobs require traits which are assumed to be more 
appropriate for one gender. Thus, the job is viewed 
as female work or male work.
4. Female jobs involve vicarious rather than direct 
achievement. Achievement is through the manager, 
boss, or physician rather than through the female 
held position of secretary, assistant, or nurse.
5. Women's jobs are often those that permit rela
tively easy entry and reentry. This usually includes 
the lack of substantial fringe benefits and limited 
upward mobility.
6. Women's jobs are clustered in a few task areas, 
whereas jobs for males include a variety of tasks.
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7. Jobs for women are low in prestige. The male 
labor force covers the whole spectrum of job pres
tige, from very high to very low.

Nieva and Gutek noted that minorities, as well, are in
cluded in this secondary labor force.

Personnel evaluation is an ubiquitous part of organ
izational life. Informal evaluations and judgments are 
made constantly in the work place regarding abilities, 
accomplishments, and potential; and these judgments often 
provide information for formal performance appraisal pro
cedures. Thus, information and judgments from both in
formal and formal evaluation activities provide a basis 
for promotion and salary decisions. However, several 
studies have identified evaluation biases which have re
sulted in discrimination against females and minorities 
(Trombetta, 1973; Rosenthal, 1975; Nieva & Gutek, 1981).

Research efforts have also found that men have an 
edge over women when they are equally competent. Employ
ers showed a strong pro-male bias to hire and promote 
highly competent males over highly competent females for 
decisive managerial type positions (Rosen & Jerdee, 1974). 
In another study (Cash, Gillen, & Burns, 1977), it was 
identified that a temporary and external factor, luck, was
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credited when women were perceived as performing as well 
as men in stereotyped male-related tasks. Whereas, the 
same performance level for males was attributed to skill 
and ability which are internal and stable factors.

In fact, Feather and Simon (1975) noted that females 
who failed in stereotyped male jobs were evaluated more 
positively than males performing at the same level as the 
evaluators expected failure on the part of females. Yet, 
in subordinate type jobs, little distinction was made be
tween barely competent males and females. Rosenthal 
(1975) found that teachers analyzing data by high-low 
achievement credited white students who achieved, but 
nonwhite high achievers were not differentiated from the 
nonwhite low achievers. Similarly, Trombetta (1973) found 
that black gasoline service station dealers achieved a 
greater profit margin and scored higher on economic ac
tivity measures than whites. However, the stereotype im
age of blacks as businessmen remained as inferior.

The Legal Aspects of Performance Appraisal 
Player (1981) noted that employment opportunity has 

not been and is still not distributed equally among all 
groups in our society. For example, unemployment of
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blacks regularly doubles that of whites. Evidence exists 
that show the under utilization of women, and even within 
occupational groups "males can be expected statistically 
to earn nearly double that of females" (Player, 1981, 
p.2). Sources of redress for employment discrimination 
come from a variety of laws and mandates as well as the 
courts.

Legal Frameworfr 
In order to understand the state of the art in per

formance appraisal procedures and the established legal 
framework related to employee evaluation, a review of se
lected literature and primary sources was conducted.

Constitutional Safeguards
One source, the Fifth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution, protects against federal violation of due 
process. The Thirteenth Amendment, another source, abol
ishes slavery and the third source, the Fourteenth Amend
ment of the Constitution of the United States, provides 
protection against state violations of due process and 
affords equal protection for all. Section 1 of the Four
teenth Amendment, enacted to protect newly freed slaves,
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has three basic substantive clauses: (a) the states may
not deprive any person of life, liberty, or property 
without due process of the law, (b) the states may not 
deny persons equal protection of the laws, and (c) the 
states may not make or enforce laws which abridge the 
privileges or immunities of United States citizens. Sec
tion 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment gives Congress the 
power to enforce the provisions through appropriate leg
islation. Historically, the states had enacted laws and 
issued mandates which resulted in differing treatments and 
opportunities of individuals according to their sex and 
race. Thus, the Civil Rights Laws, which were passed to 
remedy these situations, have as their Constitutional base 
the Fourteenth Amendment.

Statutory Law
The vast majority of court cases identified in the 

literature are the result of The Civil Rights Acts passed 
since the early 1960s. In fact, Player (1981) identified 
the period between 1965 and 1975 as a time of revolution 
with legislation protecting against employment discrimi
nation going from famine to feast. Whereas, since 1975 
it has been a period of maturation and interpretation.
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Equal Pav.Act.
The Equal Pay Act of 1963, the first of the Civil 

Rights Acts of the 1960s, was passed as an amendment to 
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1939. Unlike Title VII 
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which addresses all forms 
of sex, race, national origin and religious discrimi
nation, the Equal Pay Act (EPA) addresses only those forms 
of sex discrimination based on pay differentials. Under 
the Equal Pay Act, a wage differential is permissible only 
when based on merit, seniority, incentive, or any other 
non-sex related factor. The EPA is considered gender 
neutral as it protects men as well as women from sex re
lated discrepancies in pay. It has also been specifically 
held that the Equal Pay Act may not be interpreted in a 
way which would be inconsistent with Title VII of the 1964 
Civil Rights Act.

Equal work is legally defined as jobs which require 
equal skill, effort, responsibility, and are performed 
under similar working conditions in the same establishment 
(Equal Pay Act of 1963, 29 U.S.C. Section 206(d)(1).
These four separate elements must be independently satis
fied or the jobs are not considered equal under the Act.
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Skill is defined by EPA to include experience, training, 
education, and ability. (The possession of skills not 
directly related to job responsibilities or performance 
cannot be used to justify pay differentials.) However, 
the term 'equal skill' is not interpreted as identical 
skill. Thus, the general nature, effort, and responsi
bility of the delivery of off-campus educational programs 
to the citizens of the Commonwealth can be considered to 
be the same whether the agent is in the program area of 
agriculture, home economics, or 4-H youth. Also, the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, with its one hun
dred and seven unit offices, is considered as one estab
lishment since the administration of the program is
centrally based in the Extension Division of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended,

prohibits discrimination in all aspects of employment on 
the basis of race, religion, sex or national origin by an 
employer with fifteen or more employees. Title VII does 
not require any employer to grant preferential treatment 
to any member of a protected group. However, the Title
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authorizes the courts to grant injunctive relief requiring 
that members of a disadvantaged class be hired and served 
(Griggs, S.Ct. 1971). The Title also prohibits practices, 
procedures, and tests if they operate to freeze the status 
quo of prior discriminatory practices or if they cannot 
be justified by the employer on the basis of a business 
necessity if the tests, etc. are discriminatory in effect 
(Griggs, S.Ct. 1971; Jones v. Lee Way Motor Freight, 10th 
Cir. 1977).

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as amended, 
is the most comprehensive and most litigated of the em
ployment discrimination laws. According to the statute's 
basic prohibition:

It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an 
employer —
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any 
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any 
individual with respect to his compensation, terms, 
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of 
such individual's race, color, religion, sex, or 
national origin; or
(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees 
or applicants for employment in any way which would 
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employ
ment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his 
status as an employee, because of such individual's 
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin (sec
tion 703 (a)).
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Prior to 1972, federal agencies charged with enforc
ing anti-discrimination laws concentrated their efforts 
on employers in the private sector having a questionable 
pattern of affording equal opportunity to all races and 
sex. However, the 1972 amendments to the Civil Rights Act 
extended to all state and local government employees the 
protections of Title VII as these employee groups had 
previously been excluded from the Act's anti- 
discrimination provisions.

The first six titles of the Civil Rights Act prohibit 
discrimination on account of race, religion, and national 
origin, but do not include sex. Title VII, prohibiting 
discrimination in employment, as originally drafted did 
not include a prohibition against sex discrimination ei
ther. Shortly before the final vote in the House of Rep
resentatives and in an effort to defeat the bill, an 
amendment adding sex as a protected class was presented. 
However, the bill was approved by the House, virtually 
without debate. To assure compatibility with the Equal 
Pay Act the Senate added the Bennett Amendment which pro
vides that any defenses authorized by the 1963 Equal Pay 
Act also apply to Title VII. The Bennett Amendment (sec
tion 703(h)) thus links the Title VII compensation claims
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to the Equal Pay Act's four affirmative defenses of equal 
skill, effort, and responsibility, and jobs which are 
performed under similar working conditions.

In 1981, after much discussion on the meaning of the 
Bennett Amendment, the Supreme Court (County of Washington 
v. Gunther) in a 5 to 4 decision held that a plaintiff need 
not prove equal work in order to state a wage discrimi
nation claim under Title VII. Therefore, utilizing the 
Bennett Amendment and the Gunther decision, a legal claim 
for wage discrimination can exist under Title VII even 
where the jobs being compared are not substantially equal. 
As a result of the Supreme Court ruling in the Gunther 
case (1981) a great deal of pay equity activity has been 
initiated in Congress. Bills have been introduced that 
would mandate a comparable worth study within the federal 
pay system and would require pay equity actions within the 
legislative branch. To date, none have been enacted but 
the debate is far from over. In April 1985, the "U. S. 
Civil Rights Commission repudiated the concept of compa
rable worth —  equal pay for jobs of similar value —  and 
urged federal agencies and Congress to do likewise" 
("U.S. Civil Rights," 1985, p. A-l).
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Executive Orders
Executive Order 11246 as amended by Executive Order 

11375 prohibits discrimination by contractors or subcon
tractors of federal agencies.

It is the policy of the United States Government to 
provide equal opportunity in Federal employment and 
in employment by Federal contractors on the basis of 
merit and without discrimination because of race, 
color, religion, sex or national origin...

Executive Order 11478 prescribes merit as the basis for 
federal personnel policy, prohibits discrimination, and 
mandates equal opportunity programs.

Executive Order Number One of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, signed by Governor Charles S. Robb on January 
16, 1982, "specifically prohibits employment discrimi
nation on the basis of race, sex, color, national origin, 
religion, age, or handicap." It is stated that the policy 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia is to "assure equal em
ployment opportunity for all state employees and for all 
applicants for state employment" (Executive Order Number 
One, 1982). Thus, the Governor's Executive Order supports 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the previously mentioned 
Presidential Executive Orders in relation to employees of 
the Commonwealth.
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The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service receives 
funding from both the federal government and state gov
ernment. Extension agents are considered state as well 
as federal employees, and as such they are protected by 
both the Presidential Executive Orders and Executive Order 
Number One of the Commonwealth.

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
The agency charged with the interpretation and ad

ministration of the federal Civil Rights Laws and execu
tive mandates is the five person, presidentially appointed 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). This 
agency has four major roles. One role relates to 
enforcement. This is done through suits filed by the 
Justice Department on behalf of the EEOC in the federal 
district courts or through intervention in actions filed 
by private plaintiffs. Second is the role of concil
iation. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is 
directed to attempt to eliminate probable violations 
through methods of conference, conciliation, and persua
sion. A third role of the agency is closely related to 
the first two. The EEOC has broad subpoena powers to in
vestigate charges of discrimination and keep records of
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employment practices. The fourth role concerns interpre
tative powers. The agency has the power to issue inter
pretative guidelines and regulations.

Prior to 1978/ several federal agencies issued their 
own guidelines. However/ through a cooperative effort 
involving the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the 
Civil Service Commission, the Department of Justice, and 
the Department of Labor a uniform set of guidelines was 
adopted by the four agencies. The Uniform Guidelines on 
Employee -S?l?<Ltlgn_J>X<??.§dyrQ.gwhich went into effect on 
September 25, 1978, sets forth acceptable procedures in 
the determination of adverse impact, basic options when 
adverse impact is found to exist, validation procedures 
and alternatives, reporting and record keeping require
ments, and clarifications concerning the determination of 
adverse impact.

Adverse impact is defined in the Uniform. Guidelines 
as the condition wherein the selection rate for one group 
for a given job is less than eighty percent of the 
selection/promotion rate for the group with the highest 
selection/promotion rate. The 4/5ths rule is offered as 
a practical means of determining adverse impact in 
enforcement proceedings. However, the Guidelines also
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contains a statement that smaller differences may never
theless constitute adverse impact.

The establishment of a set of uniform guidelines has 
relieved some of the earlier frustrations experienced by 
organizations as they tried to comply with regulations 
from several agencies and procedures which were often 
conflicting. It should be identified, however, that the 
Guidelines, which are heavily relied upon by the courts, 
are interpretations, not law.

The focus of the Uniform Guidelines is in two areas. 
First, concern is stimulated when the bottom line does not 
reflect equality in hiring, retention, promotion, trans
fer, coaching, training practices, and compensation deci
sions. Second, selection procedures, including
performance appraisal, must be validated if there is an 
adverse impact on protected classes. An apparent ine
quality exists in the Virginia Cooperative Extension Ser
vice as white males dominate in both the unit director and 
district level positions.

Cage Law
The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in Brito v. 

Zia (10th Cir. 1973) that personnel evaluations are, in
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fact, tests and are therefore subject to EEOC Guidelines. 
Thus, the appraisal system and resultant data are subject 
to the scrutiny of the courts when information from the 
appraisal is used in making personnel decisions. This 
includes those activities of promotion, termination, se
lection for training, transfer, or merit pay determi
nation. Consequently, the adequacy of any performance 
appraisal procedure in the light of the federal court 
rulings must be addressed.

Racial discrimination within the Cooperative Exten
sion Service in the South has been determined by the 
courts. In Wade v. Mississippi Cooperative Extension 
Service (5th Cir. 1976), The Court of Appeals concluded 
that evidence existed to indicate racial discrimination 
in both training opportunities and salary determination. 
The Alabama Cooperative Extension Service was under court 
order (Civil Action #84E, U.S. Middle District Court, 
Eastern Division, 1971) to develop and implement a per
formance appraisal system which has as its base specific 
and job related criteria.

Performance appraisal involves the assessment of an 
employee's performance on a particular job. The majority 
of cases involving Title VII litigation have not chal
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lenged directly an employer's performance appraisal pro
gram, but have addressed issues dealing with components 
of the appraisal practices (Bernardin & Beatty, 1984). 
In two cases, Rowe v. General Motors Corporation (5th Cir. 
1972) and Wade (5th Cir. 1976), the court concluded racial 
discriminatory practices because the evaluation standards 
were subjective, vague, and had not been based on job 
analysis data. Similarly, in the Brito v. Zia Company 
(10th Cir. 1973) the Court of Appeals ruled that Zia had 
violated Title VII when assessments were based on subjec
tive criteria, judgments and opinions of the evaluators, 
not on any identifiable objective criteria which were 
supported by written data.

However, it should be noted that the courts do rec
ognize that not all job performance ratings can be based 
solely upon objective criteria. In Rogers v. Interna
tional Paper Company (S.Ct. 1975), the Supreme Court noted 
that:

(Subjective criteria) are not to be condemned as un
lawful per se, for in all fairness to applicants and 
employers alike, decisions about hiring and promotion 
in supervisory and managerial jobs cannot realis
tically be made using objective standards alone.
Odom (1977) in his review of court cases noted that

appraisal systems need to have raters that actually ob
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serve performance, ratings that are collected and scored 
under standardized conditions, and ratings that are based 
on clear and objective factors and/or observable behav
iors. The Supreme Court, which is the final authority, 
held (Albemarle Paper Company v. Moody, S.Ct. 1975) that 
employees can not be ranked using standards that are vague 
and open to divergent interpretation. The Albemarle Paper 
decision was based on an appraisal activity in which the 
raters were asked to make overall evaluations of employees 
in one-on-one comparisons and to select the better one of 
each pair. However the almost all white raters had no 
objective data to corroborate the differences or even a 
definition of 'better'.

Performance Documentation
Bernardin and Beatty identified that standards for 

performance appraisal need to be written. When no stand
ards or vague standards were established for the perform
ance appraisal, there are "no safeguards in the procedure 
designed to advert discriminatory practices" (1984, p. 
50). Therefore, evaluations need to be based on specific 
dimensions of job performance rather than on a single 
global or overall measure.
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Performance standards must also be communicated to 
employees. In Donaldson v. Pillsbury Company (8th Cir.
1977), a female employee was granted relief because she 
had never been shown her job description or performance 
evaluation. Thus, the development of performance stand
ards and written job descriptions and evaluations are in
valid unless shared with employees.

One of the most common appraisal formats, which com
prises part of the currently used procedure for Virginia 
Extension agents, is a graphic scale with such 
dimensions/traits as 'quality of work,' 'cooperation,1 
'work habits,' 'dependability,' 'attitude,' 'communi
cation skills,' and 'industry.' Such scales are often an
chored by the adjectives 'exceeded job requirements,' 
'satisfactory,' and 'failed to meet job requirements.' The 
criteria are vague and not specifically related to job 
responsibilities and duties. Thus, biases held by the 
supervisor can easily become a factor in the performance 
rating. The courts have generally not rendered favorable 
decisions with the use of such formats as adverse impact 
has been established (James v. Stockham Valves and Fit
tings Company, 5th Cir. 1977).
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Rater Validity
Individual raters need to be assessed for validity 

in their ratings. The organization needs to be prepared 
to show that ratings are, in fact, valid reflections of 
past performance and in the case of promotion, valid pre
dictors of future behavior as well.

When possible, more than one rater should be used. 
The use of more than one rater diminishes the influence, 
idiosyncrasies, and the bias effects of a single rater. 
In Brito (10th Cir. 1973), the court ordered more time to 
be spent making first-hand observations and recommended a 
system of multiple raters. Bernardin and Beatty (1984) 
noted that the problem of observablity underscores the 
need to consider other sources for appraisal besides the 
immediate supervisor.

Likewise, the necessity to document extreme ratings 
has been identified (Bernardin & Beatty, 1984). Detailed 
documentation can be used to explain a rating. Also, 
uniform documentation requirements by an organization help 
avoid the impression that the supervisor was out to get a 
certain person or group.

It is important to the organization, the employees, 
as well as deemed necessary by the legal framework (Uni
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form Guidelines. 1978) that an appeal process be part of 
the total appraisal system. A formal appeals process 
provides an opportunity for the raters to defend their 
judgments and allows the ratees "their day in court." 
However, the appeal procedure must be more than just a 
rubber-stamp process and should function as a means of 
making raters more conscientious about their rating pro
cedures.

Burden of Proof
Kaplin in The Law and Higher Education noted that in 

"complex civil rights litigation, the outcome often de
pends on which party is allocated the burden of proof on 
particular issues" (1980, p. 28). Edward W. Cleary (1984) 
noted that the word 'proof1 is ambiguous. Therefore, the 
term 'burden of proof' shares this ambivalence. "The term 
encompasses two separate burdens of proof. One burden is 
that of producing evidence, satisfactory to the judge, of 
a particular fact in issue. The second is the burden of 
persuading the trier of fact that the alleged fact is 
true" (Cleary, 1984, p. 947). In most cases, the party 
who has the burden of pleading a fact will have the burden 
of producing the evidence and of persuasion with regard
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to the issue. However, the burden of providing evidence 
is not always final and may shift between the time the 
hearing is initiated and the decision. Both parties may 
also be delegated the burden with regard to the same issue 
at different points in the hearing. Thus, the burden of 
proof may fall upon either the plaintiff, the defendant, 
or both.

The federal courts have traditionally dealt with the 
Equal Pay Act and Title VII claims differently. A 
plaintiff bringing a lawsuit under the Equal Fay Act must 
initially show that he/she is paid less than the opposite 
sex doing substantially equal work. To meet this burden, 
the plaintiff must demonstrate that the jobs require sub
stantially equal skill, effort, and responsibility and are 
performed under similar working conditions (Pemberton, 
1975; Player 1982). Once the plaintiff has made this in
itial showing of unequal pay for substantially equal work, 
a prima facie case has been established and the burden 
shifts to the employer/defendant. The defendant then has 
the responsibility of proving that the wage difference is 
based upon a seniority system, a merit system, a system 
which measures earnings by quantity or quality of pro
duction, or any other factor other than sex. Personnel
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appraisal procedures are an appropriate means of providing 
performance information as a basis for merit wage differ
entials. Thus, an accurate, bias free, job related per
formance appraisal system could provide the data needed 
to affirmatively prove that a wage disparity was justi
fied.

A case brought under Title VII involves a different 
distribution of burdens. The three types of employment 
discrimination claims under Title VII are: (a) disparate
treatment based on proscribed criteria, (b) neutral cri
teria or rules that perpetuate past intentional segre
gation, and (c) neutral rules which have an adverse 
impact (Player, 1981). The first type of employment dis
crimination claimed is termed 'disparate treatment1 with 
the second and third type identified as a 'disparate im
pact' employment discrimination claim. Under disparate 
treatment, the plaintiff must prove that an employer in
tentionally discriminated because of her sex, or his/her 
race, religion, or national origin.

Once the plaintiff establishes a prima facie case of 
discrimination, the defendant in a disparate treatment 
case must articulate some legitimate, non-discriminatory 
reason that justifies the practice. Thus, unlike an EPA
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defense, which must be proven affirmatively by the em
ployer, a defendant in a disparate treatment case need 
only produce some evidence that there was a legitimate 
basis for his/her action. If the defendant successfully 
rebuts the prima facie case of discrimination by artic
ulating a reason for the difference in pay, the burden 
shifts back to the plaintiff to prove that the defendant's 
explanation is a pretext for discrimination (McDonnell 
Douglas v. Green, S.Ct. 1973).

Disparate impact is concerned with employer's prac
tices that are fair in form but discriminatory in opera
tion. Under a disparate impact case, the plaintiff must 
prove that a practice of the employer, that is neutral on 
its face, has a discriminatory impact on a group protected 
by Title VII (Griggs v. Duke Power Company, S.Ct. 1971). 
The burden then shifts to the employer to prove that the 
facially neutral policy is justified by business neces
sity.

In summary, the employer faces different burdens in 
refuting a prima facie case of discrimination depending 
upon the type of theory advanced by the plaintiff. In an 
EPA case, the employer must affirmatively prove that the 
pay disparity was based on some factor other than sex.
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In a disparate treatment case, the employer need only ar
ticulate a legitimate reason for its action, and the bur
den shifts back to the plaintiff to prove that the 
articulated reason is a pretense. In a disparate impact 
action, the defendant must demonstrate that the challenged 
action was based upon business necessity.

One of the questions which needs to be addressed by 
any organization concerning its performance appraisal 
procedures centers on the burden of proof. If the organ
ization cannot prove that their personnel appraisal pro
cedures and evaluation criteria are job related, accurate, 
and free from illegal biases, the chances of a law suit 
are increased and the probability of winning a law suit 
may be decreased.

The comments made by Bernardin and Beatty (1984) 
concerning performance evaluation practices and the courts 
are noteworthy: (a) the judgments relating to performance
appraisal are anything but uniform and (b) the chances 
of staying out of the courts are greatly increased with 
an appraisal system based on the current state of the art 
in appraisal research and methods and an understanding of 
case law.
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Performance Appraisal and Cooperative Extension
A review of Extension agent performance evaluation 

forms was conducted in an effort to ascertain which and 
to what extent the various states' Cooperative Extension 
Service appraisal procedures were based on the job related 
responsibilities and duties and the state of the art in 
appraisal methods. In Virginia the appraisal review is 
conducted on an annual basis. The performance evaluation 
form, mandated by the Commonwealth of Virginia, is a com
bination management-by-objectives and summated scale pro
cedure. The agent is asked at the beginning of the 
performance period to identify five objectives. However, 
these objectives may or may not be part of the agent's 
plan of work. At the end of the performance period, the 
progress toward the attainment of these five objectives 
is assessed plus the agent's performance is rated on a 
four point scale relative to five performance standards. 
Since the evaluation form is used to measure performance 
in many state agencies and jobs, the five performance 
standards are both broad and vague.

A review of the 1984-1985 appraisal data showed that 
the mean rating for both white and black agents was 3.43 
on a 4.0 scale. The mean rating for females was 3.42 with
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the mean of 3.43 for males. Thus, there was no difference 
between blacks and whites as a group or between males and 
females as a group; no differentiation, no evidence of 
discrimination with the currently used performance ap
praisal procedures. In fact, all scores were heavily 
skewed to the top of the rating scale with the lowest 
score being 2.9 and the highest being a 3.9 score. How
ever, whether the agent received a 2.9 or a 3.9, the sal
ary increment was determined by tenure with the appraisal 
data having no impact.

The final section of the appraisal form relates to 
training needs and developmental activities in which the 
employee has participated. Also designated on the form 
are sign-off spaces for the supervisor and employee to 
identify that the appraisal has been communicated. It has 
been stated by agents, supervisors, Extension adminis
tration, and by personnel in the State classified system 
that the present evaluation system is inappropriate for 
Extension agents.

A nationwide request (Appendix C) was sent to Coop
erative Extension Services asking for a copy of their ap
praisal instruments. Thirty-four states responded to this 
request and the findings identified that five states
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(Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, New Hampshire, and 
Missouri) were using an adaptation of the PRAP system. 
Each of these Services was contacted in an attempt to 
identify the extent to which appraisal data was used in 
personnel decision making and to ascertain if any legal 
problems had developed because of the system.

In Michigan, which was involved in the American In
stitutes for Research testing procedure, there have been 
no legal challenges to the system. However, there has 
been an adjustment in the procedure each year since the 
system was adopted and this has had a balancing effect 
between acceptance of the system and validation. Infor
mation from the appraisal system is used in wage determi
nations. Appraisal scores are communicated by immediate 
supervisors to administrative staff who, in turn, deter
mine salary levels.

In Illinois, the appraisal data have been used ex
tensively in making salary distribution decisions. In 
fact, the performance appraisal system is introduced to 
each new agent the second day on the job as part of ori
entation process. Thus, the agents know up front the
criteria used in personnel evaluation and understand the
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importance of the plan of work objectives in the appraisal 
procedure.

In Kentucky, compensation and other personnel deci
sions are based heavily on the appraisal data. In New 
Hampshire, salary decisions involve both appraisal data 
and input from local clientele with each being of equal 
importance. In both Kentucky and New Hampshire, the sys
tem has been changed in an effort to meet organizational 
and agent needs. The implementation of the system is so 
new in Missouri that comments would be premature at this 
time.

The Alabama system, implemented prior to the PRAP 
model, requires extensive documentation. Rating is com
pleted on very specific criteria which were developed from 
an in-state job analysis. The procedure used in Alabama 
is the result of a court order (Civil Action #84E, U. S. 
Middle District Court, Eastern Division, September 1, 
1971) and had to be approved by Judge Frank Johnson (U. 
S. Middle District Court, Eastern Division, December 27,
1978) prior to implementation.

A review of the remaining twenty-eight Extension 
Service appraisal procedures supported the AIR findings 
conducted in the late 1970s (Hahn et al., 1979a). In
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their review of Cooperative Extension Services employee 
performance evaluation practices, AIR found that many of 
the systems in operation had only partial relevance to job 
requirements. In fact, instances were identified "where 
there were extraneous elements or ones of dubious rele
vance to the job and instances where important elements 
appeared to be missing" (Hahn et al., 1979a, p. 8). How
ever, this practice is not unique to Cooperative Extension 
Services and has been identified in other organizations 
and businesses as well (Klasson, Thompson, & Luben, 1980; 
DeVries, Morrison, Shullmen, & Gerlach, 1981; Berendzen, 
Klein, & Eisner, 1981; Smith, 1983; Bernardin & Beatty, 
1984).

Another deficiency identified by both the Hahn et al. 
(1979a) study and the review of this writer was the 
subjectivity and ambiguity of the evaluation standards and 
procedures used by the majority of the Cooperative Exten
sion Services. The question is: How can pay or promotion
be identified with or linked to performance in the proce
dures being used by Extension?
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Summary
The focus of this literature review was determined 

by the question: Do the targets of job discrimination,
women and minorities, perceive employment behavioral 
statements differently than the majority, white males? 
Sex and race discrimination is prevalent in our society 
and those in the primary labor force often discriminate 
against workers of the secondary labor force. Therefore, 
women and minorities might perceive job standards, spe
cifically the PRAP standards, differently.

"No one has ever developed a perfect (performance 
appraisal) system, and we doubt if anyone ever will" 
(Hahn et al., 1979a, p. 6). In fact, one can expect almost 
any performance appraisal procedure to clash with the or
ganizational realities in which it is designed to serve 
(McCall & Devries, 1976). Some of these realities can be 
accommodated during the design, development, and instal
lation stages. However, an operational performance ap
praisal system for Cooperative Extension must meet the 
following requirements (Halm et al., 1979a): (a) be ap
propriate to all Extension positions, (b) relate to job 
duties and responsibilities of the position, (c) be free 
from non-job-related factors, (d) provide data for use
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in salary determination, (e) relate to the planning and 
control functions of the organization, (f) be capable of 
leading to improvements in mutual setting of objectives 
and setting standards for assessing the accomplishment of 
the objectives, and (g) be administratively and econom
ically feasible.

Berendzen et al. (1981) identified four administra
tive objectives which should be the basis of any perform
ance evaluation procedure. First, the appraisal process 
should promote professional development. Second, the 
process should identify and reward competence. Third, the 
appraisal system should identify and correct weaknesses. 
Finally, the evaluation of performance should improve the 
organization's accountability.

In an effort to develop a system geared to Cooper
ative Extension Service personnel needs, the American In
stitutes for Research (Hahn et al., 1979a) conducted an 
eight state study. In their survey, the sources judged 
capable of providing sufficiently reliable and valid as
sessments of agent performance ranged from two to five. 
These sources, identified by the sample, included employee 
peer evaluations, self evaluations, clientele sources, and 
supervisory evaluators. However, Berendzen et al. (1981)
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stated that the immediate supervisor(s) must have primary 
responsibility for evaluation.

Part of the American Institutes for Research 
(Brumback et al., 1978) contract involved a job analysis. 
From the critical incident data collected in the job 
analysis inquiry conducted for the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, 2500 descriptions of job related be
haviors and work outcomes were initially extracted. 
Through an extensive testing procedure, this was reduced 
to fourteen classifications which included approximately 
four hundred and thirteen job related standards. These 
standards were reduced to two hundred as a result of the 
model testing procedure in Michigan. Thus, it is claimed 
that the PRAP model developed for the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture - Extension Service has content validity as 
it is based on the duties and responsibilities of Exten
sion agents' jobs (Hahn, et al, 1979a).

Performance appraisal systems must be designed to 
suit the job structure, the appraisal needs of the organ
ization, and must be formalized and applied uniformly. 
The three basic characteristics which need to be met if a 
performance appraisal system is to be acceptable and
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defensible have been identified by Odom (1977), Klasson 
et al. (1980), and Bernardin and Beatty (1984):

1. The overall appraisal process must be formalized 
(documented), standardized, and objective. This in
cludes statements regarding the purposes of ap
praisals, mandatory use by management, complete 
disclosure of the program to evaluation, and due 
process procedures. The job analysis must specify 
standards of performance for the employment position.
2. The performance standards must be based upon 
relevant job dimensions that are appropriate to the 
nature of the work.
3. When the appraisal involves measures of perform
ance with subjective supervisory ratings, the proce
dure must be considered as only one component of the 
overall appraisal process.
The programming models used in adult education have 

as one of their functions, evaluation. The evaluation 
process serves to assess the attainment of educational 
goals and objectives and to identify strengths and weak
nesses as a means of improving the programming efforts. 
Extension agents are adult educators and as such they are 
programmers. The PRAP model provides a set of procedures
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to assess performance as it relates to the attainment of 
both planned performance and unplanned performance. Thus, 
two separate evaluation procedures are provided in the 
model. One focuses on the program objectives as stated 
in the individual agent's plan of work. The other uti
lizes a set of performance standards which were developed 
from an eight state job analysis study.

The PRAP standards have been tested with both Exten
sion agents and supervisors. The standards were assessed 
as to their representativeness across program areas and 
for bias related to employment tenure. However, a gap 
remains. No assessment was made concerning race or sex 
bias.

The PRAP system is being considered for Virginia Ex
tension agents. Both the case law and the Uniform Guide
lines identify that employee performance evaluation 
procedures are subject to scrutinization if a claim is 
made of illegal discrimination. It should also be noted 
that both Virginia Cooperative Extension Service as well 
as Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
have a questionable pattern of affording equal opportunity 
to all races and sex. In light of this situation, the need 
to assess the PRAP standards for sex and race biases is
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paramount. This research is designed to answer legal 
concerns prior to the system's implementation. In addi
tion, the findings will contribute to the model's vali
dation as a subset of the PRAP standards has been tested 
in another state using a sample of Extension agents.
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METHODOLOGY
Methods and procedures used in the conduct of the 

study are presented in this chapter. This includes the 
research design, description of the independent and de
pendent variables, population and sample, instrumenta
tion, and data collection and analysis procedures.

Research Design
This study involves both the scoring of items on a 

research instrument (a quantitative research method) and 
field interviews (qualitative methodology). Combining the 
two research approaches seems appropriate as not only is 
it necessary to identify the effects of gender and race 
but it is also desirable to assess these differences in 
light of potential operational problems.

In an effort to identify and assess the effects of 
race, gender, program area, position, and geographic lo
cation in the use of the PRAP standards, a subset of the 
performance standards was scored by the Virginia Cooper
ative Extension Service field staff as to their perceived 
level of performance described in each of the standards. 
Also assessed was the relevance of the focused duty to the 
job of an Extension agent in Virginia. Statistical pro
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cedures used in this study included both descriptive 
measures and inferential statistics.

Because differences were found to be significant by 
gender and race and to validate that these were, in fact, 
real differences, twelve field interviews were conducted 
with agents who had participated in the quantitative por
tion of the study.

Description of the Variables
This study analyzed the effects of five independent 

variables (gender, race, program area, position, and ge
ographic location of employment) on the job performance 
values assigned to a subset of the PRAP standards. In 
addition, scores were assigned as to the relevance of the 
PRAP standards to the job responsibilities and duties of 
an Extension agent. The thirteen point Thurston scale was 
use for both the performance rating and the relevancy 
scoring.

The standards described a continuum of job related 
behaviors and results. Some of the performance statements 
described sub-standard performance, whereas, other de
scribed average or superior performance. District program 
leaders, district directors, and unit directors who were
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not involved in the pilot study, were asked to rate a 
subset of fifty-eight PRAP standards as to the perceived 
level of the described performance and the relevancy of 
the standards to the job duties and responsibilities of 
an Extension agent. Similarly, agents, not involved in 
the pilot study, were asked to rate fifty-three (omitting 
the five supervisory behavior standards) of the described 
performance and to score each standard as to its relevancy 
to an Extension agent's job. Thus, one hundred and six
teen dependent variables were generated; the performance 
ratings (fifty-eight) and relevancy scores (fifty-eight).

The interquartile range of the fifty-eight perform
ance rating scores was computed (Helwig, 1978). This 
measures the spread of the middle fifty percent of the 
judgments. Forty-three of the fifty-eight standards had 
an interquartile range of three or more points on the 
thirteen point rating scale. Grouping according to the 
AIR (Hahn et al., 1979a) performance categories, the 
scores of these forty-three standards were summated to 
form six constructed dependent variables. These con
structed dependent variables represent the job duties of 
program planning, program promotion and public relations, 
program implementation, program support, interpersonal
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and personal behaviors, and supervisory behaviors (see 
Table 1).

Population and Sample 
Quantitative Portion of the Study

The sample (n=380) for the quantitative portion of 
this study was comprised of the entire population of 
Virginia Extension agents and immediate supervisors, with 
the exception of thirty who were part of the pilot study 
sample. Figure 1 identifies the population of the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service professional field 
staff by program area, position, race, and gender.

Figure 1, indicates that eighty-three percent (83%) 
of the field staff is white and seventeen percent (17%) 
is black. Likewise, the population distribution by sex 
can be identified as forty-six percent (46%) female and 
fifty-four percent (54%) male. Thirty-six percent (36%) 
of the white male field staff are in the supervisory cat
egory with only sixteen percent (16%) of the white females 
having supervisor status. All district program leaders 
and directors are white. Blacks with supervisory respon
sibilities number fifteen. This represents twenty percent 
(20%) of the black male staff and thirty-two percent (32%)
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Table 1
CQfliposj^jpn q£  Constructed Dependent Variables
■f-Standardsjwith_an interquartile range of 3 or more scale 
BaintaX

Constructed 
Dependent Variable

Standard on the 
Research Instrument

Program Planning 
(4 standards)

Program Promotion 
(2 standards)

Program 
Implementation 
(IS standards)

His/Her plan of work is aimed at a somewhat 
limited segment of the unit's population.
He/She asks for advice from the community, 
but doesn't use it in his/her plans.
He/She tends to use subjective information 
in programming rather than using facts.
Be/She thoroughly plans programs with 
extensive involvement of organized advisory 
groups, community leaders, public officials 
and representative of intended audiences.
He/She is recognized but not well known in 
the area the unit serves.
He/She shows disrespect for local values 
and customs.
Clientele contact him/her whenever they 
have a problem or question.
He/She has been responsible for several 
persons winning unit, district, or state 
awards.
He/She arranged for technical assistance 
for a committee to help it carry out an 
educational project.
There is some evidence that his/her 
educational activities are resulting in 
changing practices in agriculture, 
home economics or related fields.
Committee members are willing to serve again.
Members have expressed need for more program 
activities but none have been offered bv agent.
Leaders use a large number of the agent's 
ideas with their groups.
Committee members are confused and do not 
know what is expected of them.
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Table 1 continued

Constructed Standard on the
Dependent Variable Research Instrument

He/She requires prodding to get him/her to 
extend program to cover all major interests 
and enterprises.
He/She involves a few volunteer and local 
leaders in implementing programs.
He/She give specialists ample notice so 
they work meetings into their schedules.
He/She effectively uses only a portion of 
teaching methods.
He/She does not know audiences well.
He/She presents programs on untimely topics.
He/She tries to deal with complex problems 
beyond his/her ability.

Program Support He/She shows little or no tangible evidence
(9 standards) professional growth after training.

He/She is well regarded for making personal 
sacrifices for professional self 
improvements.
Immediately following activity, he/she 
completes the necessary evaluation forms 
in order to have them ready for performance 
review.
He/She fails to evaluate the programs except 
in terms of head count.
He/She does not keep reports up-to-date.
He/She participates in professional 
improvement activities whenever possible.
At periodic intervals during the program 
year, he/she re-evaluates his/her job and 
program performance for the sake of program 
and personal development.
He/She systematically works to correct 
weaknesses in his/her level of knowledge 
and/or behavior that may limit his/her 
ability to do a good job.
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Table 1 continued

Constructed 
Dependent Variable

Standard on the 
Research Instrument

Interpersonal and 
Personal Behaviors 
(9 standards)

Supervisory 
Behaviors 
(4 standards)

He/She coordinates phases of a program for 
which responsible with those efforts of 
co-workers.
He/She constantly refers to "what I did."
He/She doeB not respond well to 
constructive criticism.
He/She attends too many meeting just to be 
seen and recognized and not to take an 
active part.
He/She radiates enthusiasm for job.
He/She searches out new developments and 
methods.
He/She works irregular and extra hours when 
necessary.
He/She procrastinates rather than attacking 
job at hand.
He/She has innovative ideas, but does not 
try to force change.
He/She supervises largely by reaction rather 
than planned action.
He/She caters to favorite staff members.
Subordinates occasionally ignore his/her 
position and act for or around it.
He/She doesn't compliment or encourage 
subordinates.
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of the black female staff population. It should be noted 
that five of the districts have a racially integrated 
staff with one district having an all white staff.

To identify any differences between the respondents 
and the non-respondent group, ten non-respondents, se
lected at random, were contacted by telephone and asked 
to score ten randomly selected standards from the research 
instrument. The values of the performance described in 
the standards were requested as were the standards' rele
vance to an Extension agent's job. The scores of the 
non-respondents were compared to the respondents' per
formance ratings and applicability/centrality scores on 
the ten items.

Qualitative Portion of the Study
Those interviewed were located in two of Virginia's 

six Extension districts with whites, blacks, males, and 
females being selected from each of the two districts. 
Since the black male characteristic combination is re
presented in the smallest portion of the sample, the two 
districts which had the greatest number of black males who 
completed and returned the research instrument were se
lected as interview sites.
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A purposive sampling procedure was conducted in an 
effort to obtain a representative sample of blacks and 
whites in the program areas of agriculture and home eco
nomics. Males and females of both races were selected 
from the 4-H program area. The interview participants 
were selected at random from the participants in the 
Northeast and East Central districts. The following is a 
diagram of the sample (n=12):

Northeast District East Central District
Agri Home Agri Homeculture Economics 4-■H culture Economics 4
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /M F M F M F M F M F M

A  A A A A A A A A  A AW B W B W B W B W B W B W B W B W B W B W B
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1  0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

F
AW B 
0 0

Instrumentation 
Quantitative Portion of the Study

To identify a group of PRAP standards which would 
exhibit a wide score variation, a pilot test (Appendix B) 
was conducted using a sample of thirty members of the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service field staff and 
subset of seventy-six FRAP standards. The item selection 
process for the pilot test instrument involved a propor-
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tional sampling procedure from the six duty categories of 
the four hundred and thirteen standards tested by the 
American Institutes for Research in Michigan (Hahn et al., 
1979a). From the program planning category, eight stand
ards (a representation of 18.2% of the program planning 
standards in the AIR study) were selected using a random 
numbers table. Using the same procedure, twenty-nine 
(18.0%) performance standards were selected from the pro
gram implementation category, twelve (18.5%) program sup
port standards, seven (18.4%) program promotion and public 
relations standards, twelve (18.8%) interpersonal and 
personal behavior standards, and eight (19.5%) supervisory 
performance standards. The words 'county' and 'area' in 
the PRAP statements were changed to 'unit' and 'district' 
in an effort to comply with terminology used within the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service.

A pilot test sample of thirty from three of the six 
Extension administrative districts was selected using a 
purposive random procedure. This included three partic
ipants from each of the following Virginia Extension em
ployee groups: district directors/program leaders, unit
directors, agricultural agents (white male), agricultural 
agents (black male), home economics agents (white female),
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home economics agents (black female), 4-H youth agents 
(white male), 4-H youth agents (black male), 4-H youth 
agents (white female), and 4-H youth agents (black fe
male). There are no male home economics agents in
Virginia and there are only four female agriculture Ex
tension agents. Eighty-three percent (83%) of the pilot 
test sample completed and returned the pilot instrument.

The standards used on the pilot test described a 
continuum of job related behaviors and results. Some of 
the performance statements described sub-standard per
formance, whereas, others described average or superior 
performance. The thirteen point Thurstone Scale was used 
for scoring. The participants were asked to rate the 
level of job related behavior or the results of job be
havior described in each standard. Each participant was 
also asked if they judged the State classified system as 
adequate, accurate, or equitable.

The interquartile range was computed for each per
formance standard on the pilot test. In order to utilize 
those items which would have the greatest scoring vari
ance, the performance standards exhibiting interquartile 
range of three or more scale points in the pilot test 
(forty-three standards) were incorporated into the re
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search instrument. Similarly, to confirm if those stand
ards which exhibited a narrow interquartile range (fifteen 
standards) in the pilot study would again exhibit a small 
amount of scoring variance, standards with an 
interquartile range of two points or less were included 
in the research instrument. This resulted in an instru
ment of fifty-eight PRAP standards. In addition, each 
participant was asked if the current State classified ap
praisal system assesses agent performance adequately, ac
curately, and if they judge the system as equitable.

Prior to the final draft of the research instrument, 
four agents and a district staff member who participated 
in the pilot test were asked to score the standards as to 
item relevance to the duties and responsibilities of an 
Extension agent. Comments and concerns about the proce
dure were solicited. Revisions were made and two Exten
sion specialists, who had agent experience, were asked to 
complete and comment on the instrument. Final refinements 
were made prior to distribution.

The scoring instrument is included in Appendix A. 
The pilot test instrument is included in Appendix B. The 
set of four hundred and thirteen standards used in the 
American Institutes for Research testing procedures are
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in Appendix D. A review of the PRAP system and a dis
cussion of the Virginia situation as it relates to the 
FRAP model is included in Appendix E.

Qualitative.Portion of the Study
The focus of the interview instrument (Appendix A) 

is in those performance categories where race and/or 
gender differences were identified as significant by the 
analysis of variance statistical procedure. The interview 
questions are the result of participants' comments noted 
on the returned research instruments and input from two 
members of the Extension faculty and four members of the 
College of Education faculty of Virginia Polytechnic In
stitute and State University. The interview instrument 
and format were developed in accordance with the litera
ture (Babbie, 1973; Dillman, 1978; Patton, 1983). An 
interview agreement (Appendix A) was developed in an ef
fort to assure identity protection of the interviewees.

Data Collection 
Quantitative Data Collection

The collection of quantitative data involved the 
scoring of a subset of the PRAP standards as to the per
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ceived level of job performance and the relevancy of the 
statements to the duties and responsibilities of Virginia 
Cooperative Extension Service agents. A thirteen point 
scale was used for both the rating of performance as well 
the relevancy scoring. Agents with no supervisory re
sponsibilities were asked to score a subset of fifty-three 
standards which were job behavior and result descriptions. 
Unit directors, who have agent supervisory responsibil
ities, and district personnel were asked to score the same 
fifty-three job behavior and result descriptions as well 
as five supervisory behavior descriptions.

Three hundred and eighty instruments, each with a 
cover letter and a stamped envelope for easy return, were 
mailed to the Virginia Extension field staff. The par
ticipants were asked to score the items individually and 
return the instrument prior to any discussion with co
workers. A two week return period was allotted for com
pletion. At the end of this two week period, a telephone 
call was made to those in the sample who failed to return 
the instrument in order to answer questions and encourage 
participation. Upon receipt of the instrument, a letter 
(Appendix A) was sent to each of the participants to thank
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them for their efforts and to further explain the PRAP 
appraisal system.

Qualitative Data Collection
The collection of qualitative data involved the 

interviewing of twelve Virginia Cooperative Extension 
Service agents who had participated in the quantitative 
portion of this study. A initial telephone contact was 
made with each participant approximately ten days prior 
to the interview. This was followed by a letter (Appendix 
A) stating the purpose of the interview, the date, time, 
and location of the interview, and a draft of the inter
view agreement. The date, time, and location of the 
interview was determined by the interviewee.

At the beginning of the interview session, the 
agreement was signed by the interviewee and the researcher 
with both keeping a copy of the signed document. With the 
permission of the interviewee, the interview session was 
recorded on audio tape. The interview session was sched
uled to take one and one-half hours of uninterrupted time.
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Data Analysis 
Quantitative Data Analysis

Comparisons of the sample means were analyzed using 
the analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical procedure 
(SPSS Inc., 1983). The following ANOVA procedures were 
computed for each of the six constructed dependent vari
ables: (a) by race and gender, (b) by race and program
area, (c) by gender and position, and (d) by gender and 
location. A .05 alpha level was determined as the level 
of significance.

Qualitative Data Analysis
These data were analyzed allowing patterns of infor

mation to emerge from the data. The findings are reported 
in narrative form including direct quotations. After the 
analysis of the qualitative data, each participant had the 
opportunity to review the qualitative findings and the 
option of deleting their portion of the data from the re
port if they felt their identity had not been adequately 
protected.
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ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
The data obtained in this study are presented in six 

sections. The first section provides a summary of the 
research instrument returns and a comparison of the 
participant/non-participant groups. Sections two through 
five deal with the research questions presented in Chapter 
1 of this dissertation. The final section presents those 
data which focus on the currently used State classified 
system.

Section 1 
Respondent Characteristics 

Of the three hundred and eighty research instruments 
mailed, three hundred and twenty-eight (eighty-six per
cent) were returned. However, twelve of the instruments 
were excluded from the analysis because of missing data, 
lateness of receipt, or the coding information had been 
removed. Without the coding information, race, gender, 
program area, position, and location of employment could 
not be ascertained.

In terms of employment position, unit directors and 
district personnel had the highest return rate (90%). The 
return rate by race and gender was in descending order of

92
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white females (85%), black males (84%), white males (81%), 
and black females (79%).

In an attempt to ascertain if those who did not re
spond differed from those who returned the instrument, a 
random sample of the non-respondents was contacted by 
telephone and asked to respond to a randomly selected 
group of items from the research instrument. Since, there 
were no significant differences between the respondent and 
the non-respondent answers, it was assumed that the re
spondent sample was not biased by the absence of the non
respondent data.

Section 2
Research Question: To what extent do the FRAP standards

relate to the job duties and responsibilities of 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service agents?
In an attempt to ascertain whether the FRAP standards 

were perceived as relevant to the job duties and respon
sibilities of Extension agents in Virginia, the partic
ipants were asked to score the applicability/centrality 
of each of the standards to the job of an Extension agent. 
Across all field staff positions, ninety-five percent 
(95%) of the standards were considered to be of average
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(a mean score of seven on the thirteen point scale) or 
above in relevance to the job of an Extension agent. 
Therefore, the PRAP standards are perceived by the 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service agents as applica
ble to their job duties and responsibilities.

As can be observed in Table 2, the frequency of the 
high mean score varied by group membership. Males scored 
thirty-four of the fifty-eight performance standards as 
more relevant than did their female co-workers. Blacks 
scored thirty-three of the fifty-eight standards higher 
in relevancy than did whites. Agriculture agents scored 
more of the standards (thirty-one) higher than did home 
economists (seventeen) with 4-H agents only scoring ten 
of the standards as higher in relevancy. However, the 
greatest variation was observed by position. The mean 
scores for fifty-six of the fifty-eight standards were 
higher for personnel with supervisory responsibilities. 
District staff had the highest mean scores on forty-four 
of the standards with unit directors having the highest 
mean scores on eleven of the standards.
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Table 2
Mean Scores of the PRAP Standards' Relevance to Agent 
Job Duties (Scores on a 13 point scale 1 
(n range=300 to 316)

Independent Variables

Gender Race Program Position
Standard _________ ______ _________________  _____________on ResearchInstrument M F W B ANRX HEc* 4-H Dist* U D* Agent

Part I 
1 9.2 8.5 8.9 8.4 9.2 8.6 8.6 9.6 9.4 8.62 10.8 10.3 10.6 10.3 10.9 10.3 10.3 11.1 11.0 10.43 8.2 7.8 7.9 9.0 8.1 7.4 8.5 8.8 8.5 7.84 9.0 8.2 8.7 8.2 9.0 8.4 8.4 9.7 9.1 8.4
5 11.2 10.4 10.8 10.8 11.3 10.3 10.8 10.3 11.1 10.76 8.8 8.6 8.6 9.1 8.8 8.6 8.7 8.4 9.5 8.4
7 10.8 11.0 10.8 11.0 10.8 10.7 11.2 10.2 11.1 10.88 10.8 10.9 10.8 11.1 10.7 10.8 11.1 11.0 10.8 10.99 10.2 10.6 10.4 10.3 10.1 10.4 10.6 11.0 10.5 10.3
10 10.8 11.2 11.0 11.0 10.7 11.3 10.9 11.8 11.0 10.911 10.6 10.8 10.6 11.0 10.6 10.7 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.612 8.7 8.4 8.5 8.7 8.7 8.1 8.5 10.3 8.7 8.3
13 11.4 11.6 11.5 11.7 11.4 11.5 11.7 11.1 11.6 11.514 9.6 9.4 9.4 10.1 9.6 9.1 9.8 9.3 9.9 9.3
15 9.4 8.9 9.1 9.2 9.6 8.6 8.8 10.8 9.7 8.816 10.1 9.5 9.8 9.6 10.2 9.5 9.5 10.6 10.2 9.617 10.2 10.4 10.2 10.7 10.2 10.5 10.3 11.4 10.4 10.218 10.0 10.4 10.1 10.7 10.1 10.4 10.3 9.8 10.6 10.1
19 9.7 9.5 9.7 8.8 9.8 9.6 9.2 11.0 9.7 9.420 9.4 9.3 9.4 8.8 9.7 9.4 8.8 10.8 9.4 9.2
21 9.0 8.1 8.4 9.2 9.1 8.0 8.3 9.7 9.1 8.322 8.8 9.5 9.1 9.7 9.0 9.8 8.8 10.0 9.8 8.9

X ANR:Agriculure and Natural Resources HEc: Home EconomicsDistt District Staff 
U D> Unit Directors
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Table 2 continued

GenderStandard Race Program Position
on Research 
Instrument M F W B ANR HEc 4-H Dist U D Agent

Part1 II 8.6 8.3 8.3 9.3 8.5 8.4 8.4 9.9 8.6 8.4
2 9.3 8.6 9.0 8.8 9.5 8.9 8.3 10.4 9.0 8.93 9.4 8.7 9.0 9.2 9.5 9.0 8.3 11.9 9.1 8.9
4 8.9 8.4 8.6 8.9 9.0 8.7 8.1 10.9 8.6 8.6
5 11.3 11.7 11.5 11.7 11.3 11.9 11.3 12.5 11.9 11.36 9.1 8.3 8.9 7.4 9.8 8.1 7.8 11.2 9.1 8.4
7 8.8 7.9 8.4 7.9 9.3 8.0 7.5 9.7 8.6 8.28 9.5 9.3 9.4 9.2 9.4 9.4 9.0 11.6 9.5 9.2
9 10.6 11.1 10.8 11.2 10.6 11.3 10.8 10.0 11.3 10.710 10.0 10.2 10.0 10.4 10.2 10.3 9.9 9.6 10.6 9.911 9.1 8.7 8.9 8.8 9.1 8.9 8.5 10.1 8.8 8.8

12 9.1 8.7 9.0 8.5 9.3 8.8 8.6 9.5 8.8 8.9
13 9.3 8.3 8.9 8.1 9.9 9.0 7.6 9.6 8.8 8.8
14 7.9 7.2 7.5 7.8 8.0 7.3 7.1 8.9 7.8 7.4
15 10.9 11.2 11.0 11.4 10.8 11.2 11.1 12.0 11.2 10.916 10.8 11.4 11.0 11.7 10.7 11.4 11.2 11.5 11.3 11.0
17 8.9 8.4 8.7 8.3 8.9 8.8 8.0 11.2 8.3 8.718 8.5 8.9 8.5 9.7 8.6 9.2 8.2 10.6 8.6 8.6
19 9.7 10.6 10.0 10.7 9.8 10.9 9.8 10.8 10.2 10.120 10.4 11.0 10.7 11.0 10.4 11.1 10.6 11.3 10.9 10.6
21 11.2 11.3 11.2 11.6 11.1 11.5 11.2 11.9 11.5 11.1
22 10.6 11.0 10.7 11.1 10.6 11.0 10.8 10.8 11.0 10.7
23 6.0 5.2 5.7 5.2 6.2 5.2 5.4 4.9 5.7 5.6
24 8.3 7.9 8.0 8.7 8.4 7.7 7.9 9.8 8.2 8.0
25 6.2 5.9 6.1 6.1 6.4 5.9 5.8 5.6 6.0 6.1
26 10.8 10.9 10.8 11.1 11.0 11.1 10.5 11.3 11.2 10.7
27 10.8 11.2 10.9 11.2 10.8 11.2 11.2 10.7 11.2 10.928 11.3 11.5 11.3 11.8 11.3 11.7 11.3 11.8 11.6 11.3
29 10.5 9.6 10.0 10.2 10.3 9.7 10.2 10.5 10.3 9.930 8.6 7.1 8.0 7.4 8.6 7.1 7.7 9.6 8.1 7.7
31 8.9 9.3 9.1 9.1 8.9 9.4 8.9 10.5 9.3 8.9

Part
1

III 9.0 7.9 8.6 9.3 8.6 7.8 9.1 9.6 8.5 8.8
2 7.1 4.8 6.5 5.4 6.9 4.2 6.8 7.3 5.9 7.5
3 11.4 11.6 11.5 11.2 11.6 11.5 10.9 12.2 11.4 11.34 8.3 7.3 8.1 7.3 8.3 7.2 7.8 8.8 7.8 8.3
5 10.1 9.7 10.0 9.5 9.8 9.2 10.2 12.1 9.3 11.2
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Section 3
Research Question: Do the scale values assigned to
a subset of the PRAP standards vary systematically 

by gender and race?
In the rating of performance, those items which ex

hibited an interquartile range of three or more scale 
points on the pilot test had an interquartile range of 
three or more points on the research instrument. Like
wise, those items which had a narrow interquartile range 
(two points or less) on the pilot test had a narrow range 
on the research instrument.

The effects of gender and race in assessing the value 
and importance of job performance were addressed through 
the scoring of described work related behaviors and re
sults on a research instrument by the Virginia Extension 
field staff and through personal interviews with Extension 
agents in two of Virginia's six administrative districts. 
The independent variables, gender and race, were consid
ered individually and then interaction between the vari
ables was analyzed. The data are presented first by the 
variable gender, next by race, and then by the interaction 
of race and gender.
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Gender
In three of the six categories of PRAP standards for 

Extension agents, differences by gender were found in the 
scoring of the performance standards. Using an ANOVA 
statistical procedure, the sample means for males and fe
males differed significantly for the categories of program 
planning, program implementation, and supervisory per
formance (see Table 3).

The data presented in Figure 2 show that males in 
each of the six Extension administrative districts scored 
the performance descriptions of program planning higher 
than did their female co-workers. Males in the Southeast 
and Southwest districts viewed the program planning be
havior and result descriptions (four standards) three or 
more mean points higher than did the females within the 
same district. However, it should be noted in the North
east district the difference was less than one mean point.

The data in Figure 3 show that males scored program 
implementation performance (fifteen standards) from one 
to twelve mean points higher than females in five of the 
six Extension districts. In the Northeast district,
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Table 3
■Summery— p-f-J^-Q-VA &PSHltg-.ffpg the.Independent YgKiflfaleu
Gender

Constructed
Dependent
Variable

Male
Means

Female
Means F

Signif 
of F

Program 
Planning 
<4 standards)

25.7
(n=160)

24.0
(n=146)

7.15 .01

Program 
Promotion and 
Public Relations 
(2 standards)

9.6
(n=165)

9.8
(n=144)

.19 .66

Program
Implementation 
(15 standards)

111.2
(n=161)

107.7
(nsl33)

3.86 .05

Program 
Support 
(9 standards)

74.3
(n=166)

74.6
(n=139) .07 .79

Interpersonal 
and Personal 
Behaviors 
(9 standards)

64.9
(n=156)

63.8
(n=138)

.93 .33

Supervisory 
Behaviors 
(4 standards)

18.1
(n=85)

14.4
(ns41)

6.24 .01

Statistically significant findings are identified in bold 
print.
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Summated 
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scores given by females were one mean point higher than 
the male scores. Thus, for those efforts related to pro
gram planning and implementation, except in the Northeast 
District, it appears that males would evaluate the same 
performance behaviors and results higher than would their 
female co-workers.

In Figure 4, it can be observed that males in five 
of the six Extension administrative districts rated the 
behavior descriptions of supervisory performance (four 
standards) higher than did females. In the Northern, 
Southeast, West Central, and Southwest districts, males 
view the supervisory behavior descriptions up to seven 
mean points higher than did their female counterparts. 
The reverse was observed in the East Central district; 
females rated the described supervisory performance higher 
(two mean points) than did their male counterparts.

The findings of the quantitative data identified that 
statistically significant differences by gender did exist 
in the program planning category, program implementation 
category, and in the scoring of the supervisory standards 
and that an extension of the inquiry efforts was needed. 
In an attempt to validate that the quantitative data are 
reflective of real differences, twelve field interviews
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Summated
Mean Score
(4 Standards)
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Figure 4. A comparison of PRAP rating means focused on 
supervisory behaviors by gender and location of employ* 
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(three white males, three black males, three white fe
males, and three black females) were conducted in the 
Northeast and East Central districts. The focus of the 
questions was on program planning, program implementation, 
and supervisory behaviors and performance.

Frustrations were expressed in each of the twelve 
interviews with programming direction, specialist sup
port, and in-house training efforts, all of which relate 
to program planning and implementation processes. Frus
trations regarding the behaviors of those in Extension 
administrative positions were also expressed. However, 
these frustrations were not gender specific, thus the 
qualitative data did not verify those differences observed 
by gender in the quantitative findings.

Rag,9.
In two of the six PRAP designated categories of agent 

duties and responsibilities, significant differences be
tween blacks and whites were found in the scoring of the 
performance standards. Using the ANOVA statistical pro
cedure, significant differences were identified by race 
in the program promotion/public relations category and 
program implementation category (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Summary of ANOVA Results for the Independent Variable.
Race

Constructed
Dependent
Variable

White
Means

Black
Means F

Signif 
of F

Program 
Planning 
(4 standards)

24.9
(n=259)

24.7 
(n=47)

.04 .85

Program 
Promotion and 
Public Relations 
(2 standards)

9.4
(n=262)

11.3
<n=47)

10.64 .00

Program
Implementation 
(15 standards)

108.9
(ns251)

113.7
(n=43)

3.71 .05

Program 
Support 
(9 standards)

74.0
(n=260)

76.8
<n=45)

2.92 .09

Interpersonal 
and Personal 
Behaviors 
(9 standards)

64.5
(n=250)

63.7
(n=44)

.21 .65

Supervisory 
Behaviors 
(4 standards)

16.7
(n=108)

17.8
(n=18)

.25 .61

Statistically significant findings are identified in bold 
print.
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Analysis of the data identified that blacks scored 
the performance descriptions related to program 
promotion/public relations and public relations and pro
gram implementation higher than did their white co-workers 
and these differences varied by program area. It can be 
observed in Figure 5 that blacks scored the program 
promotion/public relations descriptions (two standards) 
two mean points higher than did their white co-workers. 
In comparing the three program areas, black home 
economists scored the program promotion and public re
lations standards higher than all other groups with white 
4-H agents having the lowest mean score.

As observed in Figure 6, of those standards which 
related to program implementation (fifteen standards), a 
difference of seventeen mean points separated the scores 
of black agricultural agents from white agricultural 
agents. A difference of five points was observed between 
black and white mean scores for agents in the home eco
nomics program area and only a difference of two mean 
points was observed between black and white 4-H agents.

In an attempt to verify the quantitative data, twelve 
interviews were conducted with black and white agents.
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Summated
Mean Score
(2 Standards)

White
(n=247)
Black 
(n=47)12.2
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(n=112) (n=80) (n=102)

Figure 5. A comparison of PRAP rating means focused on 
program promotion and public relations by race and program 
area.
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Summated 

Mean Score 
(15 Standards}
132i

White
(n=237)
Black 
(n=43)127.2

127-

122-

117-

1 1 2 - 111.6EOT? 111.5
109.9

107.1
107

Home EconomicsAgriculture
(n=111) (n=71) (n=98)

Figure 6. A comparison of PRAP rating means focused on 
program implementation by race and program area.
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The questions focused on program promotion/public re
lations and program implementation efforts. The interview 
data suggest that blacks relate to their jobs and program 
implementation in more of a personal manner than do white 
agents. During the interview sessions black agriculture 
agents, who had a mean score of 17 points higher on the 
combined fifteen program implementation standards than did 
white agriculture agents, commented that they often worked 
on Saturdays and were "on call twenty-four hours a 
day...they (clientele) think I am on duty all the time, I 
have encouraged this." The white male agents interviewed 
noted that they also had evening meetings but did not ex
press the "twenty-four hours a day" concept. In fact, two 
of the white agriculture agents commented that weekends 
were for home and family responsibilities.

The black home economists, who rated the program im
plementation standards five mean points higher than their 
white counterparts, as well as the black agriculture 
agents noted that they were at Extension related meetings 
seldom less than two and often more than three nights per 
week. White agents with agriculture and home economics 
programming responsibilities also commented about working 
irregular hours, but not to the extent indicated by their
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black co-workers. No differences were noted in the qual
itative data focusing on program implementation efforts 
of 4-H agents. However, it should be noted that only a 
two mean point difference was observed between black and 
white agents with 4-H program responsibilities.

In discussing program promotion/public relations ef
forts, two of the three black males interviewed and a 
black female interviewee indicated that considerable time 
and effort were spent meeting with agency boards and im
portant others within their unit's geographic area. The 
following priority was expressed by a black female:

One of the most important things I do is to meet with 
the county social services board. This keeps me in 
touch with their program and problems plus it pro
vides information to that agency about my programming 
efforts and capabilities. Our economy does not allow 
the luxury of duplicating efforts. We must focus on 
those things we do best and cooperate to serve family 
needs.
Black males commented that they were "The Extension 

Service" and that the time spent in other agency meetings 
was necessary if efforts were not to be duplicated and if 
needs were to be met. It should be noted, white agents 
also met with agency boards and influential others within 
their service area. However, the blacks interviewed 
seemed to be more aware of the time and effort spent on 
cultivating public support, inter-agency cooperation, and
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on being available to answer clientele questions and con
cerns.

Based on the qualitative data, blacks worked with a
higher percentage of black clientele than did their white
counterparts. However, all black agents interviewed
worked with some white clientele and all white agents
interviewed worked with some black clientele. Unlike
whites, blacks cited the following with regards to the
effects of race on program implementation:

There are a few specialists that I cannot get to my 
county... I know it is because I am black. In one 
case, the specialist will cross the State to work 
with a non-Extension program...shouldn't specialists 
first support Extension programs?
The 4-H staff leaves much to be desired... they do not 
have programs for low income. . .many of our blacks are 
low income.
I learned what my programming responsibilities were 
through someone not even in Extension. My co-workers 
(who are white) had discussed and decided the divi
sion of job duties and responsibilities without even 
including me.
The above comments not only reflect impact on program 

implementation efforts but also suggests that these 
interviewees perceive a sense of racial bias. The 
preception of bias, however, was not limited to program 
implementation efforts and responsibilities. Each of the
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blacks interviewed perceived bias in the organization's
hiring practices and/or in the unit office situation:

You watch, when black males retire or resign, seven 
out of ten will be replaced with whites...one major 
factor in hiring should be on the qualification of 
how well the individual can work with people.
The compliance plan caused real problems with 
clientele and it didn't change anything within the 
organization. A few years ago we had fifteen to 
eighteen black male agents in this district, now we 
have very few. This tells me something.
I know where I stand and I am looking forward to the 
time I can retire. I have seen positions filled that 
were not advertised.
Black and white agent cooperation would be accepted 
by the clientele, but not by my unit director.
We have a secretary who is also black...they put us 
in the back corner of the office...the white secre
tary got the space in the front of the office...she 
got to see everyone who came into the office. We 
were climbing over one another while the white sec
retary had all that room. We finally got that 
changed. Does that tell you something?
I have talked to you more in the past two hours than 
I have talked to my unit director in fifteen 
years...I can't tell you some of the things because 
I don't know or trust you.
I am doing fine, I have a very supportive unit di
rector. But I worry about my people out there. . .they 
do not have my unit director.
In one case, the interview session began with the 

black agent indicating that he had consulted with his 
lawyer prior to agreeing to the interview. This same 
agent summed up his observations and feelings by saying:
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The Extension Service is the most segregated agency 
we have in this county. We haven't always been this 
way. Administration tries to pretend it isn't there 
and wash it over...people know its there...the people 
know its a put-on.
I would not recommend Extension as a career for my 
daughter... no one should have to put up with this.
It should be noted that only two of the twelve 

interview sessions were taped, a white male and a white 
female. Several of the agents emphatically stated that 
they would not permit taping while others expressed res
ervations.

Interaction bv Gender and Race
As shown in both Table 3 and Table 4, significant 

differences related to gender and/or race were found in 
four of the six PRAP designated categories. However, 
significant interaction was not identified between the two 
independent variables, race and gender. Differences by 
race were significant regardless of gender and differences 
by gender were found significant regardless of race.

Smnmar.y
Significant differences by gender and/or race were 

found in four of the six PRAP designated categories.
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Interaction between the independent variables, gender and 
race, was not found to be significant. Differences by 
gender were not found in the interview data which sup
ported the quantitative findings. However, differences 
by race were found in the qualitative data which verified 
the quantitative findings. Blacks related to the program 
promotion/public relations and program implementation as
pects of their Extension job more personally than did 
white agents and perceived themselves as "The Extension 
Service" in their locale. Both quantitative and qualita
tive data suggested some racial bias in this predominately 
white male organization.

Section 4
Research Question: Do the factors of program area,

position, and geographic location affect the perceived 
level of performance as stated in the PRAP standards?

Differences were not found to be statistically sig
nificant by program area, position, or geographic location 
of employment in the scoring of the PRAP standards. Nor 
were any significant interactions found between the inde
pendent variables of gender and employment location, 
gender and position, or race and program area. Thus,
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program area, position, and geographic location of em
ployment do not appear to be significant factors in the 
assessment of agent performance.

Section 5
Research Question: What operational problems are likely

to occur with the implementation of the PRAP model
in Virginia?

The data identified significant differences by race 
and/or gender as to the level of performance described in 
four of the six PRAP categories. The interview data sup
ported the quantitative findings by race and suggested 
that differences do exist regarding the degree of impor
tance placed on program promotion/public relations and 
program implementation efforts. The interview data did 
not verify the quantitative findings by gender.

The Performance Review, Analysis and Planning system 
places the supervisors in the position of being describers 
of performance and working with agents to identify the 
desired level of performance and achievement. The unit 
director or district director along with the agent jointly 
agree on the agent's objectives for the performance period 
as well as a mutually discuss the performance analysis and
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agree upon agent development efforts (Appendix E). The 
success of the PRAP system is dependent upon open commu
nications and trust between unit director/district direc
tor and agent (Hahn et al., 1979a). However, a lack of 
trust and communications between the agents and their 
supervisors seemed to emerge during the interviews with 
the twelve agents. The following comments are examples 
of what the researcher interpreted to be a manifestation 
of a lack of communications and trust.

We get incomplete instructions or they (adminis
tration) are always changing the instructions on 
us...they send out something for us to do and then 
they send out a set of revised instructions just be
fore it is due.
I feel as if I have been patronized. .. I had a per
sonal conversation with a member of the state admin
istrative team and it was repeated to me by another 
person who was not involved in the conversation or 
the topic.
They (administration) come to a meeting, throw at us 
what they want to tell us and leave...they never stay 
for the whole meeting.. .they are not available for 
discussion and clarification...we are suppose to shut 
up and listen. On two occasions 1 called to discuss 
a misunderstanding of direction. I was told to do 
all the listening and no talking...! will not make 
the mistake to calling again.
They (administration) don't know or care what you are 
doing...they never stay for an entire program or do 
any of the listening.
I feel that administration views agents not as humans 
but as machines.
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I don't think they know me in administration. How 
can they know how I am performing if they don't know 
me? The only things they know are the negative 
things.
I don't think they would know me if they passed me 
on the street.
I don't want an award or even a letter...! would like 
to be told when I am doing a good job. . .just a simple 
note or a pat on the back would mean a lot.
Administration looks like the buddy system.
Administration keeps Extension agents at a high level 
of frustration...their directions are incomplete and 
ill-defined.
I have been told: ''What ever you do, don't call
Blacksburg with a problem."
I never see anyone here...I can't get excited about 
Extension's potential or shortcomings.
A white female agent commented on the current per

formance appraisal procedures in the unit office. Her 
comments seemed to illustrate a lack of communications 
between the agent and her unit director. The comment also 
tends to support the quantitative finding that males rate 
some performance behaviors higher than do their female 
co-workers.

My last performance evaluation was laid on my desk 
for me to sign...there it was when I came into the 
office...it was not completed... there were no com
ments written on it...there was no discussion...I 
feel that I am rated higher than I truly deserve.
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In addition to the communication gap and the lack of 
trust which seems to exist within the Extension organiza
tion, the interview data suggest that blacks perceive the 
organization to have some racial bias. Blacks perceive a 
lack of program support and help from certain specialists, 
a lack of professional acceptance and support by their 
immediate supervisors, some racially biased activities in 
the unit office situation, and some employment practices 
that they seem to interpret as being racially biased. 
These perceptions of racial practices and distrust with 
administration and with those in supervisory positions may 
affect and would probably hamper implementation of the 
PRAP performance appraisal system at this time.

Section 6 
State Appraisal System 

In addition to scoring the PRAP standards, opinions 
on the adequacy, accuracy, and equity of the currently 
used State employee evaluation system were solicited. 
Seventy percent (70%) of the respondents indicated that 
the present system was not adequate, seventy-five percent 
(75%) noted that the system was not accurate, and sixty- 
six percent (66%) noted that the system was not equitable
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(see Table 5). In reviewing the responses, males felt 
that the system was more adequate, accurate, and equitable 
than did females. The greatest difference, however, was 
observed by race. White staff members considered the 
system thirteen to fifteen percent more adequate, accu
rate, and equitable than did black staff.

Concerns were expressed on the return instruments 
regarding the adequacy and accuracy of those individuals 
currently rating agent performance. Several participants 
felt that the unit directors needed training in perform
ance evaluation practices and rating procedures. Re
spondents noted that training in personnel appraisal 
activities would be paramount for all supervisors with the 
implementation of a new system. Seven noted that "all are 
in the same boat, thus it (the system) must be equitable."

"All are in the same boat" comment appears to stem 
from the fact that salary increases mandated by the State 
have been in increments related to the classified position 
held by the agent. The classified position level is de
termined by the number of years the individual has been a 
Virginia Cooperative Service agent. Each year the em
ployee is advanced to the next level if minimum perform
ance has been identified and by the end of sixth year, the
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Table 5
Comparison of Judgments bv Race and Gender of the State 
Classified System's Adequacy. Accurarv. and Equity

Adequate Accurate Equity

Yes No NA Yes No NA Yes No NA
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.

Total Responses 
Cn=297-307)

27 70 3 21 75 6 28 66 6

Race
Nhite<n=256-263) 30 68 2 23 76 3 30 66 6

Black(n=63-66) 15 79 6 9 83 8 17 75 8

Gender
Male(n=159-163) 29 68 3 22 76 6 33 61 6

Female(n=138-166) 25 72 3 20 76 6 22 71 7
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agent is at the top of his/her salary potential.
As an employee in the classified system, the indi

vidual receives the same salary increase whether he/she 
received a 2.8 or 4.0 on the State four point scale per
formance appraisal system. Thus under the classified 
system, the accuracy and/or adequacy of the evaluation 
procedures have not been critical.

However, for some agents, State monies represent only 
a portion of their salaries. Approximately seventeen 
percent have received an above the scale supplement from 
their local county or municipality. These yearly supple
ments range from a few hundred to several thousand dol
lars. The largest group receiving above the scale 
supplements are white males. Thus, all are not "in the 
same boat" and there is salary inequity within the system.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents a summary of the study, con

clusions relative to the findings, and recommendations for 
further study.

Study Summary
The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service is in the 

process of considering alternative procedures to evaluate 
personnel performance. In an attempt to help this con
sideration process, this study was undertaken to review 
and evaluate the perception of the performance standards, 
a component of the PRAP system. The PRAP system is being 
utilized by Extension organizations in other states to 
evaluate agent performance.

Because of the history and concerns of the Virginia 
Cooperative Extension Service, the focus of this research 
effort was to determine if race, gender, program area, 
position level, and geographic location of employment 
might influence the perception of agent performance de
scribed in the PRAP standards. The perceived relevancy 
of the standards to the functions and tasks of Virginia 
Extension agents was also a part of the research problem

122
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as was the identification of potential operational prob
lems in using the standards.

Based on the data obtained, the PRAP standards were 
found to be perceived as relevant to the job duties and 
responsibilities of Extension agents in Virginia. How
ever, the degree of job relevancy varied by race, gender, 
program area, and position level. Supervisors identified 
the standards as more relevant than did supervisees. 
Blacks perceived the standards as more relevant to the job 
than did whites and males perceived the standards as more 
relevant than did their female co-workers. Agriculture 
agents, of whom the vast majority are male, perceived the 
standards as more relevant than did female home economists 
and male and female 4-H agents. Thus, supervisors, the 
majority of whom are white males and from the agriculture 
program area, perceive the relevancy of the standards to 
the job of an Extension agent differently than do their 
black male, white female, and black female co-workers.

However, in assessing the value of the performance 
described in the standards, no significant differences in 
perceptions were found by program area, position level, 
or geographic location of employment. Because significant 
differences by geographic location of employment or posi
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tion level were not identified, the scope of the qualita
tive portion of this study was limited to unit staff 
members in two of the six administrative districts, the 
Northeast district and the East Central district. There
fore, comparisons by district or between supervisory and 
non-supervisory personnel were not pursued.

Significant differences were found by rater's gender 
and race in the perceived value of the described perform
ance. These differences are of concern because three of 
the six programming efforts considered as desirable by 
males would probably be rated as less desirable by fe
males. Program planning and program implementation ef
forts were judged as more important by males than by 
females with the exception of the Northeast district where 
females judged the program planning and implementation 
efforts as more important. Males also judged the super
visory behaviors as more important than did their female 
co-workers with the exception of the East Central dis
trict. Therefore, the value of the described behaviors 
were perceived differently by gender but there were in
consistencies by geographic location. This researcher was 
unable to verify the quantitative data related to gender 
differences in the interview data.
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A review of the quantitative data by race identified 
that in two of the six PRAP categories, efforts considered 
by blacks as desirable would be rated less desirable by 
whites. Across the program areas of agriculture, home 
economics, and 4-H, blacks judged the program 
promotion/public relations and program implementation ef
forts more important than did their white counterparts. 
The greatest difference, however, was noted in the program 
implementation ratings by agriculture agents. Black males 
with agriculture programming responsibilities judged the 
program implementation efforts as seventeen mean points 
higher than did white agriculture agents. Black males 
promote the concept that they are "on call 24 hours a day" 
and encourage clientele to call them at home during the 
weekend. Black males also view themselves as "The Exten
sion Service" and both black males and black females 
stress the importance of sitting on other agency boards.

Thus, the pattern which developed from the both the 
quantitative and the qualitative data portrays blacks, as 
a group, view the PRAP standards as more relevant to the 
job and the described program promotion/public relations 
and program implementation efforts are perceived as more 
important than judged by their white co-workers.
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Based on the qualitative data, evidence was also 
found of a perceived lack of communications between agents 
and supervisory personnel, a lack of trust by agents with 
those in administrative positions, and perceptions of ra
cial biases within the organization. Indeed, in each of 
the interviews with black agents, perceived racial prac
tices within the organization were noted and the agents 
cited experiences in support of these perceptions. Frus
trations were noted by whites, blacks, males, and females 
with programming directions and communications with and 
support of administrative and supervisory staff. Since 
the success of the PRAP system is dependent upon trust and 
an open communications system between supervisor and 
supervisee, these divergent perceptions could readily im
pact on the implementation of the proposed appraisal sys
tem at this time.

A lack of trust in and questionable accuracy, ade
quacy, and equity was expressed relative to the currently 
used State appraisal system. The Extension field staff 
views the State appraisal system as neither accurate or 
adequate. Furthermore, the adequacy and accuracy of 
supervisors presently performing the appraisal function 
was perceived as questionable by agents.
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Relative to the Findings 

The focus of this study was limited to the perform
ance standards which comprise one of the two value gener
ating components of the PRAP system. Based on the data 
obtained in this study, the PRAP standards are relevant 
to the job of Virginia Extension agents and, therefore, 
would be an acceptable tool for assessing the Virginia 
Extension agent performance not identified in the MBO 
component of the PRAP appraisal system. However, the or
ganization will need to be aware of differences by race 
and gender in the perceived importance of the behaviors 
described in the standards and the perceptions of a com
munications gap and organizational racial biases if the 
PRAP system is to effectively operate.

Past employment practices have resulted in a dis
proportionate high level of supervisory and administrative 
positions among white males. Of the sixteen district po
sitions, only three are held by white females and there 
are no blacks at the district level. Less than forty 
percent of the unit director positions are held by white 
females, black males, and black females combined. Thus, 
in most cases the rating of performance using the PRAP
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standards will be conducted by a supervisor who judges the 
importance of the task differently than the supervisee.

These differences can be exemplified through a series 
of scenarios. In rating the performance of a black agent 
by a white supervisor, those efforts which the black would 
consider as important and desirable the white supervisor 
would judge as less important and desirable. Thus, a gap 
in the value of the agent's performance may emerge with 
the black claiming that the white supervisor doesn't re
ally know what he is doing or that the supervisor may be 
unfair. On the other hand, the white supervisor could 
claim that the black agent overrates his/her job efforts.

The reverse rating gap would be apparent when a male 
supervisor rates a female agent. Males judged the stand
ards and the described behaviors as more important than 
did their female co-workers. Thus, females could view 
their performance as being overrated by their supervisor. 
Female agents could also view that males hold certain 
performance behaviors as excessively important and thus 
the standards are inappropriate for the female's job.

Another scenario depicts the results of a white fe
male supervisor rating a black male supervisee. Since 
black males consider the standards as more relevant and
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the described behaviors as more important and white fe
males are on the opposite end of the value continuum, the 
judgements would place the supervisor and supervisee in a 
position of confrontation. The black male agent would 
probably question his supervisor's judgements.

In each of the above situations, the accuracy and 
adequacy of the rating and rater could be open to ques
tion. Under the present salary distribution procedures, 
the adequacy and accuracy was not of concern because pay 
increases are determined by an in-time step procedure 
rather than on performance evaluation data. However, 
these perceptions of inadequacy and inaccuracy could 
readily carry over to any new appraisal system that could 
impact on salary adjustments. Thus, differences between 
the supervisor's race and gender and that of the agent 
could increase complications in implementing a new per
formance appraisal system. This may especially be true 
if salary adjustment is tied to the performance appraisal 
process.

The organization may need to monitor the scoring 
differences by gender and race since these differences 
appear to exist. In addition, raters may need to be 
trained and their scores may need to be reviewed by their
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supervisor and the personnel officer of the organization. 
Agents will need to know what is expected of them and what 
steps they can pursue to improve their performance. Unit 
personnel may also need to feel that their performance 
evaluation adequately and accurately reflects their job 
related efforts and that their programming efforts are 
known.

The PRAP system involves both the supervisor and the 
agent in the establishment of program and performance ob
jectives as well as in the performance review and analysis 
activities. The process places supervisors in the posi
tion of being describers of performance and working with 
agents to identify the desired level of performance and 
achievement. Because of this, the environment must be one 
which will foster constructive feedback with the appraisal 
process becoming a mutual development and learning expe
rience rather than a mechanistic evaluation or accounting 
effort.

Communication is currently perceived by the unit 
staff too often to be a one-way flow of information; from 
supervisor or administrator to subordinate. A lack of 
trust was suggested in all of the interviews conducted. 
Steps to close the communication gap need to be taken by
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those in administrative positions. A two-way communi
cation system can provide a basis for trust and is para
mount if agents are to actively participate in the 
assessment of performance as outlined in the PRAP system.

If the appraisal system and implementation process 
do not take into account the perceptions and frustrations 
identified in this study, their presence would likely have 
a negative impact on the development of excellence in many 
of the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service personnel.

Recommendations for Further Study 
The data obtained in this study identified race and 

gender rating differences with the use of the PRAP stand
ards and validated that race differences were indeed real. 
In view of the findings, two areas of research needed are:

1. Evaluate the possible effects of race and gender 
on the scoring of the PRAP standards in other Coop
erative Extension Services. Several states are cur
rently using or considering the PRAP system. 
However, validation efforts have not been conducted 
since the late 1970s. The question is: Are the
findings of this study unique to Virginia or do they 
exist in other states?
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2. Qualitative data needs to be collected in the 
other four Extension administrative districts in 
Virginia. This effort and the analysis of the data 
needs to be completed prior to the implementation of 
the PRAP system in Virginia in order to determine 
whether the perceived communications gap and lack of 
trust trust and the perceived racial biases are 
unique to the East Central and Northeast districts.
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VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

TO:
FROM: Anne Wolford
DATE: June 3, 1985
SUBJ: Testing of Performance Standards for Virginia Extension Agents

Concerns over an adequate performance appraisal system for Virginia Extension 
agents has been expressed both inside and outside of the organization, your 
help is needed as part of the pretesting procedures.
The following standards were developed in the late 1970s as a result of an 
eight-state agent job analysis. They represent only one component of the 
performance appraisal system developed at that time and should not be con
sidered as the entire process.
The questions are:

One (1) represents extremely poor performance with (13) denoting 
outstanding or superior performance. A rating of (7) indicates 
average performance with the other scores representing behaviors 
and the results of those behaviors somewhere between these three 
scores.

2. How central or appropriate is the task/work behavior to your 
job responsibilities?
One (1) denotes that the task is not at all appropriate with 
(13) denoting high centrality to the job. A rating of (7) 
indicates moderate centrality.

Vou may be assured of complete confidentiality. The questionnaire has an 
identification number for mailing purposes only. This is so that I may check 
your name off of the mailing list when your questionnaire is returned. Vour 
name will never be placed on the questionnaire.
I would be most happy to answer any questions you might have. Please write 
or call. The telephone number is (703) 961-7434 (SCATS: 230-7434). Enclosed 
is an envelope for easy return.
Thank you for your assistance.

Virg inia Cooperative Extenuon Sarvic* program * aetlnne«. end em ployment opportumttee areavailable la <11 people 
regerdleae pi race. color, religion. MX. ago. notional ong tn  handicap, o r po litica l altiliahon. An oguoi 

opportunity/atttrm anve action employer.

An Educational Service o l tho V irg in ia Polytechnic Inm lute and State Um vem ly and V irg in ia State Univem ty 
'V irginia i  Land-G rani In n tu iio n x  w ith U.S. Department aI A gricu lture and liy a l G ovem m enti Cooperating.

VIRGINIA
TECH

9/eriiAerp. Virginia 24061

1. At what level would you rate this job behavior on a 13 point 
scale?

/jws
enclosure
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YOUR OPINION IS NEEDED
Pl e a s e  a n sw e r  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  q u e s t i o n s  a s  w e l l  a s  s c o r e  the
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, Do NOT DISCUSS THE QUESTIONS OR 
STANDARDS WITH CO-WORKERS AS YOUR OPINION IS  NEEDED.

I f  you have any q u e s t i o n s /  p l e a s e  c a l l  me a t  ( 7 0 3 )  9 6 1  7434  
(s c a t s : 23 0  7 4 3 4 ) .  P le a s e  l e t  t h e  t e le p h o n e  r i n g  a t  l e a s t  6
TIMES.

1 , DO YOU FEEL THE CURRENTLY USED STATE PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL SYSTEM ADEQUATELY ASSESSES YOUR JOB PERFORM
ANCE?

YES  NO_ _ _ _
2 .  DO YOU FEEL THE CURRENTLY USED STATE PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL SYSTEM ACCURATELY ASSESSES YOUR JOB PERFORM
ANCE?

YES  NO_ _ _ _
3. Do YOU FEEL THE CURRENTLY USED STATE PERFORMANCE 
APPRAISAL PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES ARE EQUITABLE?

YES  NO_ _ _ _
4 . HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AN EMPLOYEE OF THE V IR G IN IA
Co o p e r a t i v e  Ex t e n s i o n  Se r v i c e  ( r o u n d  to  t h e  n e a r e s t
NUMBER OF YEARS)?

YEARS_ _ _ _

Pl e a s e  r e t u r n  b y : J u ne  17
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Rating

STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE
Ra t i n g  Sc a l e

1 2  3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10  11 12 13
/ — / — / — / — / — / — / —

Poor Ad e q u a t e  Su p e r i o r
Pe r f o r m a n c e  Pe r f o r m a n c e  Pe r f o r m a n c e

YOU ARE RATING AN EXTENSION AGENT. WHAT RATING WOULD YOU GIVE THE AGENT IF:

Ae.p l i c a b i l l l v . Sc a l e

1 2  3 A 5 6  7 8 9 1 0  1 1  12 13
/ — / — / — / — / — / — / — / — / — / — / — / - - - /

No t  a t  a l l  H i g h l y
Ap p l i c a b l e  Ap p l i c a b l e

HOW APPLICABLE IS THIS TO THE FUNCTIONS OF AN EXTENSION AGENT:
(R e g a r d l e s s  of  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l s  how a p p l i c a b l e  i s  t h i s  
t o  t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  of  an  Ex t e n s i o n  a g e n t ? )

Pleaie note, Aome o& the following itatementi one poiitive in natune white 
othen ate itated negatively.

PART I RESULTS-ORIENTED STANDARDS
Applicability

1 .  H e /S h e  makes chan ges  i n  p la n n e d  p ro g ram s  w hich  cause  ____
c o n f u s i o n  among  c l i e n t e l e .

2 .  H e /S he  i s  w e l l  known by p u b l i c  o f f i c i a l s  o r  o t h e r  d e c i 
s io n  MAKERS IN  THE AREA WHO EXPRESS PO S IT IV E  OPINIONS -------
a b o u t  t h e  a g e n t  a n d  Ex t e n s i o n  p r o g r a m s .

3 .  H i s / H er  c e r e m o n i a l  e v e n t s  a r e  m o d e r a t e l y  w e l l  a t t e n d e d . ____

A. He / S he  i s  r e c o g n i z e d  b u t  n o t  w e l l  known  i n  th e  a r e a  t h e  
u n i t  s e r v e s .

5 .  Cl i e n t e l e  c o n t a c t  h i m / h e r  w h e n e v e r  t h e y  h a v e  a p r o b l e m  ____
OR QUESTION.

tunn to next page
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f). III. /S l lL r HAS BEEN RESPONSlBIb I OK SIVI.RAL PERSONS WINNING
U N IT ,  D IS T R IC T ,  OR STATE AWARDS. -------

7 . L e a d e r s  e x p r e s s  a p p r e c i a t i o n  f o r .t h e i r  own t r a i n i n g  a n d
BELIEVE IT  HAS LED TO MORE INTERESTING PROGRAMS. -------

8 .  He / S he  c o n d u c ts  p ro g ram s  t h a t  e n c o u ra g e  a u d ie n c e
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS. -------

9 .  He / S he  a r r a n g e d  f o r  t e c h n i c a l  a s s i s t a n c e  f o r  a c o m m it te e
TO HELP IT  AND CARRY OUT AN EDUCATIONAL PROJECT. -------

1 0 .  Community became aw are  of  a p u b l i c  p ro b le m  due t o  h i s / h e r
EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS. -------

1 1 .  Ad d i t i o n a l  s e s s i o n s  s o m e t i m e s  a re  s e t  up  to  a c c o m m o d a t e  
o v e r f l o w  r e s p o n s e  to  a g e n t ' s e d u c a t i o n a l  a c t i v i t i e s . -------

1 2 .  H e /S h e  u t i l i z e s  th e  h e l p  o f  a  fe w  s p e c i a l i s t s ,  b u t  t h e i r
MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NOT REALIZED. -------

1 3 .  T h e r e  i s  some  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  h i s / h e r  e d u c a t i o n a l  a c t i v 
i t i e s  ARE RESULTING IN  CHANGING PRACTICES IN AGRICULTURE, -------
HOME ECONOMICS OR RELATED F IE LD S .

1 9 ,  Co m m i t t e e  m e m b e r s  a r e  w i l l i n g  to  s e r v e  a g a i n ,__________________ ____

1 5 ,  Key  c o m m u n i t y  p e o p l e  g i v e  lu k e w a r m  s u p p o r t  to  p r o g r a m s . ____

1 0 .  Me m b e r s  h a v e  e x p r e s s e d  n e e d  f o r  more  p r o g r a m  a c t i v i t i e s
BUI NONE HAVE BEEN OFFERED BY AGENT, -------

1 7 .  L e a d e rs  use a  l a r g e  number o f  t h e  a g e n t ' s  id e a s  w i t h
THEIR GROUPS. -------

1 8 .  He / S he  g e t s  i n i t i a l l y  h e s i t a n t  p e r s o n s  t o  p a r t i c i p a t e
s u c c e s s f u l l y  i n  a p r o j e c t .------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------

1 9 .  Co m m i t t e e  m e m b e r s  a r e  c o n f u s e d  a n d  do not  know what  i s
EXPECTED OF THEM.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------

2 0 .  He /She  shows l i t t l e  or  no t a n g i b l e  e v id e n c e  o f  p r o f e s 
s i o n a l  GROWTH AFTER T R AIN ING . -------

2 1 .  He / S he  i s  w e l l  r e g a r d e d  f o r  m ak ing  p e r s o n a l  s a c r i f i c e s
for  p r o f e s s i o n a l  s e l f  i m p r o v e m e n t s .---------------------------------------------------- -------

2 2 .  I m m e d i a t e l y  f o l l o w i n g  a c t i v i t y ,  h e / sh e  c o m p l e t e s  t h e
NECESSARY EVALUATION FORMS IN  ORDER TO HAVE THEM READY -------
FOR PERFORMANCE REVIEW.

tu/in to next page
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Cl n t r a l i t v  Sc a l e

1 13
No t  a t  a l l  H i g h l y

Ce n t r a l  Ce n t r a l

HOW CENTRAL IS THE TASK TO EXTENSION AGENT FUNCTIONING: 
(R e g a r d l e s s  o f  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l ,  how c e n t r a l  i s  t h i s  
f u n c t i o n  t o  t h e  d u t i e s  of  a n  Ex t e n s i o n  a g e n t ? )

PART II BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS
Ceii txalitu

1. H i s / H e r  p la n  o f  w ork  i s  a im ed  a t  a  somewhat l i m i t e d  s e g 
ment OF THE u n i t ' s  POPULATION. -------

2. He /Sh e o n ly  does w h a t  has t o  b e done and is  h a p h a z a r d  in
THE ORGANIZATION OF EVENTS. -------

3 .  He /Sh e a s k s  f o r  a d v i c e  f ro m  t h e  co m m u n ity ,  b u t  d o e s n ' t
USE IT  IN H IS /HER PLANS. -------

4. He /Sh e  te n d s  t o  use s u b j e c t i v e  i n f o r m a t i o n  in  program m ing
RATHER THAN USING FACTS. -------

5 .  He /She  t h o r o u g h l y  p la n s  p ro gram s  w i t h  e x t e n s i v e  i n v o l v e 
ment OF ORGANIZED ADVISORY GROUPS, COMMUNITY LEADERS, -------
PUBLIC O FFIC IALS AND REPRESENTATIVE OF INTENDED A U D I
ENCES.

6 . He /Sh e shows d i s r e s p e c t  f o r  l o c a l  v a l u e s  and c us to m s. _____

7 .  He /Sh e r e q u i r e s  p r o d d in g  t o  g e t  h im / h e r  t o  e x te n d  p ro gram
to  c o v e r  a l l  m a j o r  i n t e r e s t s  a n d  e n t e r p r i s e s .-------------------------------------

8 .  He /Sh e i n v o l v e s  a  fe w  v o l u n t e e r  and l o c a l  l e a d e r s  in  im
p le m e n t in g  PROGRAMS. -------

9 .  He /Sh e c o n t i n u a l l y  l o o k s  f o r  and f i n d s  new a u d ie n c e s  to
WORK W ITH.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 0 .  He / S he  g i v e s  s p e c i a l i s t s  a m p l e  n o t i c e  so t h e y  can  work
MEETINGS INTO THEIR SCHEDULES.----------------------------------------------------------------------

1 1 .  He / S he  e f f e c t i v e l y  u s e s  o n l y  a  p o r t i o n  o f  t e a c h i n g  m e t h 
o d s .------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------

12. H e /S he  does n o t  know a u d ie n c e s  w e l l . __________________________________

1 3 .  He /Sh e p r e s e n t s  p ro gram s  on u n t i m e l y  t o p i c s .

twin to next page
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19. He/She t r i e s  to  d e a l  w i t h  c o m p l e x  p r o b l e m s  b e y o n d  h i s / her
A B IL IT Y .

15. He/She h e l p s  c l i e n t  d e t e r m i n e  p r o s  a n d  c o n s  of  d i f f e r e n t  
a p p r o a c h e s  to  a  p r o b l e m .

16. He / S he u s e s  a n d  s h a r e s  e v a l u a t i v e  i n f o r m a t i o n  to  im p r o v e
EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAMS,

1 7 .  He / S he f a i l s  t o  e v a l u a t e  t h e  p r o g r a m s  e x c e p t  i n  t e r m s  of
HEAD COUNT.

1 8 .  He/She d o e s  n o t  k e e p  r e p o r t s  u p - t o - d a t e .

1 9 . He/She p a r t i c i p a t e s  i n  p r o f e s s i o n a l  im p r o v e m e n t  a c t i v 
i t i e s  WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

2 0 .  At p e r i o d i c  i n t e r v a l s  d u r i n g  t h e  p r o g r a m  y e a r ., h e / she
RE-EVALUATES HIS/HER JOB AND PROGRAM PERFORMANCE FOR THE 
SAKE OF PROGRAM AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.

2 1 .  He / S he s y s t e m a t i c a l l y  works  to  c o r r e c t  w e a k n e s s e s  i n  
h i s / her  l e v e l  of k n o w l e d g e  a n d / or b e h a v i o r  t h a t  may  l i m i t  
h i s / her a b i l i t y  to  do a  good  j o b .

22. Me / S he c o o r d i n a t e s  p h a s e s  of  a pr o g r a m  f o r  w h i c h  r e s p o n 
s i b l e  WITH THOSE EFFORTS OF CO-WORKERS.

2 3 .  He/She c o n s t a n t l y  r e f e r s  to  " wh at  I d i d . "

29, He/She d o e s  n o t  r e s p o n d  w e l l  t o  c o n s t r u c t i v e  c r i t i c i s m ,

2 5 .  He / S he a t t e n d s  to o  m a n y  m e e t i n g s  j u s t  to  b e  s e e n  an d  r e 
c o g n i z e d  AND NOT TO TAKE AN ACTIVE PART.

26. He/She p e r s o n a l l y  s e t s  a  good  e x a m p l e  f o r  t h o s e  h e / she 
works  w i t h .

2 7 .  He / she  r a d i a t e s  e n t h u s i a s m  fo r  j o b ,

2 8 .  He / S he s e a r c h e s  o u t  new  d e v e l o p m e n t s  a n d  m e t h o d s .

2 9 .  He/She works  i r r e g u l a r  an d  e x t r a  h o u r s  when  n e c e s s a r y .

3 0 .  He / S he  p r o c r a s t i n a t e s  r a t h e r  th a n  a t t a c k i n g  t h e  j o b  at  
h a n d .

3 1 .  He / S he  h a s  i n n o v a t i v e  i d e a s ,  b u t  d o e s  n o t  t r y  to  fo rc e  
c h a n g e .

C c n tn a L L t i i

Unit dOiecton and dUtnict i t a ( i  

tuAit to next page
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The {ollouUng iJ-cue penfoAmance itanda/idi need to  be completed only by 

Ltnit diaectoM and dii&uLct 4-ta^.

Ce n t r a l i t y  S c a l e

1 13/— /— /— /— /— /— /— /— /— /— /— /— /
No t  a t  a l l  H i g h l y

Ce n t r a l  Ce n t r a l

HOW CENTRAL IS THE TASK TO EXTENSION AGENT FUNCTIONING: 
(R e g a r d l e s s  o f  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l ,  how c e n t r a l  i s  t h i s  
f u n c t i o n  to  t h e  d u t i e s  of  a n  Ex t e n s i o n  a g e n t ? )

PART III SUPERVISORY PERFORMANCE »
Cei. yiali ty

1 . He / S he  s u p e r v i s e s  l a r g e l y  by  r e a c t i o n  r a t h e r  t h a n
ACTION.

PLANNED

2 , He / S he  c a t e r s  to  f a v o r i t e  s t a f f  m e m b e r s .

3, He / S he  a l w a y s  h as  t i m e  to  g i v e  d i r e c t  s u p e r v i s i o n
EXPERIENCED OR LESS CAPABLE AGENTS.

TO LESS

A, Su b o r d i n a t e s  o c c a s i o n a l l y  ig n o r e  h i s / h er  p o s i t i o n  a n d  a c t
FOR OR AROUND I T .  -------

5 . He / S he  d o e s n ' t  c o m p l i m e n t  or e n c o u r a g e  s u m . . . * . . . ' ’ ■ ŝ.

THANK YOU
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VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

VIBGIND1
TECH

WBGPna
STAXU

Planning, Evaluation, 
Professional Development B U t k t b i t r g .  2 4 0 6 1

Memo to:

From: Anne Wolford

Re: Performance Standards

Thank you for your response and participation in the scoring and scaling of 
the performance standards. Your Input is greatly appreciated. Your commencs 
and ratings will be kept In strict confidentiality.

Please keep In mind:

1. The standards which you scored are a subset of over four-hundred 
developed and tested in the late 1970's. The wording of the 
statements was not changed In an effort to maintain the pre
viously established content validity.

2. The performance standards are only one component of a multi-component 
appraisal system. In no way should they be considered as the whole 
system or even a "look at the system."

3. Operational problems which includes supervisory behaviors, will be 
part of this research project. However, this phase of the research 
will be initiated only after most of the performance standards

0  •■.c*** v iv #  £ x i* i : r :c n  S e rv ic e  p r jo r m r ;  .tcv iv irjtw  a n d  e m p lu y rre r.r  ;pFc .f?uo ii!e * fc i . .  r * * . c  *
' - j a 'd . e s i  r l  m o m  r * ! . j ; y n  se * *oe  n a 'io n a l o n q m . h a n d ic . ip  i r  |v ; j jt ic a i A n  e i  . «l

t t ’ irm aM v** .icn<-n

scoring instruments are returned and analyzed. Thus, only unit 
directors and district staff were asked to complete page 5, Super
visory Performance, of the scoring instrument.

Thank you for your participation.

■1'.. iM i S I  V . i  p  I ir i l t i* ; ! . .  tm t Sl.iW- Him-/,
i ! . i r  i  G t - i i i i  v -iili H  • i A>ir. • their*• .u u t

:|lv in i i  7 i«  j :-11» il i
. • ,1l ‘ -V o ll lM t i 111 . •
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October 4, 1985
Anne J. Wolford 1107 Lora Lane Blacksburg, VA 24060

Cooperative Extension Service

Dear
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. As was stated in our telephone conversation, the purpose of the interview is to gain insight as to your perspective and interpretation of some of the statements on the performance rating question* naire you completed in June. Twelve Virginia Extension agents will be interviewed and this sample has been selected at random from those who completed the performance questionnaire.
Enclosed is a draft of the interview agreement which we will both sign. As you can see, your identity will be protected at all times. I am looking forward to meeting with you.

DATE:TIME:PLACE:
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me. My home telephone number is (703) 953 2168.
Sincerely,

Anne J. Wolford
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INTERVIEW AGENDA 
October 12, 1985

Introduction
In the analysis of the questionnaires completed by 
Virginia Cooperative Extension Service field staff, sta
tistically significant differences were found in the way 
various groups rated the behaviors described in the per
formance standards. Because of these differences, mv 
graduate committee has asked me to interview a sample of 
twelve agents in an effort to determine the basis of 
these differences.
I have been an Extension agent in both Oregon and 
Michigan. I have also worked on the state staff in 
Michigan and was an intern in Vice Provost Geasler's of
fice while I was taking course work for my doctorate. 
Presently, I work part time for the Extension Division.

Purpose
The purpose of this interview is to gain insight as to 
vour perspective and interpretation of some of the 
statements on the performance rating questionnaire. 
Twelve interviews are being conducted with both blacks 
and whites> males and females from the Northeast and the 
West Central districts. The individuals have been se
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lected at random from those who completed and returned 
the questionnaire.

Participant Protection
At all times your identity will be protected. You will 
not be called by name and prior to sending this to my 
graduate committee, this section of the dissertation will 
be sent to you as well as the other eleven interviewees 
in an effort:

1. To determine if I have interpreted you comments 
correctly, and
2. To determine if you feel your identity has been 
adequately protected.

Eu rpg.gff—9f. th e -T a p ?  Pe.cprd eg

Your comments are most important. In order that I may 
give you my full attention, rather than worrying about 
note taking, I would like to tape this interview. This 
tape will be heard only be me and will. be__erased_after 
you have reviewed mv analysis of the interviews. How
ever, if you feel uncomfortable with the taping proce
dure, I will not record this session.

Interview Procedure
The interview will last approximately one and one-half 
hours. I need to know your reaction to the questions and 
the thoughts these questions trigger. There are no right
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or wrong answers. The answers can only be vour im
pressions and thoughts.

Questions
Describe the activities you are involved in during 

a typical work week.
- Are you the one who is primarily responsible 

for determining these activities?
- Are your activities initiated by yourself or 

someone else?
- Are there times when you feel you don't have 

adequate direction?

Who are your clientele?
- What are they like?
- What are their general characteristics?
- How often do you work with clientele

on a one to one basis? 
in small groups? 
with large groups?

How are your programs and work activities determined?
- Who determines your program thrusts

and teaching activities?
- Do you feel you are meeting clientele

requests/needs?
- Do you feel that clientele expect you to answer
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their every question and educational need?
- Are there times when there are roadblocks in your

path?
- What are your suggestions on how these roadblocks

might be minimized?

What benefit do you receive from the Virginia Tech, 
Virginia State, 
or district training events?
- Which training has been most helpful?
- Which has been least helpful?
- How does the training meet your needs?
- In what ways are specialists or campus based staff

meeting your requests and needs?

How do you feel about taking additional course work or 
training?
- Courses via a university or community college?
- Other types of learning opportunities?

How do you feel about leaving your unit's geographic 
area for training or classes?
- What are the effects on the clientele?
- What are the effects on your personal life?

What would you like to add that I have not asked?
- What message would you send to Virginia Tech?
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- What message would you send to the Extension 
administration?
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November 11, 1985

To: The Important Twelve Interviewees
From: Anne Wolford
Re: Findings and Discussion Draft

Enclosed is the draft of Chapter 4 as promised. I decided to include the chapter in its entirity so you 
could see how your comments would be used. Be assured, 
you will probably recognize your own statements. The question is: Will_ others recognize that__vou and only
you could made such a statement?
Please mark on the copy as you see fit and return it to 
me with the enclosed interview agreement signed. I will 
delete any of your statements that you feel reveal your identity. Enclosed is a stamped envelope for easy re
turn.
Thank you for your time, honesty, and trust.
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November 21, 1985

To: The Important Twelve
From: Anne Wolford
Re: The Second Draft of Chapter 4

Enclosed is the second draft of Chapter 4. When I hear from you and have made the deletions per your request, I will send the revised copy to my committee. As stated in the letter of November 11, you will probably recognize your own statements. The question is: Will others recognize. Jthat vou...and_.onlv you .could have _made_such a statement?
Please mark on the copy as you see fit and return it to me with the interview agreement signed. Also sign this letter to verify that vou did receive the second draft: and return letter with this draft. I will delete any of your statements that you feel reveal your identity.
Thank you for your time, honesty, and trust.

Your signature
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INTERVIEW AGREEMENT 
October 11, 1985

The undersigned agrees to participate in an interview, sub
ject to the following conditions, from which information will 
be used for the doctoral dissertation of Anne Wolford.

1.) At all times the identity of the interviewee will 
be protected. The reporting of data will not include 
the individual's name, the unit of employment, or other 
identifying information.

2.) The interview session will be taped only if per
mission is given by the interviewee. After the data has 
been analyzed, all tapes will be erased.

3.) Prior to presenting the dissertation to the 
Virginia Tech graduate committee, the qualitative anal
ysis section of the dissertation will be shared with the 
interviewee in an effort:

A. To determine if the comments have been cor
rectly interpreted,
B. To determine if, with reasonable judgment of 
the interviewee, his/her identity has been pro
tected adequately, and
C. To provide the interviewee a final opportunity 
to decline to be included in the analysis.
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C. To provide the interviewee a final oppor
tunity to decline to be included in the analy
sis.

Upon the request of the interviewee, all information 
which was collected during the interview will be 
deleted from the dissertation document, if the
likewise reasonably believes his/her identity has
been disclosed or his/her remarks have not been re
corded accurately.

Permission to interview granted? Yes  No_____ __
Permission to tape interview granted? Yes  No____

(signature) (Anne Wolford)
Date: Date:

I have reviewed the qualitative analysis portion of the 
dissertation and feel my identity has been adequately 
protected.

(signature) Date:
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Appendix B

Pilot Instrument 
and Related Correspondence
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VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

TO:

l-'XGH: Ann* wolford

JATE: March 22, 1965

2£: rsscir. 3  or t’erformance Standards for Virginia Extension Aqencs

Concerns over an adequate performance appraisal system for Virginia Exten
sion agents has been expressed boch inside and outside of the organisation, 
four nelp is needed as part of the pretesting procedures.

The following standards were developed in the late 1970s as a result of an 
elgnt-state agent job analysis. They represenc only one component of the 
performance appraisal system developed at that time and should not be 
considered as the entire process.

The q u e s t i o n  i3  —  u(,at level would you rate this job behavior on a 13 
point stale. One (I) represents extremely poor performance with thirteen 
.13; denoting outstanding or superior performance. A rating of seven (7; 
muicates average performance with the otr.er scores representing benaviors 
and cne resulC3 of tnosa behaviors somewhere between these three scores.

:ou may be assured of complete confidentiality. The questionnaire nas an 
identification number for mailing purposes only. This is so that I may 
tr.ecx your name off of tne mailing list when your questionnaire is re
turned. four name will never be placed on che questionnaire.

1 would be most happy to answer any questions you mighc have. Please write 
or call. The telephone number is (703) 961-7434. Enclosed is an envelope 
for easy return.

Than* you for your assistance.

<ci

enclosures

— ;.-!4  C co cv ra riv#  E r t n n c n  S v rv ic v  ; r a o r j . n i  acs-mn. i n a  • r - .s ic y m tr . i  e s e e rrw in a a  sr»  avav.asia - « :

VZRG2N1&TECH
aleck j6 n r f t  Virginia 24061

-anonai onqin. .-.aneicao. • 
amrrranv* action #m po**r

suncai r.

A r i-u c j'ic r.3 1  £«p /ic* ot V.^snsa ?ois~*CRmc in it in j;*  ana V r.iv ^ r jitr  snc V;r ;:r:3  £i«;«
'/ • r ;s r i4  i l a n a -G r im  injr.ruucr.* 'J  £ 2 # p a m n t  3j A q n c u itu r*  i n e  2 c c c « r r : r q
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Please answer the following six questions as well as score the performance 
standards. Do not discuss the following questions and standards with co
workers as vour ooinion is needed.

i Do you feel the currently used State performance appraisal system adequa 
assesses your job performance?
YES______  NO

Do you feel the State appraisal system accurately assesses your job per: 
ance?
YES NO

Do you feel the :~ed appraisal procedures and practices are e«r
table?
YZ3______  NO

Now long have you been an employee of the Virginia Cooperative Extension 
Service (round to the nearest number of years)?
YEAR(S)

How long have you been in your present position (round to the nearest nu: 
o f years)?
YEASf5)

o. Hew much time did it take to score the performance standards?
T T w r

tizn ic nctz page
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STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

Racing Scale
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
/ — / — / ----/ — / ---- / — / — / — / — / — / — / ------/

Poor Adequate Superior
Performance Performance Performance
0 3 Not applicable

tjou one e a tin g  an C x te m lo n  a g e n t, tilhat e a tin g  would, you g lu e  the. agent I f .
he/the (hL^/hen):

PART I RESULTS-ORIENTED STANDARDS
'■■aUng
  1. Has invitations mailed out early enough for people to

become interested and enthusiastic about an event.
•

  2. Makes changes in planned programs which cause confusion
jmong clientele.

  3. Is -well known by public officials or other derision m ak
ers in the area who express positive opinions about che 
agent and Extension programs.

  i. Has increased final turnout at events by preparing news
releases and/or radio spots.

  5. Ceremonial events are moderately well attended.
  6. Is recognized but not well known in the area the unit

serves.
_____ 7. Clientele contact him/her whenever they have a problem

or question.
___ _ _  3. Has been responsible for several persons winning unit,

district, or state awards.
  9. Leaders express appreciation for their own training and

believe it has led to more interesting programs.
_____ 10. Conducts programs that encourage audience questions and

suggestions.
  11. Arranged for technical assistance for a committee to

help it and carry out an educational project.
turn to next paac
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12. Community became aware o£ a public problem due to 
his/her educational efforts.

13. Additional sessions sometimes are set up to accommodate 
overflow response to agent's educational activities.

U .  Agent's classes have led to requests for additional 
technical assistance on the farm or at home.

15. Educational projects have been successful enough to be 
repeated in different parts of the unit's geographical 
area.

16. Utilizes the help of a few specialists, but their maxi
mum contributions are not realized.

17. Workshop participants learned through agent's demon
strations why certain problems occur.

13. There is some evidence thac his/her educational activ
ities are resulting in changing practices in agricul
ture, home economics or related fields.

19. Committee members are willing to serve again.
20. Key community people give lukewarm support to programs.
21. Members have expressed need for more program activities 

but none have been offered by agent.
22. Leaders use a large number of the agent's ideas with 

their groups.
23. Gets initially hesitant persons to participate success

fully in a project.
21. Committee members are confused and do not know what is 

expected of them.
25. Makes audience members aware of learning needs in delib

erate ways.
26. Shows little or no tangible evidence of professional 

growth after training.
27. Is well regarded for making personal sacrifices for pro

fessional self improvements.
2S. Immediately following activity, he/she completes the 

necessary evaluation forms in order to have them ready 
for performance review.

twin to next page.
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PART II BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS

1. Plan o£ work is aimed at a somewhat limited segment of 
the unit's population.

2. Involves new clientele groups as the need arises in the 
planning process.

3. Only does what has to be done and is haphazard in the 
organization of events.

i. Asks for advice from the community, but doesn't use it 
in his/her plans.

5. Tends to use subjective information in programming 
rather than using facts.

6. Thinks through each month, each week, each activity and 
knows by item what needs to be done and where everyone 
will be or should be.

7. Thoroughly plans programs with extensive involvement of 
organized advisory groups, community leaders, public of
ficials and representatives of intended audiences.

3. Makes some original use of mass media.
9. Shows disrespect for local values and customs.
10. Requires prodding to get him/her to expand program to 

cover all major interests and enterprises.
11. Involves a few volunteer and local leaders in implement

ing programs.
12. Continually looks for and finds new audiences to worn 

with.
13. Gives specialists ample notice so they can work meetings 

into their schedules.
Li. Effectively uses only a portion of teaching methods.
13. Does not know audiences well.
16. Presents programs on untimely topics.
17. Tries co deal with complex problems beyond his/her abil

ity.
13. Sometimes give coo generalized answers to callers with 

specific inquiries.
iu.'~n io ne.x.i page
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19. Helps client; determine pros and cons of different ap
proaches co a problem.

20. Uses and shares evaluative information to improve effec
tiveness of programs.

21. Evaluates resulcs at time of annual planning rather than 
making evaluation a continuous process.

22. Fails to evaluate the programs except in terms of head 
count.

23. Does not keep reports up-to-date.
24. Uses statistical data without appropriate interpreta

tions in reports.
25. Participates in professional improvement activities 

whenever possible.
26. Ac periodic intervals during che program year, he/she 

re-evaluates his/her job and program performance for che 
sake of program and personal development.

2". Systematically works to correct weaknesses in his/her 
level of knowledge and/or behavior that may limit 
his/her ability co do a good job.

2S. Files are properly indexed and labeled.
29. Willingly assists co-workers' programs without recogni

tion from clientele or supervisors.
30. Coordinates phases of a program for which responsible 

with chose efforts of co-workers.
31. Does not hold grudges against people who may r.oc agree 

with him/her.
32. Constantly refers to "what I did."
33. Does noc respond well to constructive criticism.
34. Atcends too many meetings just to be seen and recognized

and not to take an active part.
35. Personally sets a good example for those he/she works 

with.
36. Radiates enthusiasm for job.
37. Searches out new developments and methods.
33. Works irregular and extra hours when necessary.

zt::n iu  ncvi puyc
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  39. Procrastinates rather than attacking the job at hand.
  10. Has innovative ideas, but does not try to force change.
The {o llo u d n g  (lig h t pee./o'unance. AtcmdandA need to  Ce com pleted o n ly  Ly u n it
and d iA te tc t  cLuiectonA.

PART III SUPERVISORY PERFORMANCE

  1. Supervises largely by reaction rather than planned
action.

_ _ _  2. Never sits down to discuss a particular problem with the
whole office who could have some insight in solving the 
problem.

  3. Cater3 to favorite staff members.
■i. Always has time to give direct supervision to less expe

rienced or less capable agents.
5. Subordinates occasionally ignore his/her position and

act for or around it.
6. Does not keep others of his/her staff informed of own 

programs, schedule, commitments.
7. Corrects subordinates in nrivate.
S. Doesn't compliment or encourc_ 'Triinates.

T H A N K  Y O U !
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Appendix C 

Other Correspondence
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VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

March IS, 1985

M. R. Geasler 
Vice Provosc 
Extension Division 
336 Burruss Hall 
Campus

Dear Mitch:

As part of my dissertation effort which focuses on performance appraisal 
procedures for Extension agents, the help of che Virginia Extension field 
staff is needed. This would involve three separate efforts.

The first effort involves twent7 -four agents, three unit directors, and 
three district supervisors in a precest which will be distributed and 
returned by mail. The second effort will involve a different group of 
agents, unit directors, and district supervisors in an effort co collect 
both quantitative and qualitative data. For this second effort, I will meet 
once with all of che participants in their district and a second time with 
selected participants in their district or unit office.

The testing instrument will include a subset of the performance standards 
developed for che Performance Review, Analysis and Planning (PEA?) system 
and a short sec of questions relating co performance appraisal concerns and 
operational use of the PRAP standards.

The first effort will cake place in March with the second effort planned far 
April of this year. I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

V irgtr.ta Cooperative extension Semce programs. a cr. vines. and employment opportunities ere available 'o au people 
regarolesa or race, color, religion, sex. eg * r.enonei ongtn. handicap, or political unlier.cn. An ecuei 

opponuntty/arfirmeave ecnon employer.

An Educational Semce ol the Virginie Polytechnic [namute end Slet* University end Virginia state U.uversitv 
Virginia's Land-Grar.t Institutions. With U.S. Department of Agriculture end Local Governments Cooperating

VE3G3N3R
TECH

VSBCBtRVI'ftTE
Elacktburg, Virginia 24061
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VIRGINIA COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Subject: Performance Appraisal Procedures fcr Extension Agencs

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service is changing its classi
fication of Extension Agents from non-faculty status to non-tenured 
faculty status. Continuing appointments will be given. Vie are in the 
process of developing a performance appraisal syscem which fits the 
agents' needs, organisational requirements, as well as the Commonwealth 
of Virginia's mandates.

Ue would like very much co have copies of instruments/procedures 
which your scace is currently using and would appreciate a copy of your 
performance evaluation instrument, lie will reciprocate by sharing a copy 
of our revised evaluation model and instrument when it is completed.

If you can help us, please send che material co Mrs. Anne Violford. 
Program Development Staff, Hutcheson Hall, Virginia Cooperative Extension 
Service, VPI&3U, Slacksburg, Virginia 24061. Her telephone number is 
(703) 961-7536.

C c o c t fJ i : * »  t t w n i io n  s « fv :e »  p ro c ra n w ■ e c n m n e i e n d  e e ip ie y m e M  rp c c m .n i'-e e  »?• »v« « » . •  -  i  r » - r  
3* *ac«. cs io r. f f t iq te n  w * .  «q«  n a tiona l o r.q irt nandscsp. c? p : . : ; ic 4 .  a m ^ c r  .-.n 

c p p c fru m iy  i i r i f fB a t iw  action  * m p io * * r

v.4 . S e r.'iC t .1 -h# ‘/irq in ia  P 'jiy a e h m c  !n»n?u?*» w o  S rjt*  c m v ^ i u v  s r z  m 5 - v -  > «
• G f in f  ‘. - e - i . r ^ n i  wi*n U S C*0 »*m «ni i t  A gnr.iiH im  «r-i L v i l  ' 5 * - i

vsscrsa.TECH viHGDnaSXRX2
O f / i r f  ,/ t * t  D i r r t i r r 3Utkthnrg, Virginia 2*061 

October 31, 1984

Cordially,

Kennich H. Martin 
Personnel Officer
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October 4, 1985

To: Ann SandersonClark Jones Travis Poole
From: Anne Wolford
Re: Interviews for Dissertation

As a follow up to the findings of my quantitative data, my committee has asked me to conduct twelve interviews with Extension Agents. During the month of October, I will be interviewing eight agents in the Northeast District and four agents in the East Central District. The interviews will be conducted at the location specified by the agent and will take approximately one and one-half hours. The agents, selected at random from those who completed the performance rating instrument in June, will be contacted by telephone and then a letter of confirmation with a draft of an interview agreement will be sent to the agent. The interviews will start the week of October 14 and I hope to have them completed by October 29.
Enclosed are^copies of the interview instrument, a draft of the interview agreement, and the confirmation letter. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at my home (703) 953 2168.
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Appendix D

Performance Standards Field Tested 
in Michigan by AIR
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THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
INCLUDED IN THE FIELD TEST WITH MICHIGAN 

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE AGENTS AND SUPERVISORS 
Source: Hahn et al., 1979a

PART I RESULTS-ORIENTED STANDARDS

A. PROGRAM PLANNING RESULTS
This section includes standards for summarizing the 
agent's results in assessing community needs, in
volving the community in the planning process, pre
paring long-range and annual plans, planning specific 
program activities and events, and managing his/her 
own time.
(Corresponding with Duties 1, 2, and 3 of the PRAP

Model)

1. Identifies new project areas that inter
ested many clients.

2. Some of the needs of clientele are re
flected in his/her situation statements.

3. Has moderately good attendance at planning 
meetings.

4. Has an active committee for assessing the
county situation, but the committee needs 
to be more representative of all segments 
of society in the area.
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5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16. 

17.

Many times important items which need to 
be discussed in a meeting are omitted be
cause of no agenda.
Lets things slide until crisis develops.
Poorly organized events dissatisfy cli
ents.
Committee members feel they have an impor
tant part to play in program development 
and actively participate in the planning 
process.
Events run very smoothly as a result of 
thorough planning, assigning specific re
sponsibilities and matching talents and 
interests of volunteers to the program.
Has invitations mailed out early enough for 
people to become interested and enthusi
astic about an event.
Alienation exists between planning commit
tee and agent.
Has good community representation at plan
ning sessions to set county priorities.
Schedules programs at a time and place 
convenient to the intended audience, 
avoiding conflicts in his/her own schedule 
and with other major community activities.
Has up-to-date bulletins out and plenty on 
hand for distribution.
Makes changes in planned programs which 
cause confusion among clientele.
Has no difficulty recruiting advisory committee members.
His/Her planning committee functions, but 
needs to have provision for replacement or 
rotation of members, needs to be used reg
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

ularly or needs to better understand ob
jectives, responsibilities, procedures.
The number of minorities involved at all 
levels of his/her program where minorities 
are a part of the audience far exceeds 
minimum requirements.
Occasionally does a barely adequate job 
because of last minute rush.

B. PROGRAM PROMOTION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS'
RESULTS

This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's results in promoting 
programs and the Extension Service, rais
ing funds and using mass media.
(Corresponding Duty 10 of the PRAP Model)

He/She is well known by public officials 
or other decision makers in the area who 
express positive opinions about the agent 
and Extension programs.
Public officials respond to his/her invi
tations and actively participate in cere
monial events.
Has obtained increased funds for special 
projects by making well prepared requests 
to the county.
Has increased final turnout at events by 
preparing news releases and/or radio 
spots.
Agent's news stories on a problem have re
sulted in public requests for assistance 
on the problem.
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

His/Her ceremonial events are moderately 
well attended.
Newspaper staff has to cut and rewrite 
his/her material extensively.
Convinces dubious county officials about 
the need for a program.
He/She is recognized but not well known in 
county.
Alienates clientele and public by becoming 
personally involved in controversial is
sues in the city or county government.
Has very positive community support for 
his/her programs.
His/Her publicity materials are widely 
read.
Has good rapport with mass media personnel 
so that Extension activities are publi
cized.
Promotional programs have expanded pub
lic's view of Extension's role.
Arranges large ceremonial events which run 
smoothly, are well attended and give fa
vorable impressions to key people.
His/Her publicity materials have been 
shared by other counties in the region.
Reaches an audience not served by Extension 
through a newsletter.
Has gotten front page publicity in the 
daily newspaper about one of his/her pro
grams.
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38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

C. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's results in conducting 
program activities. These activities in
clude broadening the community's involve
ment in program activities; organizing and 
working with groups; recruiting; develop
ing and using lay leaders; preparing edu
cational materials; giving formalized 
instruction to groups; responding to cli
ents' requests for advice and technical 
assistance and using specialist resources.
(Corresponding Duties 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the 

PRAP Model)

Many of the attendees' questions are an
swered in his/her educational events.
Few or no people are changing practices in 
agriculture, home economics or related 
fields as results of his/her educational 
efforts.
His/Her audio/visual presentations are 
judged successful based on audience inter
est and further requests for the presentations.
Clientele contact him/her whenever they 
have a problem or question.
His/Her results demonstrations have re
ceived good coverage from the media.
Has very low turnout at his/her program 
activities.
Participants in his/her educational activ
ities have gained technical proficiencies.
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45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

His/Her leaders make moderate progress in 
their development of leadership skills.
Gets follow-up compliments and requests 
for more information from his/her educa
tional activities.
Has developed a series of lesson plans and 
activities which had wide appeal to both 
youths and adults.
Doesn't spend enough time in office to 
satisfy client requests and return tele
phone calls.
Gets ethnic and low-income citizens to 
participate in programs.
Accepted and well respected as a subject 
matter authority by clientele.
His/Her educational activities have re
sulted in noteworthy changes in clientele 
practices in agriculture, home economics 
or related fields.
Writings are too long and wordy for in
tended audiences.
His/Her results demonstrations have 
allayed specific concerns of the public.
Has been responsible for several persons 
winning county or state awards.
Has lost the interest of the volunteer leaders.
Has active programs, but does not branch 
out to reach new audiences.
Some of his/her educational events have 
become annual events with growing attend
ance.
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58.

59.

60. 

61. 

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

Leaders express appreciation for their own 
training and believe it has led to more 
interesting programs.
Attendance at his/her educational activ
ities is sufficient, but there is no evi
dence of any gains in knowledge or changes 
in behavior.
Educational activities have been shortened 
or cancelled for lack of attendance.
Conducts programs that encourage audience 
questions and suggestions.
Arranged for technical assistance for a 
committee to help it and carry out an educational project.
Has occasional turnover problems with vol
unteer leaders.
There is evidence that clients effectively 
use agent's advice or technical assist
ance.
Is sought after as a speaker for area and 
state programs on certain subjects.
Community became aware of a public problem 
due to his/her educational efforts.
Has high project completion or accomplish
ments by volunteer groups.
Has cleared up clientele confusion over a 
new development with his/her educational 
efforts.
Additional sessions sometimes are set up 
to accommodate overflow response to 
agent's educational activities.
Agent1s classes have led to requests for 
additional technical assistance on the 
farm or at home.
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71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80. 

81.

82.

His/Her educational projects have been 
successful enough to be repeated in dif
ferent parts of the county.
Adoption of new practice recommended by 
agent has expanded from a few local 
innovators to become commonplace among the 
clientele group.
Saw need for and developed a technical 
newsletter which quickly led to a long mailing list.
Has low project completion or accomplish
ments by volunteer groups.
Has moderate attendance at his/her pro
grams.
As a result of his/her educational activ
ities, clientele gain a better understand
ing of the basics.
All committee members are involved in car
rying out at least one activity that was 
developed in the plan of work.
Utilizes the help of a few specialists, but 
their maximum contributions are not real
ized.
Workshop participants learned through 
agent's demonstrations why certain prob
lems occur.
Established an active group in an area 
where none had existed before.
There is some evidence that his/her educa
tional activities are resulting in chang
ing practices in agriculture, home 
economics or related fields.
Provides information that is too general 
to be of much practical value.
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83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.
94.

95.

96.

97.

His/Her programs are very popular with lo
cal people.
Has been able to break sex or minority 
barriers in the filling of volunteer lead
ership positions.
Programs the agent develops are well at
tended .
Leaders are open in expressing their ideas 
and feelings with the agent.
Committee members feel a responsibility 
toward the programs conducted.
People enjoy committee meetings and linger 
afterwards.
Has recruited and developed leaders of new 
groups to point where they can function 
independently.
Has gotten other relevant public agents in 
area to cooperatively plan an activity for 
the community.
Has helped establish a new and thriving 
group.
Has a high degree of support from the ad
visory committee.
Leaders have lost respect for the agent.
Committee members are willing to serve 
again.
All his/her leaders are organizing or 
leading established groups.
Good volunteer leaders have resigned in 
protest over agent's actions.
Got several relevant agencies to share re
sources and staff responsibilities in pro
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98.

99.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

viding a successful new program for 
clientele who ordinarily do not partic
ipate in such activities.
Volunteer groups can rely on him/her to 
help them prepare for events.
Key community people give lukewarm support 
to programs.
Has motivated and developed leadership in 
volunteers who were initially passive or 
difficult to work with.
Has persuaded reluctant community offi
cials to serve on committees.
Members have expressed need for more pro
gram activities but none have been offered 
by agent.
Leaders use a large number of the agent's 
ideas with their groups.
Gets initially hesitant persons to partic
ipate successfully in a project.
The impact of his/her leaders in program 
accomplishments is moderate.
Gets other agencies to cut red tape in or
der to accomplish program objective.
Has involved new community groups in annual 
events.
Volunteer leaders have complained about 
lack of assistance.
People feel they have a definite input into 
his/her programs.
Committee members are confused and do not 
know what is expected of them.
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111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.
117.

118.

119.

120. 

121.

122.

123.

124.

Has increased the amount of time leaders 
volunteer.
Gets capable volunteers to assist with 
special activities and projects.
Leaders and members are not learning to 
become independent in their projects.
Has little or no premature turnover among 
volunteer leaders.
Has only moderate support from his/her ad
visory committee.
Volunteers gain leadership experiences.
His/Her advice has helped clientele make 
confident decisions on complicated mat
ters.
His/Her educational projects have made a 
significant impact on the local community.
Clients have come to depend on the agent's 
newsletter for information in depth.
Requests for similar successful educa
tional projects have been received.
His/Her organization and mix of teaching 
techniques and learning experiences result 
in moderate depth of content in learning 
experience.
Has overcome initial lack of trust of a 
clientele group to teach them better living 
habits.
The specialists' visits he/she arranges 
are sometimes not well planned and are of 
little benefit to county programs.
Has chosen resource persons to speak whose 
lack of practical experience discredited 
them in the audience's eyes.
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125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

132.

His/Her education materials have been used 
continuously.
Writes specialists for additional informa
tion on specific subjects just to get up
dated on recent information.
Makes audience members aware of learning 
needs in deliberate ways.
Is recognized by clientele groups as having 
the skills to assist them.

D. PROGRAM SUPPORT RESULTS
This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's result in reporting and 
evaluating program activities and accom
plishments; performing office management 
and administrative tasks and continuing 
professional development.
(Corresponding Duties 8, 9, 12, and 13 of 

the PRAP Model)

His/Her reports indicate program progress 
with tangible facts such as number, dol
lars, or definite changes in attitudes, 
knowledge, or skill.
Shows considerable tangible evidence of 
growth after training.
Plans well in advance so all arrangements 
can be completed in time to avoid worry and 
office rush on the secretaries.
Keeps good records and memos to capitalize 
upon the next event or for next staff mem
ber to use.
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133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

138.

139.

140.
141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

Shows some evidence that implications of 
his/her program evaluations results are 
used to strengthen further work.
Budgets allocated funds so that equipment, 
supply and travel expenses are within lim
its.
Involves few volunteers and local leaders 
in evaluating programs.
Has an average number of credits in gradu
ate or summer school compared to agents 
with same amount of tenure.
Office is arranged to allow for most effi
cient and effective use of staff time.
Subject matter is sometimes difficult to 
find in his/her office files.
Often gets nearly 100% returns from par
ticipants to his/her evaluation forms.
Files are in fair condition.
Shows little or no tangible evidence of 
professional growth after training.
Planning committee input is based on very 
little information about last year's pro
gram accomplishments.
Is well regarded for making personal sac
rifices for professional self improve
ments .
His/Her reports are generally on time and 
well done.
Immediately following activity, he/she 
completes the necessary evaluation forms 
in order to have them ready for performance 
review.
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146. If there is any professional improvement, 
it tends to be in areas where there is al
ready some strength.

147. Reports are interesting to read, compre
hensive and easily understood.

148. Shows moderate tangible evidence of growth 
after training.

PART II BEHAVIORAL STANDARDS

A. PROGRAM PLANNING BEHAVIORS
This section includes standards for summarizing the 
agent's behaviors in assessing community needs, in
volving the community in the planning process, pre
paring long-range and annual plans, planning specific 
program activities and events, and managing his/her 
own time.
(Corresponding Duties 1,2, and 3 of the PRAP Model)

1. Does not fully establish priorities.
2. Helps organize planning committee and uses 

it in program development just enough to 
get by.

3. His/Her plan of work is only partially 
based on problems and objectives stated in 
long-range plans and situational state
ments .

4. Determines objectives, but they are some
times not well defined as to audience, 
content and expected behavior.

5. His/Her plan of work is aimed at a somewhat 
limited segment of the county population.
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6. Generally prepares plan of work carefully 
but sometimes needs to specify more clearly 
leadership involvement in implementing the 
plan or staff responsibilities and in
volvement.

7. Involves new clientele groups as the need 
arises in the planning process.

8. Provides summary reports of previous years 
activities at planning meetings.

9. Often uses formal surveys to determine 
community needs.

10. Writes a plan of work, then ignores the 
plan and does unrelated programs.

11. Only does what has to be done and is hap
hazard in organization of events.

12. Asks for advice from the community, but 
doesn’t use it in his/her plans.

13. Infrequently uses clientele to develop 
programs.

14. Does not identify clientele needs nor de
termine program objectives.

15. Tends to use subjective information in 
programming rather than using facts.

16. Does not involve people or organizations 
in problem identification.

17. Plans a program that is timely and meets 
the needs of the people.

18. Anticipates new clientele and actively in
volves them in the planning process.

19. Thinks through each month, each week, each 
activity and knows by item what needs to 
be done and where everyone will be or 
should be.
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20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

25.

27.

28.

Plans programs with clearly stated objec
tives and priorities.
Identifies a specific target audience in 
planning programs.
Uses local statistics to obtain as full a 
picture of the county situation possible.
Constantly assesses the educational needs 
of clientele in every day contacts.
Thoroughly plans programs with extensive 
involvement of organized advisory groups, 
community leaders, public officials and 
representatives of intended audiences.
Sees total picture - state, county and lo
cal in his/her program planning.

B. PROGRAM PROMOTION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS'
BEHAVIORS

This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's behaviors in promoting 
programs and the Extension Service, rais
ing funds and using the mass media.
(Corresponding Duty 10 of the PRAP Model)

Constantly develops good public relations 
and not just at budget time.
Maintains good relations with local offi
cials and the power structure.
Is willing to work with all groups and or
ganizations for promotion of Extension re
gardless of personal feelings.
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29.

30.

31.

32.
33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

Communicates effectively with publicity 
media.
Uses a variety of publicity methods and 
media, depending on availability.
Makes reports to advisory groups and public 
officials upon request or as opportunities 
arise.
Makes some original use of mass media.
Localizes some of the promotional material 
supplied by the Extension office.
Occasionally writes human interest stories 
to highlight aspects of Extension work.
Is involved in at least one community ac
tivity or organization not related to Ex
tension.
Has developed a county-wide mailing list 
of interested individuals.
Maintains communication with some local 
leaders, organizations and groups.
Assists with planning and implementing 
public relations programs even though ef
forts may lack consistency.
Insufficiently uses one or more of the mass 
medi a.
Makes no effort to speak to community clubs 
or organizations.
Continually mentions mass media which 
should be contacted to increase potential 
audiences, but does nothing about it.
Is unable to explain the importance of the 
need for funds.
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43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

There are some parts of the program that 
he/she sees as being unimportant and thus 
will not be concerned with them.
Shows disrespect for local values and cus
toms.
Fails to communicate events, activities, 
etc., to those interested.

C. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION BEHAVIORS
This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's behaviors in conducting 
program activities. These activities in
clude broadening the community's involve
ment in program activities; organizing and 
working with groups; recruiting, develop
ing and using lay leaders, preparing edu
cational materials; giving formalized 
instruction to groups; responding to cli
ents' requests for advice and technical 
assistance and using specialist resources.
(Corresponding Duties 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the 

PRAP Model)

Obtains new leaders without conferring 
with other staff members who are acquainted 
with prospective leaders.
Recognizes leaders usually with only a few 
methods of recognition.
Shows prejudice in dealing with minorities 
and low-income audiences.
Considers time, place and other circum
stances in organizing a group.
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50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60. 

61. 

62.

Appraises the qualifications and potential 
of leaders before recruiting them and 
matches their interest and abilities with 
the task.
Gives leaders increasing responsibility 
and opportunity for development as they 
gain experience.
Recognizes publicly contributions of vol
unteers to program.
Requires prodding to get him/her to expand 
program to cover all major interests and 
enterprise.
Devotes personal individual attention to 
new leaders, counseling and advising them 
and strengthening their abilities and con
fidence.
Involves a few volunteer and local leaders 
in implementing programs.
Doesn't keep leaders informed on subject 
matter and upcoming events.
Arranges the size of group meetings ac
cording to the purpose of the meetings.
Provides leaders with opportunities to 
serve and exercise their leadership skills 
in limited areas, usually the less impor
tant ones of program implementation.
Continually looks for and finds new audi
ences to work with.
Does a fair job of identifying and re
cruiting local leaders.
Is willing to listen to leaders' advice and take it.
Asks volunteers to do things at the last 
minute.
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63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.
69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

If someone volunteers, he/she doesn’t get 
back to them for several weeks.
Conducts programs in the county in all lo
cations to meet the needs of all people, 
irrespective of race, color, national ori
gin or economic circumstances.
Tries to carry out activities single- 
handedly without using lay leaders.
Asks specialists about their new programs 
that might fit local needs.
Teaches "from the book," making no effort 
to relate principles to real life situ
ations.
Exhibits innovative teaching techniques.
Gives specialists ample notice so they can 
work meetings into their schedules.
Always does some teaching in every educa
tional activity for which he/she has re
sponsibility.
Writes teaching goals and outlines lesson 
plans to accomplish the goals.
Presents information already known by the 
audience.
Almost never uses "canned" material for an 
audience.
Occasionally involves audience members in 
the teaching or communication task.
Gives explanations and instructions care
fully and in adequate detail.
Uses specialists and resource people to 
maximum advantage.
Adapts teaching techniques to the group.
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78.

79.

80. 

81.

82.
83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.
90.

91.

92.

Takes for granted people understand what 
he/she is saying.
Is unwilling to teach subject areas, rely
ing totally on specialists or other re
sources.
Does not inform specialists about program 
needs.
Effectively uses only a portion of teaching 
methods.
Does not know audiences well.
Conducts educational programs with one 
person talking all the time and without 
discussion.
Presents subject matter on a level con
sistent with the knowledge and understand
ing of program participants.
Is unorganized in his/her presentations to 
audiences.
Seldom uses demonstrations as learning 
tools.
Does thorough research before conducting 
method demonstrations.
Makes some effort to create a need for 
learning.
Presents programs on untimely topics.
Frequently recognizes and serves individ
ual learning needs within an audience.
Uses an extensive variety of available, 
appropriate educational methods.
Teaches most recent information on the 
subject.
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93.

94.
95.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100. 

101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

Uses group methods to some extent in 
teaching activities.
Does not communicate ideas very well.
Does a fair job of teaching in assigned 
subject matter area.
Double checks any recommendations made to 
be sure the information is correct.
Tries to deal with complex problems beyond 
his/her ability.
Uses imaginative and appropriate tech
niques to persuade the client to try or to 
adopt recommended practices.
Makes a return call upon clients when nec
essary or advisable to evaluate results and 
offer additional advice.
Introduces innovations on a trial or 
demonstrative basis, selecting and finding 
cooperators carefully.
When he/she receives calls for technical 
assistance, tries to make excuses for not 
making visits or just simply offers "some" 
alternative solution.
Has a breadth and depth of knowledge about 
a range of specific facts, methods and 
principles and applies them to unusual and 
complex problems.
Does not take seriously the questions, 
problems, or concerns brought by clients.
Probes for essential facts of a situation 
before answering an inquiry.
Does not respond to questions other than 
in own subject matter area when asked.
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106.

107.

108.

109.
110. 

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

Sometimes gives too generalized answers to 
callers with specific inquiries.
Makes sure information given client is un
derstood and can be used by him/her.
Gives information from "top of the head" 
—  often not documented by research.
Defines options for the client's problem.
Sometimes delays in recontacting a client.
Has a basic or conversational knowledge of 
his/her subject matter.
Recommends new products only after ade
quate trial.
Provides answers to clients inquiries, but 
gives lengthy unrelated explanations.
Helps client determine pros and cons of 
different approaches to a problem.
Provides accurate, complete, and current 
information or assistance.

D. PROGRAM SUPPORT BEHAVIORS
This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's behaviors in reporting 
and evaluating program activities and ac
complishments; performing office manage
ment and administrative tasks and 
continuing professional development.
(Corresponding Duties 8, 9, 12, and 13 of 

PRAP Model)
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116.

117.

118.

119.

120. 

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

Measures accomplishments in terms of be
havioral objectives.
Develops evaluative materials for program 
during planning stage.
Doesn't discuss a program with anyone or 
do any type of evaluation after it is over.
When no formal evaluation is possible, 
follows up with clients and/or peers to 
discover strengths and weaknesses in pro
gram.
Selects certain program goals for in-depth 
evaluation using surveys and instruments 
designed for that specific program.
His/Her program evaluations are sometimes 
not totally inclusive of activities, re
ports, events, and committee work through
out the year.
Uses and shares evaluative information to 
improve effectiveness of programs.
Evaluates program offerings in a variety 
of ways —  uses "log" to record.
Doesn't bother evaluating activities that 
do not have a good attendance.
Evaluates results at time of annual plan
ning rather than making evaluation a con
tinuous process.
Has an effective way of questioning and 
observing clients, to determine how much 
technical information is being used and if 
attitudes are changing.
His/Her observations are most commonly the 
data used to evaluate programs.
Does not set behavioral objectives as a 
means for evaluating programs.
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129.

130.

131.

132.
133.

134.

135.

136.
137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

Fails to evaluate the programs except in 
terms of head count.
His/Her evaluations consist mostly of a 
list of agent inputs, activities per
formed, and amount of participation.
Keeps accurate records of accomplishments 
in order to write concise, exact reports.
Interprets statistical data appropriately.
Writes long reports without really saying 
anything important.
Sometimes submits late or incomplete spe
cial reports.
Gives examples in reports of changes in 
behavior.
Does not keep reports up-to-date.
Reports things in more a favorable light 
than they actually are.
Writes excellent reports, but spends too 
much time on them.
Uses statistical data without appropriate 
interpretations in reports.
Includes a variety of tables and graphic 
means of presenting meaningful informa
tion.
Participates in professional improvement 
activities whenever possible.
Belongs to appropriate professional socie
ties and makes use of professional 
meetings, journals, and proceedings.
Occasionally seeks advice with respect to 
professional improvement.
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144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

Belongs to appropriate professional socie
ties, but does not take advantage of them 
for professional improvement.
At periodic intervals during the program 
year, he/she re-evaluates his/her job and 
program performance for the sake of program 
and personal development.
Only attends those training activities re
quired to attend.
Reads, studies, and learns from a variety 
of sources.
Has a general personal and professional 
improvement plan.
Has far fewer credits in graduate or summer 
school than agents with same amount of 
tenure.
Systematically works to correct weaknesses 
in his/her level of knowledge and/or be
havior that may limit his/her ability to 
do a good job.
Does not always keep an accurate record of 
all office callers.
Budgets allocated funds so that program 
needs are met throughout the year.
Follows sound business practices in con
ducting affairs of the county office.
Does not leave a schedule of his/her 
whereabouts during office hours.
Is extremely conscientious about the of
fice appearance at all times.
Files are properly indexed and labeled.
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157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

Sometimes lets supplies of bulletins and 
other needed information and materials run 
out.
Keeps accurate and current records of the 
expenditure of allocated funds.
Doesn't recognize the need to secure an 
adequate Extension budget from the County 
Commissioners.
Some routine office jobs are not performed 
efficiently.

E. INTERPERSONAL AND PERSONAL BEHAVIORS 
GENERALLY RELATED TO JOB

This section includes standards for summa
rizing the agent's interpersonal and per
sonal behaviors and characteristics that 
are generally related to job responsibil
ities.
(Corresponding Duty 11 and Job Pervasive 

of PRAP Model)

Always has time to help a co-worker with a 
problem.
Frequently shifts programs to co-workers 
to pick up the pieces.
Willingly assists co-workers' programs 
without recognition from clientele or 
supervisors.
Coordinates phases of a program for which 
responsible with those efforts of co
workers .
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165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.
173.

174. 

1■k f W  I

176.

177.

Is willing to listen to co-workers' opin
ions.
Refers compliments heard about other staff 
workers outside the office back to the 
person.
Never hesitates to ask co-workers or re
source personnel for support or assist
ance .
Always keeps co-workers informed of 
actions that affect the entire office.
Shares ideas, materials, and literature 
with fellow workers in county and neigh
boring counties.
Lets co-workers in on program at the last 
minute.
Is willing to assist in any way possible 
to maintain an effective program in the 
county.
Helps motivate people of all levels.
Displays a courteous and helpful attitude 
with all clientele.
When conflict arises, handles it calmly, 
always enforcing the same rules for every
body.
Calls people by name when greeting them at 
meetings and usually has something of a 
personal nature to say to them.
Deals with difficult interpersonal prob
lems by bringing the individuals together 
to talk it out.
Does not hold grudges against people who 
may not agree with him/her.
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178.

179.
180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

191.
192.
193.

Allows others to receive recognition even 
when he/she is the main reason for the 
achievement.
Constantly refers to "what I did."
Talks too much and tries to act like an 
expert on too many subjects.
Tends to "run" activities or meetings when 
he/she is not in charge of the event.
Fails to sympathize with and to encourage 
individuals who don't achieve.
Does not bend or compromise in group ef
fort.
Does not respond well to constructive 
criticism.
Attends too many meetings just to be seen 
and recognized and not to take an active 
part.
Is always prepared to offer an excuse when 
something does not turn out right.
Always tries to take sole credit for what
ever is accomplished.
Does not let people explain situations—  
jumps to conclusions.
Accepts failure without placing blame on 
others.
Shares responsibility with others and 
makes sure they understand what is expected 
of them.
Never tries to "snow" people.
Enjoys working with people.
Takes criticism without losing temper.
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194.

195.

196.
197.
198.
199.

200. 

201.

202.
203.

204.
205.

206.

207.

208.

209.

210.

Maintains a professional image at all 
times.
Personally sets a good example for those 
he/she works with.
Radiates enthusiasm for job.
Takes a firm stand when warranted.
Shows initiative in his/her work.
Cares less about self-recognition and 
praise than about meeting the needs of the 
people.
Follows up on contact and double checks 
commitments.
Looks for the potential in a proposal or 
idea before being critical of it.
Searches out new developments and methods.
Is conscientious about his/her job and 
shows pride in being an Extension agent.
Makes promises and keeps those promises.
Accepts job assignments and opportunities 
with optimistic attitude.
Follows established policies, rules, and 
procedures in conducting programs.
Is always on time for meetings, activities 
and appointments.
Works irregular and extra hours when nec
essary.
Leaves his/her menial work for others to 
do.
Procrastinates rather than attacking the 
job at hand.
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211.

212.
213.

214.

215.
216.
217.

218.

219.

220. 
221.

222.

223.

224.

Must be reminded about his/her responsi
bility for routine work of program.
Displays emotion and loses control easily.
Unwilling to work after 5:00 or more than 
40 hours per week.
Demonstrates negativism toward adminis
tration, specialists, and unit staff.
Shows lack of enthusiasm for the job.
Resists change.
Is willing to tolerate inconveniences when 
necessary to accomplish something.
Continually tries to improve the program 
rather than to be content with its present 
state.
Has innovative ideas, but does not try to 
force change.
Arrives at work on time.
Greets a new idea by looking for its inad
equacies.
Constantly is late for meetings or activities.
Doesn't follow through on commitment to 
others.
Will not listen to or try new ideas.
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PART III SUPERVISORY PERFORMANCE

This section includes standards for summarizing the 
supervisory performance of agents who have official 
responsibility for supervising other employees.

1. Always finds time to discuss problems or 
provide support when requested.

2. Does not keep entire staff up-to-date on 
all policies and decisions.

3. Supervises largely by reaction rather than 
planned action.

4. Refuses to advertise for the best qualified 
person. Wants to hand pick individuals.

5. Holds office conferences so that all sub
ordinates have some general knowledge of 
programs being conducted.

6. Updates subordinates on all programs and 
events as the need requires.

7. Continually plays down the ideas of subor
dinates.

8. Has little idea of scope or effectiveness 
of staff programs.

9. Listens to subordinates' complaints.
10. Helps coordinate work with secretary.
11. Has adequate resources for a basic program.
12. Provides adequate and appropriate super

vision to staff members for whom he/she is 
responsible.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20. 
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Reports programs and activities to subor
dinates when asked.
Is never too busy to converse with subor
dinates no matter how small the details.
Helps subordinates get equipment and re
sources needed.
Takes care of office management and dis
cusses day's activities with subordinates 
first thing in the morning.
Secretarial staff is poorly trained and 
inefficient.
Never sits down to discuss a particular 
problem with the whole office who could 
have some insight in solving the problem.
Takes sides in disagreements among subordinates.
Caters to favorite staff members.
Makes all decisions without discussion 
with staff for everything ranging from 
coffee maker to equipment to budget.
Is not responsive to subordinates' ideas 
or ignores them completely.
Delegates responsibility for one program 
to a subordinate and then undercuts their 
authority by making policy changes without 
consulting them.
Secretarial workload is planned suffi
ciently in advance to allow for both pri
orities and routine needs of staff.
Is aware of the activities of all staff and 
holds necessary office conferences to co
ordinate matters.
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
33.

34.

35.

36.
37.

38.

39.

Always has time to give direct supervision 
to less experienced or less capable agents.
Subordinates occasionally ignore his/her 
position and act for or around it.
Takes big stacks of work home because 
he/she tries to do everything rather than 
delegate some of it.
Does not keep others of his/her staff in
formed of own programs, schedule, commit
ments .
Assesses needs of individual staff workers 
in office.
Secretarial time is equitably distributed 
among the staff.
Corrects subordinates in private.
Doesn't compliment or encourage subordi
nates.
Overrules ideas that subordinates have 
without giving the idea a fair trial.
Does not include information to the total 
staff for which they are involved and re
sponsible.
Cannot delegate responsibility.
When a conflict between subordinates 
arises, he/she says to forget it instead 
of trying to get to the root of the prob
lem.
Waits till last minute and then expects the 
secretaries to "whip up" the needed work.
Fails to leave or provide complete and 
meaningful instructions to subordinates.
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40.

41.

Explains to subordinates why resources 
aren't available instead of simply saying "NO."
Allows time for discussion of plans and 
accomplishments.
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Appendix E

Performance Review, Analysis and Planning System
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PERFORMANCE REVIEW, ANALYSIS AND PLANNING SYSTEM
(PRAP)

In the 1970's the American Institutes for Research 
(AIR) based in Washington, D. C., received a grant, con
tract number 12-05-300-72, from the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture (USDA) to conduct a nationwide job 
analysis of Extension agents' work and develop a perform
ance appraisal system. The job analysis report was sub
mitted in 1978 and recommendations concerning performance 
evaluation system and procedures were submitted to USDA 
in May 1979. Findings from the agent job analysis re
search conducted by Brumback, Hahn, and Edwards (1978) 
provided the foundation for the Extension agent Perform
ance Review, Analysis and Planning system (PRAP).

The following minimal requirements of a performance 
evaluation system for Extension agents were identified in 
the AIR report (Hahn et al., 1979a):

1. The system must encompass or be appropriate for 
Extension agents who have agriculture/natural re
sources, home economics, 4-H youth, and/or community 
resource development program responsibilities.
2. The system must relate to the critical job duties 
of each position.
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3. The system must be free from non-job-related 
factors.
4. The system must take into consideration the dif
ference in performance levels and requirements of the 
entry-level agent and the experienced agent.
5. The system must provide data and records which
can be used in salary administration, promotion,
transfer, and employment termination decisions.
6. The system must relate to the planning and con
trol functions of the organization.
7. The system must be capable of leading to im
provements in objective setting, performance and 
situational problem solving, and the setting of ac
complishment standards.

The PRAP System 
The resulting performance evaluation system, identi

fied as PRAP, consists of four components (Hahn et al., 
1979a): (a) the determinants of performance, (b) the
measurement of agent behaviors and the results of those 
behaviors, (c) performance review and analysis, and (d) 
planning. The conceptual operation of these components 
by Hahn et al. (1979a, p. 18) is:
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Performance „_________
Determinants »

Review and ---» PlanningAnalysis
Behaviors „__________ |
and Results

Component .1; Performance Determinants
Performance determinants are those blocks to per

formance which may or may not be in the control of the 
individual. These include the intra-individual factors 
which are the individual's capabilities and the extra
individual factors which are situational. If an equitable 
and valid assessment of performance is to be made, know
ledge of the determinants is necessary during the planning 
stage as well as in the performance analysis procedures.

The intra-individual factors include knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and other characteristics such as mo
tivation. These factors, identified in the PRAP litera
ture as KSAOs, are the primary determinants of the agent's 
job related behavior.

The situational factors are the conditions under 
which the agent functions. Some of the situational fac
tors are under the control of the organization, such as
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the work structure. Others, may or may not be under the 
control of the agent. The weather, for example, is beyond 
the control of either the individual or the organization.

Component 2: Performance Measures
If one of the purposes of merit pay is to motivate 

performance, then the link between employee performance 
and salary adjustment needs to be explicit. Thus, a pri
ority of the performance evaluation model should be the 
ability to differentiate performance and achievement lev
els.

Hahn et al. (1979a) conceptualized performance as 
entailing three consecutive stages of outcomes. The hi
erarchical model developed by Bennett (1975) was used as 
a basis, with the PRAP model grouping Bennett's seven 
evaluation levels into three outcome stages.

The first of the three stages, immediate outcomes, 
was described as staff activities and correspond with 
levels one and two of Bennett's hierarchical model. Im
mediate outcomes are those job-related behaviors that are 
the immediate manifestations of the agent's task efforts. 
Because of this, the evaluation of an agent's immediate
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outcomes requires a behaviorally-oriented component in 
performance evaluation.

The intermediate outcomes, the second stage, corre
spond to levels three through six of Bennett's hierarchy. 
Intermediate outcomes represent more distal results and 
require a results-oriented component in performance eval
uation.

The third stage, ultimate outcomes, corresponds to 
the highest level in Bennett's hierarchy and is related 
to the end results. These outcomes, which are usually 
difficult to assess, require a results-oriented component 
in performance evaluation. Thus, the PRAP evaluation 
system includes assessment procedures of both the agent's 
job-related behaviors and the results of those behaviors.

As the initial step in the development of a perform
ance appraisal system for the USDA Cooperative Extension 
Service, a job analysis was conducted by AIR (Brumback et 
al., 1978). This job analysis research provided the ex
plicit linkage between job requirements and the proposed 
performance evaluation procedures. Because of this link
age, AIR concluded that the PRAP system was job related 
and thus, validity was inferred (Hahn et al., 1979a).
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Brumback et al. (1978) identified fourteen major 
areas of responsibilities from their eight state job 
analysis survey. The fourteen categories of duties were 
developed from 2500 descriptions of performance tasks and 
outcomes submitted by Extension agents and supervisors. 
While the duties vary in terms of how critical or impor
tant they are as functional responsibilities of the spe
cific agent position, they were all found of sufficient 
importance to be represented in the appraisal system. 
Each duty is made up of specific work units called tasks 
and these are written in the form of performance stand
ards. Except for the supervisory standards, which are 
limited to some of the agents, the performance standards 
are either result oriented descriptions or work related 
behavioral descriptions. The supervisory functions are 
primarily behaviorally oriented. These standards, num
bering four hundred and thirteen, are listed in Appendix 
D and were used in the instrumentation of this research 
effort.

Component 3:__Review and Analysis
The performance review and analysis activity allows 

both the supervisor and the agent to evaluate job related
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efforts, the results of those efforts, pinpoint the causes 
of problems, identify training or educational needs, and 
determine where further employee development may be de
sired. The review and analysis involves the active par
ticipation of both the immediate supervisor and the 
individual agent and a sharing of knowledge and concerns. 
However, the environment must be one which will foster 
constructive feedback if this is to be a worthwhile ac
tivity with meaningful results.

Since Extension planning is generally done within a 
management-by-objectives (MBO) framework, Hahn et al. 
(1979a) developed two processes to reinforce this partic
ular planning and work mode. First, a process was out
lined for determining the worth of objectives. Second, 
guidelines were established for distinguishing between key 
objectives and less important ones, for distinguishing 
between means and ends, and for specifying objectives into 
precise and more assessable terms. These processes are 
outlined in the planning component, below.

Component 4: Planning
Planning requires the allocation of resources ac

cording to priorities. Unfortunately, there is often
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considerable imprecision in the specification of the ob
jectives. In fact, Hahn et al. (1979a) found most Exten
sion plan of work objectives are vague either about the 
target clientele or planned changes with some objectives 
mixing means and ends together. Thus, guidelines were 
established to aid in distinguishing between key objec
tives and less important ones, for distinguishing between 
means and ends, and for specifying objectives more pre
cisely and in more assessable terms. Second, a standard
ization process for determining objective worth was 
developed.

The following definition of a key objective was used 
during the PRAP testing procedures (Hahn et al., 1979a,
p. 68):

An objective is a key one if the agent has primary 
responsibility for its attainment and has planned at 
least 40-person days of personal effort on the ob
jective during the program year. The number of key 
objectives will vary among agents, but generally 
should not exceed five. Key objectives are neither 
trivial nor routine; they are aimed at effecting im
portant social changes.

It should be stressed that key objectives must be mutually
understood and agreed upon by both the agent and the
supervisor.

Hahn et al. (1979a) outlined two methods of stand
ardizing the worth of objectives.. The first, value con
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tribution method (VCM), was originally developed by AIR 
to help policy makers set priorities in a rational and 
systematic manner. In the VCM procedure, organizational 
goals are formulated and ordered on a ratio scale by a 
small group of goal setters. Individual employees then 
establish objectives as a means of accomplishing the or
ganizational goals. Each set of objectives is then or
dered on a ratio scale by the employee. Thus, both the 
organizational or statewide agency goals and the agent's 
or locally derived objectives have been given a value. 
However, since the Virginia Cooperative Extension Service 
does not function around statewide goals, it is the opin
ion of this writer that the VCM procedure is inappropriate 
for Virginia.

The second method, which seems to be more appropriate 
for Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, is one that 
involves key objectives as stated in the individual 
agent's plan of work and the rating of these key objec
tives relative to importance. The following guidelines 
were identified for determining the importance of key ob
jectives:

70 points: Moderate Importance
-job related activities
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-increased participation 
80 points: Substantial Importance
-increased program satisfaction by clientele 
-increased knowledge level of clientele 

90 points: Maximum Importance
-adopted practices by clientele 
-impacted upon ultimate objectives of clientele 

Additional Criteria for Value Adjustments of Key Ob
jectives:
0 to 3 points: Need for change (based on priority
of the need relative to other local needs)
0 to 3 points: Extent of change (based on the ex
tent of change planned, e.g., a significant in
crease planned in number of hard-to-reach 
clientele, e.g., a significant increase in planned 
crop yield)
0 to 3 points: Difficulty in achieving (based on
the complexity of the objectives in terms of major 
situational obstacles anticipated and/or level of 
knowledges, skills, and abilities)

Thus, key objectives which are determined to be of 
moderate importance have a 70 to 79 point range. Key ob
jectives which are determined to be of substantial impor
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tance have a 80 to 89 point range. And key objectives 
which are determined to be of maximum importance have a 
90 to 99 point range. It should also be noted that the 
last added value criterion, difficulty in achieving, re
quires consideration of the determinants of performance.

The identification of key objectives values now al
lows the scoring of achievement. For the MBO component, 
a key result value can be computed for each objective. 
The formula for computation is (Hahn et al., 1979a, p.

It is necessary that the attainment of objectives 
also be in a standardized designation form. The following 
scale, developed as part of the AIR study, was presented 
in the Manual for Countv Extension Agent Performance Re
view. Analysis and Planning (May 1979, p. 39):

3 - exceeded the planned objective 
2 - met the planned objective
1 - made some progress toward meeting the objective 
but did not fully meet the planned objective

25):

Status of Attainment 
on the 

Key Objective
Potential Value 

X of the
Key Objective

Key
Result
Value
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0 - made little or no progress toward meeting the 
planned objective 

For example:
Importance weight of Key Objectives: 74, 86, 95
Attainment status: 2, 1, 3
Key result value: (74x2) + (86x1) + (95x3) = 519
Key Objective Performance Score:

519/(74+86+95) = 519/255 = 2.04 x 100 = 204
The theoretical range of a three key objective per

formance score may be from 0 in the case of complete 
failure to 300 in the case of exceeding all three objec
tives with each objective having a 99 value.

One of the questions asked by AIR focused on who 
should assign the key objective values. The respondents 
indicated that the agent may assign the initial value at 
the time the objective is written and this should be re
viewed and agreed upon by the immediate supervisor. When 
more than one supervisor is involved in reviewing the 
agent's performance, the values should be assigned indi
vidually by each supervisor and then compared, resolving 
any discrepancies. The results of this review and 
weighting process should be documented and communicated
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to the agent in order that there will be a mutual under
standing early in the performance period.

However, special assignments and unforeseen circum
stances often arise within any planning period. The 
findings of the AIR national study indicated that between 
two-thirds to four-fifths of Extension agents' time is 
planned in advance. A comprehensive performance evalu
ation procedure must also include a procedure which can 
positively encompass the rest of an individual's job per
formance and continue to allow flexibility to meet client 
needs. Thus, the utilization of the PRAP standards allows 
for evaluation on planned performance which has not been 
identified in the key objectives as well as any unplanned 
performance.

This concept was reinforced in the AIR findings. 
Participants were requested to express their opinions on 
the relative emphasis to be placed on the various major 
components of agent performance. They were asked to do 
this separately for agents who had no official supervisory 
responsibilities and those who did. The data presented 
in Tables 6 and 7 summarizes participant responses.

There was general agreement among agents and county 
Extension directors that for non-supervisory agents the
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Table 6
Recommended. Relative_Emphasis of Components of Job Per
formance for Nonsuoervisorv Agents (based on 100 total 
p o Intel

C o u n ty  E x t e n s i o n R e g i o n a l
A g o n ts O l r e c t o r s S u p e r v i s o r s

R a n g *  M e d ia n Range M e d ia n Range M e d ia n

R e s u l t s  on 
K ey  O b j e c t i v e s

3 0 - 6 0 4 5 . 0 2 0 - 7 5 4 2 . 5 2 0 - 7 0 3 2 . 5

R e s u l t s  on 
O t h e r  A c t i v i t i e s  
( R s s u l t s - O r l e n t e d  S t a n d a r d s )

2 0 - 4 0 2 5 . 0 1 5 - 5 0 2 4 . 2 1 5 - 3 6 3 2 . 5

Job B e h a v i o r s  
( D e h a v l o r a l  S t a n d a r d s )

1 5 - 4 0 2 2 . 5 1 0 - 5 0 2 3 . 0 1 5 - 4 0 2 7 . 5

Note. From Development of a Performance Evaluation^S.vstem 
(p. 66) by C. P. Hahn, G. B. Brumback, and D. S. Edwards, 
1979, Washington, D. C.: American Institutes for Re
search.
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Table 7
Recommended _Re la tiye__Empha si s_ of_.Components of Job Per- 

 foj:_Supervisory Agents (based on 100 total
points1

C o u n ty  E x t e n s i o n R e g i o n a l
A g e n ts D i r e c t o r s S u p e r v i s o r s

R an ge  M e d ia n Range M e d ia n Range M e d ia n

R e s u l t s  on  
K ey O b j e c t i v e s

1 0 - 5 0 2 B .1 1 0 - 5 0 2 7 . 5 1 8 - 5 5 1 9 . 0

R e s u l t s  on  
O t h e r  A c t i v i t i e s  
( R e s u l t s - O r l e n t e d  S t a n d a r d s )

5 - 3 3 2 3 . 6 1 0 - 4 0 1 6 . 7 1 5 - 2 7 1 9 . 0

Job B e h a v i o r s  
( B e h a v i o r a l  S t a n d a r d s )

1 0 - 4 0 2 0 . 7 1 0 - 4 0 1 6 . 7 1 5 - 3 7 2 3 . S

S u p e r v i s o r y  
P e r  f o m a n c e
( S u p e r v i s o r y  S t a n d a r d s )

1 5 - 5 0 2 3 . 1 1 5 - 5 0 2 5 . 0 1 5 - 3 0 2 3 . 5

H2£su. From Bsy-aloRmgnt, Qf s.. Performance. Evaluation System (p. 67) by C. P. Hahn, G. B. Brumback, and D. S. Edwards, 
1979, Washington, D. C.: American Institutes for Re-
search.
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results obtained on key objectives should receive the most 
weight. However, when the two, or three as in the case 
of unit directors, are added together the weight of the 
performance standard scores surpasses that of the key ob
jective results.

Qthgx Findihqg
The consideration of time involvement was also in

cluded in the AIR research effort as a means of determin
ing the overall feasibility of the PRAP system. The agent 
time spent completing the annual progress report ranged 
from one to twelve hours with the mean being four hours 
and thirty-eight minutes. The performance discussion 
preparation time for agents ranged from zero time up to 
eight hours with the mean being just under two hours. The 
reported actual time per agent for the total evaluation 
process ranged from just under three hours to ten hours 
(mean of five hours and thirty-two minutes). Agents also 
identified the time they considered as optimal and it 
ranged from one to nine hours (mean of three hours and 
forty-nine minutes).

County Extension directors and regional supervisors 
were also asked to estimate time spent on the evaluation
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process and identify what they perceived as the optimal 
time. Directors spent a mean of one hour and fourteen 
minutes per agent in reviewing the annual progress report 
and a mean of one hour and forty-nine minutes in complet
ing the performance review, analysis, and planning sum
mary. This included the summary of results on the key 
objectives and the scoring of four hundred and thirteen 
performance standards used in the testing procedures.

However, AIR proposed a limit of two hundred per
formance standards in the PRAP model. This number of 
standards was supported by participant responses, "Based 
on median responses, it appears that an operational ver
sion might well be built around about one-half of the 
standards used in the draft format" (Hahn et al., 1979a, 
p. 51).

It should be noted, however, there was a large vari
ation in the number of standards that the respondents felt 
could be included in an operational version. County Ex
tension directors identified that a low of fifty perform
ance standards would be acceptable with agents noting that 
as many as three hundred and seventy-two would be manage
able. In terms of relative emphasis on the functional 
areas, there was agreement among agents, county extension
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directors, and regional supervisors that program imple
mentation should receive the heaviest emphasis with 
interpersonal and personal standards being nearly as im
portant. The findings also indicated "that the vast ma
jority of respondents felt that the performance standards 
used increased objectivity of the appraisal process" 
(Hahn, et al., 1979a, p. 53). However, the time spent by 
county directors on performance discussions per agent 
ranged from one to seven hours with the mean being just 
over two hours. Thus, total mean time spent per agent on 
performance evaluation by county Extension directors was 
five hours and thirteen minutes per agent.

The reported figures on time spent were similar for 
regional supervisors. The review mean time per agent an
nual progress report was fifty-five minutes. The mean 
time per agent was fifty-three minutes to complete and 
review the summary of results on key objectives and the 
performance standards. The performance discussion time 
per agent for regional supervisors calculated to the mean 
of two hours. Thus, a total time of less than four hours 
per agent was spent on the PRAP system by regional super
visors.
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County Extension directors perceived optimal time per 
agent for the total evaluation process ranged between one 
hour to nine hours (mean of three hours and forty-nine 
minutes). Similarly, regional directors identified the 
mean of three hours and thirty-eight minutes, a range of 
one and one half hours to eight hours, as optimal.

Operational Summary
The PRAP system has a series of procedural components 

with the process being circular and continual. The com
pletion of one component provides data and initiates the 
next component.

The system has several general characteristics. The 
system is objective oriented. This is in keeping with the 
tradition of the Cooperative Extension Service and the 
plan of work and reporting functions of the organization. 
The basic input for the MBO component of the appraisal 
model is a set of objectives which are to be taken di
rectly from each agent's plan of work. The system is de
signed to differentiate between key objectives and other 
objectives and includes a method for standardizing the 
values to be assigned to each of the identified key ob
jectives. Also, included in system is a method by which
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attainment of key objectives can be evaluated and given a 
numerical value relating to the worth of the key objective 
and the degree of attainment.

The PRAP system provides a procedure to evaluate work 
outcomes and job behaviors in order that performance on 
other objectives and agent efforts can be assessed. Thus, 
total work performance is appraised with the use of the 
performance standards, not just performance as it relates 
to key objectives.

The system is designed to integrate the functions of 
performance review, performance analysis, the identifica
tion of training needs, performance determinants, and 
planning for the next performance period. Therefore, the 
personnel appraisal system not only functions to initiate 
employee development decisions but also functions as an 
organizational planning and control mechanism. Also, the 
system involves the active participation of agents, unit 
directors, district supervisors, and program leaders at 
the stare level in the review, analysis, and planning as
pects of the system and Extension programming efforts.

Finally, the PRAP system places supervisors in the 
position of being describers of performance and working 
with agents to identify the desired level of performance
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and achievement. The performance appraisal process be
comes a mutual development and learning experience rather 
than a mechanistic evaluation or accounting effort.

Along with the documentation requirements, the cycle 
of performance review, analysis, and planning is shown in 
Figure 7. The performance review, analysis, and planning 
cycle is a series of steps which span over the performance 
period. The first step is the setting of objectives for 
the upcoming performance period. These objectives should 
be part of the agent's plan of work and have been identi
fied as high priority objectives by the agent and his/her 
supervisor(s). Hahn et al. (1979a) noted that the "defi
nition of key objectives must be made explicit to agents 
and supervisors alike" and suggested that "the set of key 
objectives be limited" (p. 73). The criteria for key ob
jectives are:

1. The agent has primary responsibility for objec
tive accomplishment,
2. A substantial portion of the agent's efforts is 
planned for its attainment, such as forty man days, 
and
3. Successful objective attainment will lead to 
measurable change.
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Setting objectives 
for the performance
period

Mutual discussion 
of performance 
review and analysis 
and agreed upon plans 
for agent development

\
Supervisor(s) 
analysis of 
performance

Supervisor(s) review 
of objectives for 
the performance 
period

Agent performance 
during the period♦Agent self-report 

of accomplishments

Supervisor(s) 
review of 
performance 
against standards

Supervisor(s) 
review of 
accomplishments

Figure 7. The annual cycle of the Performance Re
view, Analysis and Planning system.
Hat&j. From Development of a Performance Evaluation 
System (p. 72) by C. P. Hahn, G. B. Brumback, and D.
S. Edwards, 1979a, Washington, D. C. : American In
stitutes for Research.
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Objectives need to be clearly written, specifying the 
type of change to be achieved, the extent of change at
tempted, and the expected difficulty of attainment. Ob
jectives which are stated in vague terms can neither be 
assessed in terms of worth or measured in terms of 
achievement.

The second step involves the weighting of the iden
tified key objectives. This step determines the worth of 
each objective and is possible only when the objectives 
are stated in clear and precise terms. The agent and 
his/her supervisor(s) are involved in the weighting proc
ess. A mutual understanding of the key objectives and 
their relative weights is necessary early in the perform
ance period.

The third step involves first the agent and then the 
supervisor(s). At the end of the performance period, an 
accomplishment report is to be compiled by the agent 
identifying the level of attainment on each of the key 
objectives and all other work outcomes. This report needs 
to contain evidence of results attained and be submitted 
to the appropriate supervisor(s).

The supervisor(s) reviews the accomplishment report 
and accompanying evidence and then assigns an attainment
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status score to each key objective. The key result value 
for each objective is calculated by multiplying the at
tainments score by the value weight and recording the 
product.

The fourth step provides an assessment of performance 
not identified in the key objectives. The appropriate 
supervisor(s) is to rate the agent's performance against 
a set of results-oriented and behavior-oriented standards. 
This yields a set of scores which can be added to the key 
objective scores in determining a total performance score.

The fifth step identified in the performance ap
praisal cycle is the analysis of performance and involves 
interaction between the agent and the immediate 
supervisor(s). This process is basically one of agent 
development and problem resolution. Both situational and 
individual factors which affect agent performance should 
be examined. The question that needs to be addressed is 
—  How can performance deterrents be alleviated and what 
can the collective resources of the Cooperative Extension 
Service do to alleviate such factors?

When more than one supervisor are involved, supervi
sor differences should be discussed and resolved prior to 
meeting with the agent so that a united supervisory view
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point can be expressed. It was stressed in the AIR report 
(Hahn et al., 1979a) that "discussions should attempt to 
convey the idea that they are a mutually helpful learning 
and development process and not that the agent's career 
and self esteem are on the block.. .be honest without un
warranted praise or reproach heaped on the agent...at the 
end of the process the agent knows rather precisely what 
the judged performance level is, what factors were con
sidered, and how the agent may sustain and increase the 
level for the next performance period" (p. 78).
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